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PREFACE
The Military La% Review is designed to provide a medium for
those interested in the field of military law to share the product
of their experience and research with their fellow lawyers. Articles should be of direct concern and import in this area of scholarship, and preference will be given to those articles having lasting
value BS reference material for the military lawyer.
The Military Law Review does not purport to promulgate
Department of the Army policy or to be in any sense directory.
The opinions reflected in each article are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Judge Advocate
General or the Department of the Army.
Articles, comments, and notes should be submitted in duplicate,
triple spaced, ta the Editor, ,Wlitary Law Resiew, The Judge Advocate General's School, U S Army, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Footnotes should be triple spaced, set out an pages separate from
the text and follow the manner of citation in the Harvard Blue
Book.

This Review may be cited as 26 MIL.
L.REV. (number of page)
(1964)

(DA Pam 27-100-26, 1October 1964).

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, United States
Government Printing Office,Washington, D.C. 20402, Price: $.75
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JOHN FITZGERALD LEE
Judge Advocate of the Army
1849-1862
When the officeof Judge Advocate of the Army was abolished in
1802, judge advocates continued to serve in the field. However, the
year 1821 witnessed the total demise of the Judge Advocate General's Corps, and from that year until 1849, officers of the
line, not necessarily attorneys, were detailed to 8erve a8 trial
judge advocates for courts-martial, there being no permanent
legal officers in the Army.
Available records indicate that the administration af military
justice and the responsibilities f o r advising the general staff on
legal matters were not uniformly exercised. At times the Secretary
of War or the General-in-Chief of the Army requested opinions on
various matters from the Attorney General of the United States.
A t other times (and with particular reference to the review of
court-martial records) The Adjutant General of the Army performed the functions of a Judge Advocate General. In addition,
the Generals-in-Chief of the Army, during this period, all were
either lawyers or offieera familiar with the law and no doubt
served to some extent 88 their own legal sdviaors. I t appears
that Jacob Brown, General-in-Chief from 1816 to 1828, probably
studied law. Alexander Macamb, General-in-Chief from 1828 t o
1841, published treatises on martial law and court-martial procedure. Winfield Scott, General-in-Chief from 1841 to 1861, was a
member of the Virginia Bar. Henry W. Halleck, General-in-Chief
from 1862 to 1864, was a member of the California Bar, and an
author of legal treatises.
The administration of military justice and the execution of
the duties of a Judge Advocate General of the Army were to same
extent regularized by Colonel Rodger Jones of Virginia, who
served as Adjutant General of the Army from 1825 to 1852.
Colonel Jones himself was convicted by general court-martial
a8 a result of a disagreement with M a j o r General Alexander
Macomb, General-in-Chief of the Army an The Adjutant General's
legai authority to issue orders. During this disagreement Colonel
Jones was alleged t o have said to the General, "I defy you. s i r ;
I defy you." Colonel Jones was sentenced, however, only t o a
reprimand and continued to serve as The Adjutant General.
A00 6llOB
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Starting in 1844, Colonel Jones detailed an officer of the line
to his office as Acting Judge Advocate of the Army to assist him
in the performance of the legal functions that he had assumed.
The first Acting Judge Advocate of the Army, who served until
1846, was First Lieutenant Samuel Chase Ridgely of the 4th
Artillery, from Maryland. During the year 1841 the Acting
Judge Advocate was Captain Leslie Chase of the 2d Artillery,
from New Yark. Finally, in 1848, Captain John Fitzgerald Lee
of the Ordnance Department was appointed Acting Judge Advacate of the Army.
Captain Lee, a native of Virginia, and grandson of Richard
Henry Lee, President of the Continental Congress, was apparently
not an attorney. Nevertheless, it may be assumed that he had
knowledge of military law as It was the understanding of that
day that every officer had a responsibility to educate himself in
military law and therefore every officer of the Arms was, to some
extent, a member of the military bar.
Captain Lee had graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 1830 and had served 88 Lieutenant of Artillery until
1831. In 1837 he was breveted a captain "for Gallantry and Good
Conduct in the War against the Florida Indians." In 1838 he
transferred to Ordnance and was regularly promoted to captain in
1847.

In 1849 Congress reestablished the statutory office of Judge
Advocate of the Army with the brevet rank and pay of a Malor of
Cavalry, and Captain Lee was appointed to that office.
The records of his office indicate that the military justice functions performed a t general headquarters were not substantial.
During this period, and until 1862, no other judge advocates were
authorized either a t headquarters or in the field. The first record
of court-martial reviewed by Major Lee was in 1860, some 12
months after his appointment. There IS no record of correspondence on other matters pertaining to military law until 1864.
Major Lee rendered, among others, two interesting opinions
during his tenure. He rendered an opinion (presumably his, aithough issued in the name af the General-In-Chief of the Army)
that the sentence of a court-martial that required four privates
far one year to wear iron bands around their necks each with even
prongs s e w n inches long was cruel and unusual punishment and
therefore illegal.

The other opinion rendered by Major Lee may well have been
responsible for his ultimate resignation from the Army. Majar
iv
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General Henry W.Halleck was assigned to command the Department of Missouri. General Halleck, who as a young officer had
become familiar with Winfield Scott's device of trial by military
commission, proceeded to try by commission persons suspected of
aiding the Confederacy, on the ground that the local civil courts
were ineffective. Major Lee rendered an opinion that such commissions were without authority and illegal. General Halleek
became General-in-Chief of the Army in July 1862. In the same
month, Congress recrested the office of Judge Advocate General of
the Army with the rank and pay of a Colonel of Cavalry, and in
so doing abolished the office which Major Lee had held. Major
Lee apparently was not recommended by General Halleck for ap.
pointment to the new office (which might have been explained
by the fact that he was not an attorney and the ultimate ap.
Pointee was). Nevertheless, rather than being reassigned to
Ordnance or continued as a subordinate judge advocate (which
offices were also reestablished by the Same act of Congress) he
resigned from the Army in September of 1862.
Major Lee retired to a Maryland f a r m in Prince George
County. Thereafter he served as a member of the Maryland State
Constitutional Convention in 1861 and as a state senator f a r the
term 186C69. He died i n 1884 a t the age of 71.
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MILITARY SEARCHES AND S E I Z U R E S - T H E
DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT*
BY CAPTAIN JOHN
F. WEBB, JR."

I. INTRODUCTION
The basis for the Federal rule, as it applies to both military and
civilian trials, prohibiting unreasonable search and seizure is
found in the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitutian which provides:
The right Of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and effects, against unresronable searches and seizures. shall not be
viaiated, and no W a r r a n t s shall issue, but upon p a b a b l e came, PUPported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the pisee S
be searched, and the persons or things ta be seized.

The nation that persons and property ought ta be protected
against unreasonable search and seizure had its judicial birth in
English law in 1766 when Lord Camden gave his opinion in
Entick w. Carrington invalidating the use of a general warrant
issued by no less than one of the King's ministers to make an
exploratory search of a man's private books and papers for the
purpose of seizing evidence to be used against him in a criminal
trial. What was condemned was the forcible and compulsory extortion of a person's testimony OT of his private papers. There
can be no doubt that the framers of the Fourth Amendment, deter.
mined to provide safeguards far the American people to protect
them from unreasonable search and seizure, had in mind Entick
v. Carrington a s well as the notorious writs of assistance which
had been used in colonial times to sanction general searches of
property and persons. I t was resistance to such colonial practices
that had established the principle, which was enacted into the
fundamental law in the Fourth Amendment, that a man's house is
* T h i s article was adapted from a thesis pmsented to The Judge Advocate
General's School, US. Army, Charlottenvilie, Virginia, while the author WBB
member of the Twelfth Career Course. The o ~ i n i o n sand eonclvsionr m e aented herein m e thoae of the author and do n i t neeeaasrlly represent-the
views of The Judge Advocate General's School or any other goveinmental
Bge"CY.
** J A G C ; U.S. Army Judiciary, Office of the Judge Advocate Generai, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C.;I.L.B., 1956, Baylor University;
Admitted to the Bars of the S t a t e of Texaa and of the United States Supreme
Court and the United Statea Court of Military Appeals.
1 1 9 How. St. Tr.1029 (1185).
D
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his castle and not to be invaded under any general authority to
search and seize his goods and papers.2 This article will explore
that same protection, its development and growth, the manner
of its enforcement, and the attitudes of the courts, as reflected in
their opinions, particularly as it is applied in the military.s
The time is past when military law could be considered t o be a
system unto itaelf. The influences of civilian rules and decisions
are becoming increasingly more pronounced with the passage of
time. Nowhere i s this more true than in the field of search and
seizure. Although there are still some fundamental differences,
such 8s the substitution of the authorization of a commander for
the necessity of obtainrng a search warrant, the traditional military concept af search and seizure is b a n g reshaped by rhe Court
of Military Appeals into the general mold created by the Supreme
Court. In recent months the Court of Military Appeals has
handed dawn decisions involving search and seizure which are
destined to have far reaching effects not only upon Judge Advocates, but also upon commanders and persons charged with l a w
enforcement and crime detection. Search and seizure must then
be considered t o be of vital importance in the military a t the
present time. The purpose of this article i s to provide the Judge
Advocate, the commander, and the l a w enforcement agents with
a useful analysis of the opinions of both military and civilian
courts and to furnish guidelines and suggested procedures upon
which future actions may be based.
11. THE MILITARY RULE

There is no statutory basis for the military law, of search and
seizure: the Lhiform Code of ,Mditary Justmee is silent on this
p0int.j The authority is provided by the President in the Manual
j o r Couvts-.Martial, Cnited States, 1951: which States in paragraph 152:
152. CERTAIN ILLEGALLY ORTAINED E V I D E N C E -Evidence
inadmiirible against the amused if It was obtained a i a Iemlt of an
unlawful search a i his property conducted or instigated by persona
B c m g under authority of the Pnited Staten. or if It mi obtained vnder
18

1 See. e + . , Weeks V. United States, 232 U.S. 383 ( 1 8 1 4 ) ; ef. Boyd V. United
States, 116 U S . 616 (18861.
S Violations af the Communications Act and so.ealied eleeiromc eavesdropping will not be considered except insofar 8 s they directly relate to Fourth
Amendment profeerion3. See iniva, notes 26-37, and aecampanylng teat.
Hereinafter cited 8.8 UCMJ.
6 See United States V. Dupree, 1 CSCDIA 665. 6 CMIR 03 (18521.
6 Hereinafter cited 8 %XCDI, 1851.
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w e h eiieumatances t h a t the provisims of Seetion 605 of the Cammunications Act of 1034 (48 Stat. 1103; 41 U.S.C.6 0 5 ) . pertaining to the YOBUthorized divulgence of c ~ m m u n i e a t i m sby wire or radio, w o l d prohibit
its use against the accused were he being tried m B Cnited Stater district
court All evidence obtained through information supplied by such
illegally obtained evidence 18 likewise inadmissible For example, evidence
obtained by B lawful reareh IS inadmissible if t h a t search was conducted
because of infarmatian derived from a preceding unlawful search af the
t s r y eaurta have no authority to order B
galiy m a e d property. or to impound such
pmoertu for the porpose of s v p p r e s ~ i nits
~ posslbie "?e 8 s ewdenee, o r
to entertain i/ motion f o r the r e t v r n or impounding of property alleged
to the use of
to ha%e been ~llegalli. seized. Consequently, an
evidence on the ground t h a t It %,as illegaliy obtained, or an the ground
that it WSJ obtained through Information supplied by ~llegsllyobtained
ewdence. 1 1 propperil. made a t the time the prosecution attempts to ~ n trodlic? the evidence. Before the court rules upon such an abjection, the
aceured should be ewe" an opportunity to shou the eireumstancei under
which the evidence wag obtained.
The f a l l a a m g searcher m e amone thnw u h i r h m e laa,ful'
A rearch conducted ~naceordanee u i t h the authority granted by a
lawful search x s r r a n t .
A nearch a f an individual's peraon, of the elathmg he i s wearing,
and of the property in hie immediate possessiun or control. conducted
as mn Incident of lawfully apprehending him.
A search under circumstances demandin. immediate action to pre\enT the r e m o ~ aor
l diiposal of property believed on reasonable grounds
t o be criminal goods.
A renreh made with the freely given consent of the w n e r in p m ~ e r elon a i the property searched.
A search of p~apiertya h i c h IS awned or controlled by the Kmted
States and 18 under the control of an armed force, or of property which
is laeated withm B mhtary inrtallatian OT in B forelm country 07 1n
occupled territory and IS ouned. used, or occupied by personr subject
to the law of war, which search has been authonzed
to military lau
by B commanding officer (Including an officer in charge) h s v m g ~ U T I P d x t m n over the place where the property is situated or, if the property
is ~n a foreign country or m occupied territory, over personnel subject
to military law 0 2 to the iaw of war in the place r h e r e the property
is situated. The commanding officer may delegate the general suthority to order searches to persons of his command. This example of
authorized searches is not intended to preclude the legality of aearches
made by mllitary perionnel m the meas ovthned above when made m
accordance wlth military custom.

The principles enumerated above, with the possible exception af
the last subparagraph of the second parasrsph, are derived in
turn from similar principles in the civilian Federal courts.' The
7 See Lnited States Y . Duptee, 1 DSCQIA 6 6 6 , 5 CQlR 93 (10521: LED&
A N D LECIIUTIVEBASIS. MAKUBLFOR COURTS->%I*RTIAL,
UNITED STATES,
1951.
at 240-241.
A 0 0 6460B
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Court of Military Appeals, has been willing to infer that mwLif not a l l - o f the restrictions imposed by the Fourth Amendment
in a civilian setting would be operative in the meas of courtmartial procedure, and has always been guided in applying the
Amendment's protection to specific situations in military law, by
the general principles announced in the decisions of the Federal
civilian courts.8 Any military search which would be reasonsble
if tested by civilian standards will not be unreasonable under mili.
tary law, since the Court of Military Appeals will attempt to
carry out the congressional intent to grant under the UCMJ,
wherever possible, military personnel the same rights and privileges accorded c i ~ i l i s n s .But
~ from the beginning the Court of
Military Appeals has recognized that there a r e some fundamental
concepts, not applicable in civilian courts, which apply in the
area of military searches.I0 In L'nited States u .
the
Court examined the Board of Review cases both before and after
the adoption of the UCMJ, and, without approving the analysis
of the scope and applicability of the rules made in the various
opinions because of the possible effect that the UCMJ and the
Manual f o r Courts-Mavtial might have on them, noted that many
good reasons had been spelled aut for the differences in the two
systems. Pointing to the concrete differences, the Court observed
that there is no requirement in the present rules f a r the affidavit
of probable cause required by civil statute, that the authority
of a commanding officer to search a member of the military
establishment or B place under military control, even though occupied as a residence or office, had always been recognized as indispensable to the maintenance of good order and discipline, that
searches and seizures have been made pursuant to military command, ae distinguished from civil warrant since the formation of
the Government, and that military law did not prohibit searches
without a warrant. These general principles have also been re.
cognized by the Federal civilian courta,12 and were discuased in
8 See Unlted States V. Rasn, 13 USCMA 432. 32 CMR 432 (1963); United
States V. Dupree. bupra, note 7.
See United Stnten V. Florence, 1 USCMA 620, 5 CMR 48 ( 1 9 6 2 ) .
10 See,
United States V. Florence, 82~pra.note 9: United States V. Doyle
1 USCMA 146, 4 C X R 137 (1932). F o r a more recent analysis see the din:
renting opinion of L a t h e r , d., in United States v Brown. 10 USCMA 482,
489, 28 Cxn 48. 6s (1969).
11 1 USCMA 620. 6 CMR 48 (1962).
See Best V. Unrted States, 184 F.2d 131 (1st Clr. 1960). c w t : d a z e d ,
340 U S 535 (19511: Richardson Y . Z u p m n n , 81 F. Supp 809 (M.D. Pa.),
ard, 174 F.2d 829 (3d O r . 1 5 4 9 ) : G r w e V. France, 76 F. Supp. 433 (E.D.
Wlse. 19481

4
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the hearings before the House Armed Services Committee when
it was considering the UCMJ prior to its adaptian.l3 The reasons
that the military law of search and seizure is not circumscribed
by all the refinements applied in civilian cases are clear. Completely different factors and circumstances confront a military commander than those which face a civil magistrate. A commander
has responsibilities unknown outside the armed forces-protection
of military property, the maintenance of a combat-ready unit,
the health, welfare, morale and discipline of his men: the very exigencies of military service such as frequent transfers, close quarters in barracks with the attendant loss of privacy and complete
control over one's own possessions, training and tactical situations, just to name a few-which must be considered in determining the necessity for the differences." In the final analysis, however, the Court of Military Appeals has made it clear that the
permissible deviations from civilian practice in initiating a search
must leave unaffected the substantial rights of the individual.ls
The path t o the conclusion that the Fourth Amendment itself
applied to the military was neither short nor easy. The year after
the MCM, 1951, came into effect, an Air Force Board of Review
stated:
A t the outset, i t is neeesliary to recognize t h a t the Fourth Amendment
to the Constitution, gvsranteerng to the people the right to be s e e Y I P
a g a i n i t "unrensansble searches and seimres;' m a y not bo brought into
trials by court-martial in determining the sdmiasibility of evidence obtained by search on 8 military reservation (ACM 1468, Worley ( J C ) ,
3 C M R ( A F ) 424, 487). Indeed, I t has been broadly stated t h a t "the
immunity from searches and 8eizuiei guaranteed bg the F o v r t h Amendment to the Constitution doen not extend ta premmes on mliitary reaervations" (CM 244713, Kemerer, 28 B R 393, 408, cited with approval in
Richardson Y Zuppann, 81 F SUPP 803,affirmed 174 F2d 8 2 9 ) . Congress
has not given to military personnel a subitsntiue right against unrea.
aonabie x a r c h , 8 9 i t might have done in the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, nor h a s the President seen fit to do so, as he undovhtedly could
by Executive Order under his powers 8s Commander-in-chief
.la

. ..

The next year (1953) both the Supreme Court and the Court of
Militarv
had occasion to examine the auestion. The
. AoDeals
..
l* Mr. Larkin. General Counsel for the Secretary of Defense, testified:
"Tha rule on aerrehea and ~ ~ I Z Y T ~f oS r, instance is not exactly the same a8
i t 18 in P Federal wwt." H-INGB
BEFORE HOCSE ARMED SERVlCss COMMITTEE, 8lST COXC., 1aT SESI., ON H R. 2498. a t 1062.
',See ACM S-20491, Magmley, 32 CMR 842 (1962). affd. 18 USCMA 445.
32 CMR 445 (1963).
l a s e e United States Y. Brown, 10 USCMA 482, 28 CMR 48 (1958).
ICM 4382,Koinrtka, 2 CMR 773,1'77 (1962)
A 0 0 dllOB
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Court of Military Appeals avoided the specific issue of the applica.
tion of the Fourth Amendment in Cnited States v . Rhodes," but
six Justices of the Supreme Court faced the issue quarely in
Burns e. Wilson 18 and reewnized t h a t as a general proposition
t h e guarantees of the Constitution and Bill of Rights applied to
servicemen. In 1958 a Nary Board of Review became the first
military tribunal to hold t h a t the Fourth Amendment applied to
a person in military service." In 1959, the Court of Military Ap.
peals. in Cnited States D . Gebhavt.20 specifically held for the first
time t h a t the protections af the Constitution applied to military
personnel and t h a t neither they, nor the Congress, nor the Exeeutive, nor any individual could deny to such persons those protections. In 1960 the Court of Military Appeals, citing Bums 8 .
Wilson, defined the extent of the constitutional protections when
they said, ". , . I t is apparent that the protections in the Bill
of Rights, except those which are expressly or by necessary implication inapplicable, are available to members of our armed

...

" 3 U S C Y A 73, 11 C l I R 73 (19531. "[Xlor
m e % e required to
determine a h e t h a r the Fourth Amendment to the Federal Conititutian applies
a i t h full force and effect to the military mtabliahment " I d at 75-76, 11 C U R
a.+ 76-7s
.
.

18346 U S 137 (1953). There * a i n o m s j o n t y opinion. In the opinlan of
Vinion, Reed. Burtan. & Clark, JJ.: "The mliitars eourts, like the state
COYITS, h a r e the same resPm"sbiiltm as do the fed:xI
eovrta to prmteet
B person from a rmlatian of his canlfltutianai rlghfs
Id. s t 142. Douglas
and Black, JJ., f e l t . "Of c o u m the m l l ~ t a r y tribunals are not governed
by the procedure for t h i s prescribed in the Fifth and Sixth Amend.
menln.
,
B u t never have we heid t h a t d i the rights covered by the
F i f t h and Sixth Amendmenta %ere abrogated by Art. 1, 5 8, el 14 of the
Constitution, empowering Congress to make rules for the srmed farces. ,
Since the requirement f o r Indictment befare t r m l IS the only p r a v l ~ m nof the
F i f t h Amendmerit made inapplicable to m i i t m y trials, it seems to me clear
t h a t the other relevant requlremenfs of the F i f t h Amendment , ere applicable t~ them." Id, e t 162.63.
l o RCM 58-00130, Hillan, 26 ChlR 771 (1968). The Board stated "And
no accveed 1s deprived af the profeedon of the consfmtion by lea sod of his
;;;y;Sg
h~9BB"z',"d~,"ss,M.",~~~RC~~~~

. .

.

.

.

~t;:'

~p&

:T;IJ;i

citation of authQrity, however, was open to question. The Boll case merely
reeognined the p'aialiel between the elvllian and m ~ l x s r yrule8 of I X C ~ Y S ~
In the Boae case, the Court of Milltary Appeals did ~ e c a g n l z eby imphestion
without specifically IO hoidmg, the exmenee of a eonrtitvtianai guar&
when they said: "In the absence of B elsim ,
tho aeCued cannot urge the
constitutional P t o t e e t m agmnst unreasonable aeneures. The Isw IB well
aettled t h a t the guarantee of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution 1s
a Peraonsi right or pnvileee t h a t can only be availed of by the owner or
clsimant of the property nvbiected to unreamnable search and s e ~ z ~ r e . ' '
(Footnote omitted.) 8 CSCMA at 302, 24 CMR at 112.
20 10 U S C I A 806.28 C U R 172 (1969).

..
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SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
farces."zl Since that time the Court of Military Appeals has
reaffirmed that the guarantees of the Fourth Amendment are
among those applicable.PP The constitutional basis of the rights
guaranteed to the serviceman before a court-martial in the field
of search and seizure is unquestionably settled. I t becomes of
importance, then, to explore the specific areas within this broad
general rule and examine in detail haw these rights and pratections have been and are being applied.
111. SEARCHES

Paragraph 152, MCM, 1961,zBlists five types of searches which
"are among those which are lawful." Each of the listed types of
searches will be examined in detail. Consideration will be gixwn
bath to its treatment by military courts, and, if there is B comparable search recognized in civilian law, the federal rules pertaining
thereto. Emphasis will be placed upan any distinctions made in
the two systems. In addition, an inquiry will be made in the light
of Past and current military law as to whether there m e "other
lawful searches" and searches based on "custom" which do not
fit into the five specific categories. Before doing so, it would appear profitable to define what is a search, and, parenthetically,
what has been held not to be a search, to examine who must make
an unlawful search before it falls within the prohibition of the
Fourth Amendment, and t o inquire into the rights of an accused
with respect ta self-incrimination before and during a search.
Further, since the criteria of "reasonable" and "probable cause"
are threads which run through all searches, with the possible exception of those based on consent, a general query must be made
into their meaning and usage
A. WHAT IS A SEARCH
"Search" has been defined as "A 'quest' or a 'looking far'
evidence of guilt t o be used in a prosecution of a criminal action."n4
Or a8 "An examination of man's house or other building or
premises, or of his person, with a view to the diacavery af eontraband or iilicit or stolen property, OT some evidence of guilt to
be used in the prosecution. of a criminal action from some crime
* I United Srstea v, Jscoby, 11 USCMA 428, 430-1, 20 CMIR 244, 2 4 6 7
(1960).
2 1 C/. United States V. V i e i ~ a .14 USCMA 48, 33 C I R 260 (1963) i United
States V. Batiisra, 14 USCMA l o , 33 CMR 282 (10631 (by irnpiieatlan).
2 9 Set forth verbatim a t D O . 2-3. mma.
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OT offense with which he is charged (79 C.J.S. Searches and
Generally a search will be a trespass unless it
Seizures, Sec l),''2E
is legally authorized, but it is important t o note that the courts
will not be bound by the historical niceties of tart or property

law 2 1 and have rejected attempts to exclude evidence by resort to
legal fictions such a8 trespass ob initio.2r The courts have been
quick ta exclude evidence where there has been an actual unlawful
physical entry, whether by force,zdstealth,2* by unwilling submission to
or without any express or implied consent.31
Where there has been no physical entry 32 the actions of the Government have uniformly been held not to have been a search-not
a violation of the Fourth Amendment right of privacy. On this
ground, surveillance af an accused's activities a t his home, from a
neighboring house, with the permission of the owner thereof,
where the agents never physically went upon the accused's premises.88 use of a wire tap off the suspect's ~ r a p e r t y , ~placing
'
a
"detectaphone" against the common wall of an adjoining apartment,as or wiring for sound and electronic transmission a person
variously described as an "infarmant" and "atool pigeon," sending
him into accused's store, without any affirmative misrepresentatian, t a engage in conversation, and monitoring the conversation
from off the premises/' have all been upheld. On the other hand,
the Supreme Court, while still recognizing the validity of each
of the above types of action, distinguished the insertion of a
"spike microphone" into a party wall until it touched a heating
duct serving accused's whale house, thus turning the entire house
ACM 11763, Walrh, 21 CMR 876, 881 (18551.
See Sliverman Y. United States, 365 U.S 505 (1961).
On Lee Y United States. 343 U.S. 747 (18521; MeCuire V. United States,
273 U.S 85 ( 1 9 2 7 ) . T r e ~ p o s i ab initio WBQ defined in the McGuire esse.
supra, as being s h m e m e lawfully enters the premmn of another, but hm
ivbseqvent misconduct thereon t s m t n the entry from the begmnlng with
iiiegality. There, sgenta had entered under a w i l d search warrant, searched,
and then uniawfuliy destroyed B still and ~ f contents.
i
The Court refvred to
hold the search illegal from ita ~neeptmnbecause of the alleged subsequent
iilegal acts of the agents.
28 See MeDanaid V. Cnited Stater, 335 U.S 461 (18481 : A C I S-18728,
Jones, 31 CMR 540 (1861)
28 See Gouledv. United tSates, 255 U.S 288 (19211.
80 See Johnaon Y . United States, 333 U S 10 (19481
31 See Nueaiein v District of Columbia. 111 F.2d 690 (D.C Cir. 1940)
31 See Goldman Y. United Statea, 316 U.S. 128 (19421 : Oimrtead V. United
States, 277 C S. 438 l1828): United States v Hooper, 9 USCYA 537, 25
C Y R ,417 11858).
31 United Ststea Y. Hooper, m p m , note 32
34 Olmstead V. United States, 277 U S . 438 ( 1 8 2 8 )
35 Goidman V . Cnited States, 315 C . S . 128 (1842).
36 On Lee V. United Statea, 343 V.S 741 (18521.
2s
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SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
into a giant microphone. They held that such action constituted
an unauthorized physical penetration of the accused's premises
and was therefore an invasion of privacy denounced by the Fourth
Amendment. In so holding the Court refused to determine or
to base their opinion upon whether, at common law, such a use of B
party wall would be a technical t r e s p a ~ s . ~ '
Insofar a6 persons, rather than premises, are concerned, the
visual observation of a person and his outer garments, either by
sunlight or artificial light, including ultra-violet, does not constitute a search, nor does it trespass upon his priyacy.B8The novel
proposition that the use of the polygraph or lie detector constituted
a search of the brain was rejected, since i t was noted that the
machine, while sometimes effective in inducing confessions, does
not probe, search and seize matters contained in the deep, dark
hidden r e c e s ~ eof~ the brain in the sense of a search and Beizure, as
those terms are commonly used.8a
The voluntary surrender of property upon demand does not
constitute a search and seizure.'o

B. C N D E R WHAT ACTHORITY W A S T H E
SEARCH C O N D C C T E D
The origin and history of the Fourth Amendment clearly show
t h a t it was intended as a restraint upon acts under the color of
sovereign authority, and that there is no invasion of the secunty
afforded by the Amendment when a search complained of is one
conducted by a private indi~idua.1.~~
S o t every search made by
persons in the military are made under "the authority of the
United States." Two classes of military personnel are, however.
normally considered to be clothed with the authority of the
United States when they make a search: (1) A person duly assigned to law enforcement duty when the search is made for the
sole purpose of enforcing military law: and, (2) A person having
direct disciplinary power over the accused, since in the military,
law enforcement is frequently an integral part of the broader
87 See Silverman v United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1861).
8 8 United States V. Morse, 8 USCMA 780, 27 C M R 65 !1958).
n@SeeACM 13813. Haynes, 24 C M R 881 (1957). r m d on othrr omunds, 8
USC>lA 792, 21 CMR 60 ( 1 9 5 8 ) . But 6 1 e Srste V. Wolf, 53 Del. 88. 164 A.2d
806 (19601 (where there I S actual phideal lnvaimn of body, SJ by medical
srnsar~,svch setion may constitute B search and enure); People V. Young,
42 M i x Zd 540, 248 N.Y.S.2d 287 (County Ct. Fob 15, 1864) (iarnel: State
V. Kroening. 274 Wise.266, 78 K.W.2d 810 (1956) !same).
40 United States Y . Marrell~,
4 USCMA 276, 15 C M R 176 (1854)
(1 Bvrdeau V. McDowell, 256 U 3. 465 (1921); United StatcP V. Yolante,
4 USCMA 689, 16 CMR 263 (1'254).
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problem of military command.42 Originally only "federal"
searches were excluded under the prohibitions of the Amend.
m e z ~ t , 'and
~ prior to Elkins v , Cnited States 44 the fruits of an
illegal search by state or local authorities were admissible in
federal courts, cirilian and military, provided that the search
was not accomplished a t the instigation of, in conjunction with,
or as agents of the Federal Government.46 In Elkins I . L'nitad
States,'O the Supreme Court put an end to this so called ''silver
doctrine when they held:
Evidence obtained by state officers during B search ahieh, if conducted
by federal aBeerr, uauld have violated the defendant's immunity from
unreasonable searches and i e i i u r e ~ under the Fourth Amendment is
inadmiamble O V ~ Fthe defendant's timeiy ohleetian jn a Federal eriminsi
trial
The test IS m e of federal law, neither enlarged by what one
state court may have countenanced, no? d
may h a w colorably suppreaned.48

. .

Although the question of illegal search by state or local officials
has not been before the Court of Military Appeals since the
Elkins u s e , they did recognize the principles rherein involved
in refusing to extend them to the area of evidence illegally abtained by private indiriduals.'B
An area more common to the military than the civilian judiciary
because of the world-wide operations of our armed forces i s the
introduction of evidence secured by B search conducted by an
official of a foreign government. Two problems are presented:
(1) Must such a search camply with the standards set forth in
the Fourth Amendment; and. ( 2 ) To what extent may American
officials participate before it becomea a ''joint enterprise'' or a
search under the authority of the United States. No cases an
this point have been decided since Elkiirs, but for reasons painted
out, infra, it would appear that the rules ret forth in Cnited
States v . DeLeoao are still ralid. In DeLso, a French police in44

See United Stater V. Rogan, 8 L'SCYA 739, 26 C Y R 243 (19681
See Weeks v Unltrd Srates, 232 E S 383 i19111
364 L' S 206 (1990)

45

See Gambino v United States, 275 U 5 . 310 11927,;

4*

43

Starer, 273 E S. 28 118271; ACM 11Y30, Allen 21
5009. Gilbert, 6 C l l R 708 11952)
'6364 U S . 206 (1960).

Bgars v United

C H R 897 119161: ACM

0 T h e ''wlver plarter ' label comes from Luxtle i Unlted States, 338 U S.
71 78-9 i19491, where the Supreme C w r t % s m "[Ilt Is not a search by
B federal officlal lf m d e n e e aeeured by state au?nm.rm 16 turned over to
the federal a v t i i o r i t m on B s h e r d a t t f r '
( 8 364 U S . a t 223-24.
49 C i United States Y. Seiber, 1 2 USChlh 620,31 C h I R 106 (1961)
5 USCMA 148, li C I I R 148 11954)
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spector, working under valid French letters Rogatorie which under
French law would permit the search ini,olved, determined to investigate accused's alleged participation in the crime under con.
sideration. He requested that an American investigator accompany him during his investigation of accused, and a Mr. Shumoek
was detailed. They went to accused's organization and Mr.
Shumoek apprehended accused, apparently so that accused would
be considered to be in American rather than French custody
and would stay out of a French jail. He then searched accused
and accused's car, and accompanied the French inspector to
accused's quarters on the French economy. During the search by
the French inspector, Yr.Shumork saw Some items which appeared to be connected with another, unrelated crime that he
knew about, 80 he seized them. At accused's trial for the crime
uncovered by the evidence Mr Shumock seized, accused con.
tested the admission of the items on the ground of an illegal search
and seizure. The Court held, with respect to the first problem,
supra, that if the search were to be treated exclusively as a French
one it was not necessary to inquire haw and on what basis it was
conducted, citing as authority eases representing the pre-Elkms
rule. Although this would be clearly wrong today in regard to
a search by an official of an American state, insofar a s it pertains
to an official of a foreign country the rule should still be valid.
In Wolf v . Coloredoh1 the Supreme Courts2 held that the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibited unreasonable searches and seizures made
by state officials in violation of the Fourth Amendment,sa However, the Supreme Court does not have review authority over the
actions of foreign officials or trials as it does over state officials
or trials under the Fourteenth Amendment. Further, the law
does not demand the unreasonable. Foreign officials a r e governed
by their own laws and rules in authorizing and conducting
searches rather than by the Fourth Amendment and American
rules and precedent; therefore, the latter would not apply to
them, even if they knew of them,
In examining the second problem, the extent of participation
in the investigation by an American investigator, the Court in
DeLeo went an to say :
n 3 3 8 U.S.25 ( 1 8 4 9 ) .
52 But it w88 "at until Mapp V. Ohia. 367 T.S. 648 (1981),t h a t t h e Supreme
Court extended the erelusmary d e of the Fourth Amendment to tho p'odvets of rveh searehen when attempted to be ursd in P state criminal pmaeeution.
58 See ACM 4948, Whitlor, 5 CMR 458, pet. denzsd, 2 USCMA 672, 5 CMR
131 (19521.
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In our view, a someuhat higher degree of participation by Federsl
officlala must be reqvlred in an overseas area, than m e within the con.
tinental limits Of the Cnited States, as the predicate f o r a finding t h a t
a particular aeareh constituted an American enterprise.
,
The situation is msteriaily different as we meet i t outside the territory
of the United Stater. T h a t is to say, the ierviesmsn, who IS under investigation by the police of B foreign nation, is present ~n t h a t country
by reamn of military orders. Having rent him there. the United States
lahars under B duty to protect him-so f a r as properly can he-with
respect ta the eriminsl prmedurea of t h a t foreign government. , ,
In short, American affieials in overseas are81 have quite generally
and pmperly acted in liaison with agents of the 'hosr' country in canneetion of offenses of which American iervieemen m e smpeeted-this for
the purpose of assuring t h a t the legitimate interentn of the suspect are
protected in the eonduet of the foreign mvertigatian.
With this in mind, we hesitate ta hold too readily t h a t the mere
senee of B military mvestlgator d u n n g B search by foreign pdiee neeesseiily renders the prmeedmg an actmity of the Unlted States.
Mindful of these eonsiderntms, we avggeat t h a t circumstances which
would serve ta invoke the p ~ i n e i p l e
within the confines of the United
States might not a t all suffice to demonstrate t h a t a search. primmilg
conducted by French officisls ~n France, should be treated in l a w 8s an
American investigative proceeding 5 4

..

.

.. .

...

.. .

The Court's analysis of the permissible degree af participation
seems to be as valid today as when it was written. There is no
reason to believe that it is not, and should not be, the law today.
Closely paralleling DaLao i8 the situation presented in L'nited
States v. Srnith.js As a consequence of the confusion resulting
from both the American and German investigators considering
that a jointly conducted search of an accused's off post quarters
located on the German economy was made under the authority
of the other's laws, the search \<-as rendered unlawful. When a
bi-national search is conducted the investigators must clearly
establish whose search it is, and conduct it accordingly. Further,
a search by a foreign oficial who has no real, independent interest
can not be used as a subterfuge to avoid American standards
if he i s in fact acting as an agent of the Americans or a t their
instigatian.b6

T H E WARNIlVG REQCIREMENT C.VDER ARTICLE 31,
C C M J , AND SEARCHES
Article 31, CCMJ, which prohibits compulsory self-incriminatian provides in pertinent part :
~C

54
66

lb

6 U S C l A st 155-67. 17 CMR a t 155-57.
13 USCMA 553, 33 CMR 85 (1963).
C i . Gambino V. Vnited Stater, 275 U.S.310 (1927)
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bulky materials. Before he could extract the materials accused
came and put on the jacket. The Postal Officer then took accused
into another room, told him t h a t he had been observed putting
mail in his pockets, and requested that accused empty them.
Accused removed one letter and threw it on a crate. The Postal
Officer asked if he had any others and accused said that he did not.
The accused wa8 then told to empty the rest of his pockets, and
he removed more letters therefrom which did not belong to him.
A t no time had accused been warned of his rights under Article
31, UCMJ. The Court helde2 that asking an accused to "empty
his pockets" is a search. not an interrogation wherein he is re.
w i r e d to produce e\mdence ag?inst l m m l f , and doing so in lieu
of a "frisking" doer not militate against a search. I t i s merely
a less offensive method of accomplishing the same goal, since
t h e items accused possessed would be secured by one means or
another, with or without his consent. The Court distinguished
Nowling by noting that the accused Cuthbert, unlike the accused
Nowling, was having his person and effects searched incident to
a lawful apprehension, was not asked to identify his clothing,
and was not directed to do anything but comply with the terms
of the search.
During the conduct of a search, an accused's participation
therein may raise the issue of self-incrimination, If during a
search an individual who is. or should have been, considered an
accused or suspect,68 is requested to and does either verbally64
or by physical act,s5 Identify his property, such a conscious,
affirmative action on his part constitutes a statement-it
is Ian.
w a g e or its equivalenti6 within the purview of Article 31, UCMJ
-and he should have been warned prim to the information being
In evaluating the effect of this rule the Court of Military Appeals in Cnited States 9. Taylor," remarked:
(2 Ferguson diasentmg on the ground that he could see no difference in the
m t a n t ease and United States V. S a r l m g , 9 USC>lA loo, 25 C M R 362

113581.

ensee United Ststea Y. Schafer 13 USCMA 83 32 CMR 83 ( 1 9 6 2 ) ;
United Stater Y . Doyle. 8 U S C M A 3 i 2 , 26 C M R 82 ( 1 8 k 8 ) .
a4 United States Y . Taylor, 5 USCllA 178, 17 C X R 178 ,1364).
6 5 United Staten V. Holmes. 6 U S C M A 151, 18 C M R 277 ( 1 3 5 5 ) .
6 6 Unrted States V. Bennett, 7 U S C M A 37, 21 C M R 225 ( 1 9 5 6 1 ; see United
States V. Ball, 6 U S C M A 100,19 C M R 226 (18563.
(7 United States V. Williams 10 U S C M A 578 28 C I R 114 (13591 ' Umted
Stater Y. Holmes, 6 USCMA'lGl, 19 C M R i77 (1365); United itntes V.
Taylor. 6 U S C M A 178. 17 C M R 178 119641.
(8 Supra note 67.
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To

say t h a t thie places an insvpportsble burden on the inveatigative

and enforcement ageneies of military law i s to talk nonsense. Thus, in
the C B S ~ before " 6 now. the investigators would have ioat nothing by
pausing to inform the accused of his rights under Article 31, and of the
offense of which he was mipeeted. Thereafter, if he declined to identify
hm clothing, they could (a1 have sought idmtineation from the other
oeeupants of the h u t ; or ( b ) lmked f o r identifleation marks on the
garments which w o d d reveal their ownership In any event, although
B heavier burden had been placed by Congress on military inveatigatora
t h a n IS visible here. thia Court-like
the severs1 Armed Farces--would
nonetheless be bound by t h a t mmds.te.~g

But if, on the other hand, the questions asked were innocuous,
the answers cumulative, and the information obtained corroborative of facts already known to the parties conducting the search.
although the wards themselves would not be admissible, they
would not render the search inadmissible.'0 Ordering men to
stand beside their bunks or equipment during a "shakedown"
search without a warning under Article 31, CCMJ, does not
come within the general prohibition. Accused's compliance with
this type of direction is not an act or statement "regarding the
offense" which requires that the accused first he warned of his
rights under Article SI. UCDIJ, before the evidence of the result
of the search of such equipment would be admissible. The direction and the act of compliance are only incidents necessary to a
shakedown.'l

D. T H E CRITERIA OF "REASONABLENESS' AND
"PROBABLE CAUSE"-THE TOCCHSTONES I N SEARCHES
The federal and military rules both exclude fram evidence only
the products of "unlawful" searches. The basis for the term "Unlawful" is in the prohibition of "unreasonable" searches contained
in the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution which recognizes
and protects the individual's privacy and right to security from
BBId. a t 182 11 CMR a t 182.
$0 See Umteh States Y. Bennett, 7 USCMA 91, 21 CMR 223 (1956).
i l United States V. Harmnn 12 USCMA 180 30 C P R 180 (19611 (eone u ~ r i n gopinion of Chief J u d i e Quinn). Aithdugh the rule established in
nannon appears to be valid ita factual distinction from the prior eases
cited aupm notes 61-66 spdeara to be strained. An pointed out in the
diasenr af Fergumn d. ' t h e barracks invalved housed transient perlonnsl
who r e r e in the prbceia of being transferred. Although as i t turned out
secuapd had
his apes, many of the oeeupanla had moved their
identification of his property -was really mare t h a n stnnding beside hi8
equipment
A 0 0 1,608
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such aetion.lP The provision protects ail people, those suspected
or k n a m to be offenders as well as the innocent,1s and must be
liberally construed to safeguard the right8 of the citizen.>' AIthough, a s abstract rules of law, the general principles governing
the power to search and the right to be protected against unreasonable searches and seizures are fairly simple, it is recognized that they are not easy to apply,'K and that the boundary
lines are often "shadowy, indistinct, and
Precedent
is, a t best, of doubtful vaiue: each case must be decided upon its
o w n facts." The Fourth Amendment does not define what are
"unreasonable" searches;'& but in their effort to provide a definition, the Court of Military Appeals has defined an illegal search
as one which falls within the constitutional proscri~tion.'~There
is no fixed formula f o r determining what i8 a reasonable searchno litmus-paper test.80 The criterion of reasonableness of the
total
search depends upon "the facts and circumstances-the
atmosphere of the case.''B1 In determining reasonableness, the
need f a r effective law enforcement must be balanced against the
right of privacy guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment.8z The
history af the frequent abuse of police powers that bas come
before the courts have made them ever vigilant against the relaxation of the fundamental requirements of probable cause which
would leave the law-abiding citizen a t the mercy of the officer's
whims and caprices.88 While the individual i s entitled to be free

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
from capricious police interference, such freedom is not designed
to be an "oppressive weight on law enforcement officers."" The
police officer, engaged in the difficult duty of protecting the community, must be given fair leeway in enforcing the law.86 Just
as the courts require the police not to make a search except on
reasonable grounds, the police have the right to expect the courts
to be reasonable in judging their responses to particular situations.86 Reasonableness is a question of degree,B' and what may
be considered reasonable on a wartime battlefield to secure evidence of spying might be considered highly irregular under different
One of the keynotes in determining whether a given search i s
reasonable is its "specificity" or lack thereof.89 Both federal and
military courts have frequently condemned general exploratory
searchesso of either a person or his house or effects" for purposes
which have been variously characterized as "for matter which
i s not directly connected with the commission of a suspected
~ "where
~
the result of such a search i s to prooffense . . . " : or,
duce unsuspected products of crime";eS or, "made solely to find
evidence af , , , guilt [for the crime for which arrested] . . .
The permissible scope of a search depends upon the type of search,
the probable cause for its authorization, and the reasonableness
under the circumstances. Although the authorized scope of each
type of search will be discussed in more detail during the consideration of the various kinds of searches, two examples will serve
t o illustrate the general principles involved, no matter what the
type.
In United States 2'. Sehafer@ha search of an area consisting of
twenty barracks, three meas halls, and two other buildings upon
the authorization of a commanding officer was held to be reason-

.

United States V. Jeffers. 342 U.S. 48. 61 119611
U s e e Brinegar Y. United States, 338 U:S. 160 (19491.
86 See United States V. Summers, 13 USCMA 673, 33 C H R 105 (1963).
87See CM 401337, Waiier, 28 CMR 484 (19591, d ' d , 1 1 CSCMA 296,
29 CMR 111 (1960).
1 8 See United Stater V. Brawn, 10 USCMA 482, 28 CMR 48 (19591.
8) See United States Y. Ross, 13 USCMA 432, 32 CMR 432 (1963).
9 0 S e e United States V. Rsbmowltz, 339 U.S. 66 (1950); &.Bart
importing Ca. Y. United States, 282 U.S. 344 ( 1 9 3 1 ) : United States Y . Doyle.
1 USCMA 545, 4 CMR 137 (1952).
9 1 NCM 6 8 4 0 1 3 0 , Hillan, 26 CMR I 7 1 (1958).
B 1 United States Y. Battista, 14 USChlA 70,72, 33 CMR 282, 284 ( 1 9 6 3 ) .
Q* United States V. Doyle, 1 USCMA 545, 549, 4 CMR 137, 1 4 1 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
) < U n i t e d States V. I n P m w i t l . 285 U.S. 452. 465 11932).
96 13 USCMA 8 3 , 3 2 CMR 83 (1962)
84
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able where a dead body bearing unmistakable signs of foul play
had been found ~n the area. blood stained clothing had been recovered in the area. and a trail of blood led from the building
where the body was found t o s a r d barracks in the same area.
The Court observed:
Here the action taken w s not based on base 8uspieion. hut was
virtually compelled by the eircumstsncer.
[ T l h e scape of the search
was not unduly b r a d although it was s o m e r h a t g e n e r s h e d , It was not
unreasonable under the c ~ r c u m ~ t a n e e s .

.. .

In Cnited States v . Bottiste.06 after receiving a complaint from
a dental patient that accused, a dentist. had engaged in two acta
of sodomy with him while he was semiconscious from drugs purportedly administered f a r the purpose of treatment, military investigators requested and received permission from the ship's
commanding officer to search the ship's dental office and accused's
stateroom "to see if they could find 'some evidence of a homasexual nature, pornographic nature, names. and correspondence."'
The purpose of the search was further described a8 hoping to
"uncover something 'of a nature that would Suggest homosexuality. Pictures of nude men, things of that nature.' " The Court,
in striking down the search, held:

. .

Here there was no
probable cause Tho agents had no reason to
believe t h a t Dr. Battisrs had paisesnon of any instrumentalities a i
his crime, its i r u i t i , or other proper objects af a search.
The search
W B ~
81mply inJfifutsd f o r the purpoie a i ~ecurineevidence s i t h which
t o convict the appellant o i iodamy.9'

. ..

Thus while under one set of facts, the search of a single room
may be unreasonable, under other circumstances a search af an
area consisting of twenty-five buildings may be most reasonable.
In weighing the scope of a search for reasonableness it must be
concluded that the search "did not go beyond the limits imposed
by the necessities of the ~ 8 1 8 , ' ' ~ ~
In federal courts, while a search not based an probable cause
is per se u n r e a s ~ n a b l eeven
, ~ ~ though the officer is acting in good
faith,'OO a search, no matter how strong the probable c a u e may
be, will be held to be unreasonable unless conducted with a proper
14 KSCMA 70, 33 C X R 282 118631
Id a t 72. 33 C M R a t 284.
Unrted States v Ross, 13 USCJIA 432, 438, 32 CMR 432, 438 (1863).
I O See Wong S i n v United Stater, 371 U S . 471 (18631 : e / . Carroll Y.
United Stater. 267 K.S. 132 (1926)
100 See Henry Y . United States, 361 U.S. 98 (1869).
Sb
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search warrant or under one of the limited, exceptional circumstances where search is permitted without a warrant.lQ1
Under Federal caw law, therefore, "reasonable" searches require two elements: (1) probable cause, and (2) authority to
search based an the constitutional requirement of a warrant or
a judicially approved substitute therefor; the absence of either
will make the search unreasonable and hence unlawful.
On the other hand the military c a m have generally tended to
blend together and obliterate any distinction between "reasonable" searches and those "with probable cause,"1o1 treating the
lack of authority as separate and distinct from the concept of
reasonableness.108
Since "probable cause," as distinguished from "reasonable,"
has a similar meaning in both disciplines, what then is the test

26 MILITARY LAW REVIEW
for determining its existence or non-existence? Probable cause
must be based on more than mere suspicion, report, or even good
reason to suspect.1Q' but it does not require proof sufficient t o
establish guilt.l'~ Probable cause to search exists if, from the
facts a8 they appear to him,lo6a reasonable, prudent, and responsible officerlo' would be justified in concluding that an offense
has been or is being cammited.lQBHis actions a r e based upon
"the factual and practical considerations of everyday life on which
His decisions are
prudent men, not legal technicians, act.""'
initially faced, not in the courtroam, but a t the Scene, where the
totality of the circumstances facing him may have t o be weighed
against the necessity of a split second in which to act."O
The knowledge of the operative facts and circumstances required to establish probable cause need not be based on the direct,
personal observations of the person who desires to make the
search. but may be based on hearsay.I1' There must, however,
be a "substantial basis for crediting the hearsay , , , "112 Narmally it comes from one who may be categorized 88 an "informant." The courts have been willing to accept such information as
establishing probable cause if it is from "a previously reliable
informant,"218 or one with a previous record of "accurate and
reliable" i n f ~ r m a t i a n , ' ~particularly
'
where it is "reasonably corroborated by other matters within the officer's knowledge,"116 or
where the officer personally verifies every facet af the information
furnished by the informant except whether the criminal goods
are a t the named place.'16 In other wards it is generally recagnized that the demonstrated reliability of the informant in such
a case is the controlling factar.lli Chief Judge Quinn, in his dissenting opinion in United States 2). Davenport, felt that:

.

104 Henry V. United States, 361 U.S.98 (1059)i United States V. Gebhart,
eup~a,note 103; United States V. Brown, 10 USCMA 482.28 CMR 18 (10591.
106 Draper V . United States, 358 U.S.307 (19581.
106 United States Y. Conlon, 14 USCMA 84, 33 CMR 296 (10631.
101 United States V. Rabinawifz, 339 U.S. 56 119501; c f . United States
V. Summers,13 USCMA 573, 33 CMR 105 (1083).
108 United States V. Ness, 13 USCMA 18,32 CMR 18 (1962).
100 Brinegar V. United Stater, 338 U.S.160, 175 (1940j.
m W m g Sun Y. Unlted States. 371 U.S. 471, 488 (18631 (diaaenting
opinm1.
111 United Stater V. Ness, 13 USCMA 18, 32 CMR 18 (18621.
II*Jones v, United Statea, 362 U.S. 257 (1060).
118 Eapinoza Y. United States, 278 F.2d 802, 804 (5th Cir. 10601.
I I c D r a p ~ rY. Enited States, 358 U.S. 301, 313 (10591.
111 Jonea V. United Statea, 382 U.S. 257, 260 11060j
l l B United States V. Ness, 13 U S C X A 18, 32 C M R 18 (19621.
lX7Cj. United Stater Y. Davenport, 14 USCMA 152, 33 CMR 364 (IB83).
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basic principles to a search authorized by warrant and has required that the same rule8 be applied thereto as would be applied
in a civilian court for testing the validity of a warrant.
In analyzing the development of the Supreme Court's concept
of the use of and requirement far a search warrant, it must be
remembered that after the first clause of the Fourth Amendment
provides for security against "unreasonable" searches, the second
clause states, " , , , and no Warrants shali issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, a n d the persons or things to
be seized." Based upon this authority, Rule 11 ( c ) of the F e & d
Rules o i C,iminel Proeeduw, provides:
( e l Issuance and contents.
A w a r r a n t shall issue only on affidavit sworn ta before the judge or
c a m m k ~ i o n e rand ertsblishing the grounds for msuing the warrant. If
the Judge or comrnie~ioner11 satisfied f h s t rrounds for the appllcstian
exist or t h a t there i s probable cause to believe t h a t t h e y exist. he shall
issue a w a r r a n t identifying the property and naming o r describing the
p m o n or place to be searched. . . . I t shall state the grovndn or probable
cause far i t s issuance and the name8 of the persons whose affidavits have
been taken in support thereof. It shall command the officer to search
forthwith the person or place named f o r the property specifled. The war.
pant shsil direct t h a t I: be served in the daytime. but I f the affidavits
are pasitwe t h a t the property IS on the person or m the place to be
searched. the w a r r a n t may drrect t h a t i t be sewed a t any time. . . .

In order far B warrent to be valid, probable c a u ~ e must
l ~ ~ appear in the facts presented to the officer m u i n g the warrant.:"
Probable cause doea not appear where the affidavit merely states
the affiant's belief that there is cause to search without stating
the facts upon which that belief i d based.:" Both the Fourth
Amendment and Rule 41(c),require that the warrant particularly
describe the thing to be seized. This makes general searches under
a warrant impossible; only that which is named can be taken
under the warrant and nothing is left to the discretion of the
officer executing the
The military rule has developed as a principle of law, perhaps
because of the lack of necessity far the use of warrants, that
126 For a defimrion of "probable cavae'' see the authontie% cited ~n note9
104-121 ~ r p r a and
,
tho aceompsnying iexr
121 Jonea V. United States, 362 C S. 257 (1960).
121 Nsthanron V. United Statel. 290 U S 41 i18331.
12BMarmn Y. Dmted States. 275 D S. 182 11927). B u t in Marron tho
m z ~of~itsma
e other t h a n thole named /n the warrant was upheld on the
ground t h a t they were mdependenrly seisable incident to an arrest made
a t the time the w a r r a n t was executed, wen though they eauid not have
been seized pursuant to the w a r r a n t had there been no arrest.
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there is not a "preferred" mode of authorization for a searchthat if a search can be based on one ground, it is unnecessary to
consider whether other courses of action were practicable.lpo
The philosophy of the Supreme Court is considerably different.
The search warrant, particularly -,here a dwelling is concerned,
is almost mandatory before a search will be held reasonable,
regardless of what probable cause may exist. The Supreme Court
has generally been mast hesitant in granting exceptions to what
they consider to be the constitutional mandate of the Fourth
Amendment requiring search warrants. The exceptions, which
have fluctuated in their scope and applicahility over the years, can
broadly be catagorized as (1) incident to laaful arrest, and ( 2 )
where there are "exceptional circumstances" which may consist
of the flight or potential flight of the suspect, movable vehicles,
or the threatened destruction of the criminal goods. These two
categories are easily recognizable as being among those which
will justify a military search. In order to put each type of search
into its proper perspective when it is discussed in detail, infra,
the requirement for B search warrant and the permiasible use of
the exceptions allowed in civilian practice must be contrasted
with the military law. Of necessity this requires a review of
the major Supreme Court cases dealing with the limitations generally imposed upon searches without a warrant. To explore the
situation in depth would require a great deal more space then
can be devoted herein. Mast of the decisions since 1948 have
been made by a Court of constantly changing membership, with
various combinations of concurring and dissenting opinions, and
in some instances without a clear-cut majority opinion.
At the outset, the preferred place that the Court gives the home
must be recognized. As they observed in Silverman 9. United
States,13o"At the very core [of the Fourth Amendment] stands
the right of a man to retreat into his own home and there be free
from unreasonable government intrusion." Judge Jerome Frank
perhaps summed up the situation best in his dissenting opinion
in L'nited States 8 . On Leela' when he said:
1 m United States V . Duteher, 7 U S C l A 439, 22 C M R 228 (1s66);United
States Y. Davis, 4 U S C Y A 577, 16 C M R 161 (1954). But an will be aeen in
the diteussion of the ather types of aearehen, intra, the Court of Military
Appeals 8 1 B matter of p ~ a e t i c e prefers esrtain "authorized" types a!
Iienrchea eve? othara and may strain to find one type whlle ignoring a
mare evident ground.
130 365 U.S. 606. 511 (1961).
181 193 F.2d 306 (Id Cir. 19611,a 5 d , 343 US. 747 (1862).
1\006,SOB
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but went even further in Tmpiaw u. United SteteslaQ limiting
the exception recognized in the Agnello ca8e (to the effect that a
dweiling could be searched without a warrant incident to a lawful
arrest therein). They held that an arrest in a dwelling did not
ipso facto legalize a search of the dwelling and that such a search
would be unreasonable where it was practicable, but agents failed,
t o obtain a search warrant. During the same year recognition WBB
given to the fact that there were exceptiana to the constitutional
mandate of a search warrant, but only if the "exigencies of the situation made that course imperative."1k0 Two years later, in 1950,
the Court handed down United States u. Rabino~itz,'~'the case
that wa8 to start muddying the troubled waters that have not yet
been either cleared or calmed, and caused Mr. Justice Black in
dissent to make the prophetic objection that, "In no other field
has the law's uncertainty been more clearly manifested."l'Z In
Rabinowztz, the Court overruled Trupiano, and held a search conducted incident to an arrest authorized by an arrest warrant waB
valid notwithstanding the fact that the agents had sufficientopportunity, had they desired, to have obtained a search warrant. In
justifying their position they said:
I t is appropriate to note t h a t the Constitution does not say t h a t the
right of the people to be m e w e in their persons should not be violated
without B Bearch w a r r a n t if It is practicable for the ofleers ta procure
m e . The mandate of the Fourth Amendment is t h a t the people ahall be
m u r e against iinrenaonobia marches. , Searchea turn upon the ~easonablenesa under all the circumstances and not upon the praetieabillty of
procuring P Search wBTrant, for the warrant 18 not required. , , , The
relevant test 18 not whether it ia roamnablo to pmmro a sPsreh wsmant,
b u t whether the search 918s reasonable. That criterion in t u r n depends
upon the iacte and circumstances-the
total atmosphere of the ease.
I L ir a s%ffioient piicaution that law o f i m must j u t i f , t h c f conduct
belore m w t s which hove always been, end mwt be, j e d o u s 01 the in-

.

.

Dart of the u8nd inferences which reasonable men draw from evidence.
Ita protection C D ~ S ~ Jin
~ S requiring t h a t those inferences be drawn by P
neutral and detached magistrate rnitend o i being judged by the officer
engaged in the often Competitive enterprise of ierreting aut crime. Any
assumption t h a t evidence avfficient to support a magistrate's disinterested
determination to mius a search w a r r a n t wuill iustify the officers in making
a search without a w a r r a n t would reduce the Amendment to B nullity and
leave the people'a homes eeeure only m the discretion of police officers."
(Footnotes omitted.)
388334 U.S. 699 (1948).
160 McDonald Y. United States, 335 U.S. 451, 456 (18dS).
338 U.S. 56 11950).
111 Id. s t 67.
*DO <,SOB
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dividuoi'a light a t prizlacy %$thinIha 6 i o d w e e p
mant. [Emphasis added to laat sentenee.Il48

of tho P o w t h

Amend

I t then appeared that the Court was relaxing its strict requiremente f o r a warrant and perhaps the necessity for the intervention
of the impartial magistrate between the officer and the citizen,
feeling that judicial review would cure any errors that appeared.
This was not to be, however, for in the next year, 1951, the holding
in United States 71. Jefersl44 clearly demonstrated that the Court
was continuing to emphasize the mandate of the Amendment requiring judicial process, and allowing only narrow exemptions
based on search incident ta lawful arrest and "exceptional circumstances." Two later cases, Jones v . Cnited States"6 and Chapman
v. L'nited State#,I46 bath held that the search of a dwelling without
a search warrant was illegal and distinguished Rabinowitz an the
ground that there the search was conducted incident to a lawful
arrest based on an arrest warrant. But f a r the recent case of Ker v .
Cdifornial47 it would seem clear that the rationale in Rabinozitz
was just unfortunately broad language in a case which merely set
forth a narrow exception. However, in Ker the Supreme Court,
by a five to four decision, upheld for the first time the search of a
dwelling without either an arrest or search warrant. The entry of
the officers for the purpose of searching far mariJuana was held
reasonable because of the furtive conduct of the suspect and the
likelihood that the marijuana would be hidden or distributed before
a warrant could be obtained in view of the late hour of the night.
The Court found the controlling factor to be that time was of the
essence. I t can be argued that Ker supports the conclusion t h a t
the historic protection of the home from search without a warrant
i s being attacked from another direction, that of "exceptional circumstances" and that the doctrine announced in Agnello has been
weakened.laB Admittedly the Court in K w used an exception, the
existence of which they have always recognized, but it would
appear that only by the most aophisticated distinction in factual
~~~~

148

I d . at 6 6 6 8 .

I i e I n K r r 8 members of the court split 4-4 on uhether the Fourth Amendment standard was violated. The ninth member, Hr Svstice Harlan,
upheld the search because it W B I B scale rearch rathei that a federal m e ,
and his ~ i e l jW B Q that the Fourteenth Amendment rtandard ought be more
flexible than that applicable to the Federal Government. In this vie%, K w
would h a w no precedent value BLI t o federal searches. See 374 C.S. BT 44-46.
Compare notes 161-153 mjra. and text accompanying.
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situations can any difference be Been between Ker and previous
cases in which they reached contrary results.14g However, a more
logical conclusion as to the meaning of Ker would seem to lie in
the fact that it is B post-.Mapp z;. Ohio's0 case and as the Court
painted out, it waa measuring a state conviction against the Fourteenth Amendment rather than exercising its supervisory authority
over Federal actian.161 The search was sanctioned by the law of
the state involved. As Mr. Justice Clark, writing the opinion of
the Court, stated:
Findings of reanonableneas, of C D Y ~ J E , m e respected only inlofar a i
consistent w n h federal eonatitutionsl guarantees.
The States are
not thereby precluded from developing workable rules governing arrests,
rearchan and 8 e i ~ u r e s
provided t h a t thoae rule8 do not violate the
eonstitvtianal proscription of unreasonable searches and s e i z ~ i e i . ,
Such B atandsrd implies no derogation of Uniformity in q p l y i n g federal
conititutional guarantees but i s only B recognition t h a t conditions and
eireumstsnera vary just as do investigative and enforcement teeh"iq"eP.MZ

...

...

.

.

Of course only time and further cases in the area will reveal the
intent of the Court in Ker; however, in view of the position that
they have taken almost continually over the last forty years, it
would seem more reasonable to consider that the Court was defining its relationship with the states in the past-Mapp era rather
than making inroads into one of the doctrines of which they have
been the most jealous in their protection.
2. Incident t o Appvehension.
"A search of an individual's person, of the clothing he is wearing, and of the property in his immediate possession or control,
conducted as an incident of lawfully apprehending him,""* is
~148 See Johnson V. United States, 333 U S . 10 (19481 i United States
Y. Taylor, 286 U S 1 (1932). In Ker no more r e d exigency existed than
in the Johneon and Tnylor eases, eupra, and pasting a guard in Xer would
have been as realanable IS i t was in Johnian and Taylor. If it was desired
to insure t h a t the illicit goods weie n o t remov%d while e w a r r a n t was
obtamed.
'bo367 U S E43 (1961).
IS! Until Mapp V . Ohm, m p r v note 150, the Court had littie reaaon to
distinguish the r e n e w of D search and i e i e u ~ equostion upon t h e ground
of constitutional V D ~ ~ U m
P p e r v m r y authority. I t was m l y ~n altuatiani
such as Rea V. United States. 360 U.S.214 119561. where B federal officer
XBI mjamed from teatifying I" B s t a t e pmeecution 8.8 to evidence r h i e h
he had obtarned in Vioistmn of federal rules, t h a t the Court was concerned
with the a m s t i a n of the YII in s t a t e t r i a l of evidence Pained bv illerai
governmental actlo".
LIZ Ker V. California, 374 U.S. a t 35-54
138 MC!.f, 1961, para. 152.
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among those which are iswful. The right to search the peraon
incident to arrest has alwsys been recognized both in this country
.one of those very m w o w exand in England,1s4but it is merely
ceptions to the 'guaranties and immunities which we had inherited
from our English ancestors, and which had from time immemorial
been subject to certain well-recognized exceptions arising from
the necessities of the case.' ''156 The necessities which are the basic
roots of the exception are the necessity to protect the arresting
officer and to deprive the prisoner of potential means of escape, and
the necessity to avoid the destruction of evidence by the arrested
permn.156 The Court of Military Appeals first gave judicial recognition to the validity in the military of this "langstanding" civilian
rule in L'nited States v . Florence.167 The concept of reasonableness
OL.probable cause would appear to occur in two places in this type
of search: first, in the determination of the legality of the apprehension,'Es and second, in the determination of what is within the
permissible limits of the search-what is within his immediate
possession or control.lS@
"Apprehension" BS defined in the military is used in the same
way "arrest" is understood in common civilian usage, although
the latter has a different connotation in the military.'ao Since both
civilian and military sources will be consulted, the term "arrest"
will be used in its civilian, rather than military, context herein
and will be understood to be synonymous with "apprehension."
a. Legality of apprehension OT arrest. Under civilian rules an
arrest may be made either pursuant to a valid arrest warrant or
without a warrant if the circumstances present legal justification.
The validity of an arrest warrant is tested by the same criterion
of reasonableness-knowledge that would justify a man of reasonable caution to believe that an offense has been or is being comare search warrants, since both are within the acope
mitted"'-as
'I.,

-_

114 See r e e k 8 V. Unrted States. 232 US. 333 (1914).
IaiUnited States v Rabinowitz, 338 U.S. 56, 72 (1850) (dissenting
opinion of Frankfurter, J.1.
? i s i d . s t 72-73,
I b T 1 USCIIA 620. 6 CMR 4 3 11952).
L " S ~ e Draper V. United States, 353 U.S. 307 ( 1 9 5 9 ) ; Unltsd States
Y . Dutcher, 7 USCMA 438, 22 CMR 229 (1556).
Ism
See Hsriir Y. United Ststes, 331 U.S. 145 (1947): o/. United Stsiea
V. ~0s.. 13 USCMA 4 3 2 , s ~
CMR 432 ( m a ) .
Unlted States Y . Rosa, aupra, note 159. For the authority f o r and
definition of ''apprehension" see UCMJ, Art. 7, 8 8 Implemented by MCM
1951, para. loa. For the mrlitary meanme of "srreat" see UCMJ, Art. 9:
and MCM. 1851, paras. I3e. 15d, and 20..

Brinegar V. United States, 338 U.S. 160 (1949).
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of the Fourth Amendment.lez The legal justification for arrest
without a warrant, even if made by a federal officer, depends upon
the law of the state within which the arrest is made, insofar as
that law is not in violation of the Federal Constitution.168 The
general civilian rule, except where changed by statute, is that a n
arrest by either B police officer or a private person is valid without
a warrant if a misdemeanor amounting to B breach of the peace
is committed in his presence or if he has probable cause to believe
that a felony has been committed and that the person arrested
committed it.1o' I t would appear that the general civilian rule that
a citizen has authority to apprehend a person for a felony committed in his presence may well apply in the military also, in addition to the authority contained in the UCMJ and MCM, 1951.'86
The Supreme Court has never indicated that the probable cause
required for arrest without a warrant is an? more stringent than
that required with a warrant, but they have specifically noted
The probable cause for belief
that it can not be less
must exist prior to the arrest or apprehension, whether it be
civilian or military, since an arrest can not be justified by what
is found during a subsequent search."' Likewise, the validity of a
search incident to arrest must depend initially upon the validity
of the arrest.168 In other wards, government agents can not legitimatize their acts by playing ring-around-the-legal-rosy where they
search without probable cause, and as a result of a discovery made
during the search, apprehend the accused: the apprehension can
not be justified by the previous search and the search by the aubsequent apprehension."*
But in the military a search is admissible if made during apprehension, even though the accused has not a t the time been informed
that he is under apprehenaion, since the whole thing is one unitary
transaction which the court will not separate into many component
Giardenello Y. Umted Stater, 357 U.S.480 (1958).
IO3 United States V. DI Re, 332 U.S. 581 (1948). Bu: nee 18 U.S.C. 0 3053
(1958) (federal arrest rule far U.S. Marshals): Peck, The U s e a i Farce t o
Pmlrcl Government Pvoperty, mfra p. 81 at 122 n n 212, 213.
See Carroll V. United States, 267 U.S. 132 ( 1 9 2 5 ) i 5 C.J.S. Arrest

". ".*

6Sf

106 compare
unltPa states V . R O ~ S 13
, USCMA 432, 436 ".z, 32 CMR
432, 436 n.2 (1963).
108 See Wang Sun Y. United States, 871 U.S. 471 (1963).
167 Byars V. United Stater, 273 U.S. 28 (1921); iiee United States Y .
Ball, 8 USCMA 25, 23 CMR 249 (1957).
168 See United Statea Y. Rabinowitz, 339 U.S. 56 (1850) : United States

v.

Ness,1s USCMA 18, 32 CMR 18 (1962).
16BACM 4957, Thomas, 4 CMR 729, pet. denied, 2 USCMA 663, 4 CMR

173 (1962).
A 0 0 14108
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parts and test the validity of each by a stopwatch. If the record
s h o w lawful apprehension and search closely interwoven. the
search mag be ruled as an incidental part of the whole transaction.L'o An arrest can not be made as a pretext to search for
evidences of a crime.L11The best example of this last rule is
probably contained in Taglavow P. United States.'-z There an
inspector on the vice squad acquired a warrant for appellant's
arrest based upan alleged minor traffic offenses. The impector
suspected appellant of being connected with his employer's narcotics activities. Obtaining a warrant for a traffic offense was not,
under the circumstances of the case, in accordance with normal
police procedure. Although the warrant was obtained during the
afternoon, it naa held until after the employer was arreated late
t h a t night, and then given to two police officers wlth instructions
ta arrest appellant. The officers were warned that he mwht ha\e
~
and submarijuana cigarettes in his possession. He a a arrested
jected to a violent physical search when he tried t o swallow something, which later \vas analyzed as a marijuana cigarette. The
Court, in reversing, held that the police, in making the arrest and
search, engaged in a deliberate, preplanned attempt to evade the
requirements of the Fourth Amendment by using the subterfuge
of a traffic arrest warrant to search for narcotics.
In Henry z, United States.'i3 the Supreme Court clearly expressed the purpose of these rules when they said that "[ulnder
our system suspicion i s not enough for an officer to lay hands an a
citizen. It is better, so the Fourth Amendnent teaches. that the
guiltv sometimes go free than the citizens be subject to easy
arrest." (emphasis added),
The military rules of justification are identical except that no
necessity for a warrant exists and na distinction 1s made between
a felony and a misdemeanor. The circumstances must justify B
prudent man in concluding that 01" offense has been or is being
cammitted.174
b. Permissible scope of s e a r e L z o h o t is "ztithin his immediate
possession or control?" Although the right to search a person
~~

170 r n i t e d States \-. Duteher, i USCMA 439, 22 C B R 229 11966) : Umted
States V. Cuthberf, 11 USCXA 272. 275. 29 C l I R 88, 9 1 11960) 1Latlmer.

J.. eoneurrinei.

LnUnited'States v Lefkawitz. 285 U.S. 462 (1932!: United Stales v.
Brawn, 10 CSCDIA 482. 28 C Y R 48 (1969).
192 291 F.2d 262 19th Or. 1961!.
173361 U.S. 98 (19591.
174 United States V. Ness, 13 USCMA 18,32 C M R 18 ( 1 9 6 1 ) .
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incident to a valid arrest has long been recognized,l7' whether
there was permissible area beyond the person which could be
searched under these circumstances was not clear until Agnello w,
United States,ll6 when the Supreme Court said:
The right without a search warrant contemporaneously to search perlawiully arrested while committing eIime a d t o asarch the plndc
where the m e s t i a made . , , is not to be doubted. [Emphasis added.ll11
ion3

The place where the arrest is made has been held t o include "all
parts of the premises used for the unlawful purpose" which are
under the "immediate possession and control" of the person
arrested.l'8 What is within the "immediate possession and control"
of the individual depends greatly upon the nature of both t h a t
which is being sought and the place where the arrest and search
a r e made.17B.
Considering first the nature of that which is sought, it is proper
to conduct a search for items which may be classified m %&ablefruits of the crime, instrumentalities of the crime, contraband, and
weapons or means of effecting an escape.1so The search must be
directed specifically towards those items connected with the crime
charged and for which arrested,'al and i t becomes illegal if it is
enlarged into a general exploratory search for whatever might be
turned up or for fruits or instrumentalities of some other crime.182
Although there does not seem to be any case in point, it would
appear that a search, no matter how narrow its h cope, would
nonetheless be illegal if it were directed specifically toward finding
a particular item or items categorized as non-seizable. However,
an otherwise legal search marked by its specificity will not become
illegal if other items, readily apparent,lP3which do not relate to
the original purpose of the search a r e seized, if they a r e otherwise
subject to seizure.l8' Although the term "readily apparent," which
~

~~

See >reeks V. United Staten, 232 U.S. 383 (1814).
8 2 6 9 U.S. 20, 30 (1926).
1 I d . at 30.
1 7 5 Xarron V. United States. 275 U S . 182,198 (1827).
170 See C M 407443, Rogers, 32 C M R E23 (1962).
180 United States Y . Rsbinawitz, 339 U.S. 6 E ( 1 9 5 0 ; Harris Y. United
States, 331 U.S. 145 (19471: Agndio V. United S t a t e s , 268 U S . 20 (1925).
Far L more derailed d m c u s m n of what 2% s e m b l e see LIP. 162.59 i n t m
I b i Harris V. Unitpd States, "pra, note 180.
I S 1 Umfed States V. Lefkowitz, 281 U.S. 462 ( 1 9 3 2 ) ; C P 407443, R o g e r ~ ,
32 C M R E 2 3 i1962).
182 >farion V. United States, 275 U.S. 182 i 1 8 2 7 ) ; Go-Bart Importing Co.
V. United Starea, 282 U.S. 344 (1931).
184 United States V. Ross, 18 USCMA 432, 32 CMR, 432 ( 1 8 6 3 ) ; United
S t a t e r s . Doyle, 1 USCMA 546, 4 CMR 137 ( 1 8 5 2 ) .
5
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the Supreme Court used in Ga-Bart ImpoTting Co. v . United
States,ls6was originally meant to convey just t h a b b v i o u s , something which was in plain view-it has now come to mean samething which would be discovered within the permissible limits of
the scope of the search. The thoroughness of the search, in turn,
depends upon the nature of the items sought. Thus a detailed
search of every drawer, every piece of furniture, filing cabinets,
safe, etc., would be reasonable when the objects searched for were
small, like cancelled or forged checks, or postage stamps with
counterfeit overprints, but the same meticulous investigation could
not be considered to be reasonable where the crime involved a
stolen automobile or an illegal sti11,Ia~
Turning next to the place where the arrest i s made, that which
is under "immediate possession and control" of the person arrested
varies depending upon the nature of the place-dwelling, hotel
room, office, or vehicle, and whether the arrest is made outside,
near to, or within the place being searched, as well as the relation
of the place to the crime. In a field fraught with general rules
which w e hard to apply to specific fact situations, there i s probably
no area fiare difficult than this. In his dissenting opinion in
United States II. re bin ow it^^^' Mr. Justice Frankfurter graphically illustrated the problem when, after analyzing the precedents,
he said that, "The short of it ia that the right to search the place
of arrest is an innovation based on confusion, without historic
foundation, and made in the teeth of a historic protection against
it." A look a t the factual basis for some of the court holdings may
give the clearest understanding of the application of the principles
announced. In Agnello v . United States:as the first case in which
the Supreme Court considered the problem in detail, two men were
apprehended on narcotics charges in the home of one af them. That
place was searched incident to the arrest, and then the agents took
the other man to his home four blocks away and searched it without a warrant, based on the arrest. The Court held that although
a search may be made of the place where the arrest i s made, that
right does not extend to other places. Thus the search of the fmt
house, in which the arrests were made, was upheld but the search
of the dwelling four blocks away from the scene was condemned.
' 8 5 2 8 2 U.S. 344 (1931).
186 See United States V. Rabinowitz, 839 U.S. 56 (1950); Harris Y. UniBd
States, 381 U.S. 145 (1941).
Supre note 186, 81 78.
lsa 268 U.S. 20 (1925).
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As a general rule it may be stated that when an accused is
apprehended outside of his house, hotel room, or other building, a
search of the interior incident to the apprehension may be made
only if an offense had been committed or was being committed in
the presence of the arresting officers and was committed or being
committed within the area searched. The reason for the latter
exception is that a dwelling or building can not be privileged
sanctuary where the criminal is apprehended on the outside immediately after the commission of the crime on the inside.18~
Where an accused was apprehended when he came to reclaim the
contents of a public locker in a bus station, it was held that a
search of the locker incident to the apprehension was reasonable.Ie0
The question must then be asked, what is the allowable scope
of a search when an arrest is made within a building, dwelling,
or office? In United States V . RabinowitzIg1the suspect was arrested in his office on a charge of possessing stamps with counterfeit overlays superimposed thereon. Pursuant to the arrest the
entire room was ransacked, and the desk, filing cabinets and safe
all received a fine tooth search. The Court, using their oft-quoted
language that the criterion of reasonableness depends "upon the
facts and circumsiancesthe total atmosphere of the case,''192held
9. United States,laa
that the search was reasonable. I n Haaccused was arrested in the living room of his four room apart.
ment, upon a charge of forgery. The agents, looking for stolen
checks which had allegedly been used in the forgery, searched all
four rooms in an operation that took five hours. The Supreme
Court, in upholding the search, found that the accused was in
exclusive possession of the whole apartment and felt that, although
other situations could arise in which the nature and size of the
objects sought or the lack of effective control over the premises
might require a less extensive search, the search, under the particular facts present, did not go beyond that which was reasonably
demanded by the situation. On the other hand there is no doubt
IIQCompsre CM 401337, Waller, 28 CMR 484 (1959), of'd. 11 USCMA
295, 29 CMR 111 (1960). Cornpara Paqe V. United States, 282 F.2d SO7
(8th Clr. 1960),CM 398863, Wallace, 27 CMR SO5 (1963). and A C P 11830,
Allen, 21 CMR 897 (1956). w i l h Clifton Y. United Ststea, 224 F.2d 329
(4th C m ) , ( e t . denied, 850 U.S. 894 (1856), and United States Y. Roas.
13 USCMA 432, 32 C M R 432 (1963).
180 United States Y . Ball, 8 USCMA 25, 23 CMR 249 (1957).
111339 U.S. 68 (1950).
IS* I d . s t 36.
L S S S ~ U.S.
I
145 ( 1 8 4 ~ ) .
A00 I,l(iB
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of the contemporary validity of the holdings in Go-Bart Importing
Co.ff. United States,10' and United States 9. Lefko!citz,'Q'insofar
as each held that the search af a firm's office which resulted in the
seizure of almost everything therein inciuding such things as light
bills, blank order books, insurance policies, etc., went too f a r and
became general and exploratory in nature.lBp
I t would appear, then, that there a r e no specific guide linea that
can be drawn a8 to the extent af search incident to apprehension
inside an office or dwelling. The courts will sayor the entire operation and if it Ieeves a bad taste or smacks of overreaching into a
general exploration, the old test of unreasonableness will be
brought up to declare it invalid.

3. To Prevent Removd of Criminal Goods.
"A search under circumstances demanding immediate action to
prevent the removal or disposal of property believed on reasonable
grounds to be criminal goodd,""i is among those which are lawful.
The requirements for reasonableness or probable cause appear
in two places in this type of search: firet, in the belief that immediate action is needed to prevent the removal,1seand second, in
the belief that a crime has been committed-that there are criminal
goads.1BBAs in all areas in this field, what is reasonable depends
upon the facts and circumstances in the case,*o0but in the re.
quirement of a iearch to prevent removal a distinction must clearly
be made between a dwelling, a store, or other permanent building,
and a ship, motor boat, automobile, or ather mode of conveyance.
A more stringent requirement of reasonableness may be placed
on the former before a search would be a u t h o r i z d z o ' In the
latter the practicability of securing any other type of permission,
such as a warrant or its military equivalent, is considerably lessened since a vehicle can quickly be moved out of the locality or
jurisdiction. As an Air Force Board of Review once observed:
It is 8 matter of eammon knvwiedge chat the greater the disfanee
which a criminal can Put between himaelf and the scene of his crime,
the mole secure he becomer ( a t least ternporar~ly)and the more dincult
S O l U t m n of the ailme becomes. The automabde IS an mirurnent eminently

195

United Stater

V.

Swanion, 3 CSCMA 611. I4 CYR 88 (1964)

1 0 Carroll V. United States, 267 U.S. 182 (1825).
100 See Go-Bart Imparting Co. Y. United Stater. 282
pal

U.S. 344 (1981).
United S t a t e v. Delao, 5 USCMA 148, 17 CMR 148 (1854) (dictum)
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well-suited for the task of trsnaparting a criminal to a land of ''greener
pBltYTe8" end "eelmer w a l e d ' with the least possible delay.102

The distinction that the Supreme Court has drawn in defining
probable cause in this type of search depending upon whether it
is a dwelling or vehicle can best illustrate the point, In Carroll v .
United StateszY3prohibition agents met accused in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, on September 29th and arranged to buy bootleg whiskey,
but the transaction fell through. The agents noted that the accused
was driving an Oldsmobile Roadster at the time. On October 6th
the accused was Been driving the Same car along the road from
Grand Rapids to Detroit. Detroit wa8 known as one of the moat
active centers for the illegal introduction of whiskey into the
country. On December 15th, some tivo months after their only
actual contact with the accused, the agents again Ban' accused
driving the car from Detroit towards Grand Rapids. In the belief
that he was carrying illicit whiskey, they stopped him without a
warrant and searched the car, and found liquor. The Court held
that the agents had convincing evidence to make them believe that
accused was in fact a bootlegger. When they saw him driving the
"firm" car from a place with Detroit's reputation, they had probable cause to stop him and conduct a search, In Johnson w . United
Stotes2o' agents smelled burning opium, and, without a warrant,
knocked st the door of the hotel room from which it emanated.
When it opened they arrested the only occupant, searched the
roam, and seized opium and smoking apparatus. In holding the
search and seizure illegal the Supreme Court stated:
Ka reason 18 offered for not obtaining B search Warrant except the
inconvenience to the offieerr and w m e slight deiay necessary to prepare
papers and present evidence to a magistrate. These are never very ean"neing reasons and. ~n these eireumstanees, certainly are not enouph to
by-paan t h e constitutional reqvirement No suspect was Aering 07 hhely
to take R p h l . The search waa a i pnnvnpnl p m r n i s r s and not of a
A-0 evidence 01 contraband was threatened with removal
aeept perhaps the fumen which we suppone in time would
dieappear. [Emphasis added.l*Oa

The point to be made from the t w o eases is that a very relaxed
requirement of probable cause was allowed in Carroll because of
the movable nature of the item t o be searched, whereas in Johnson,
although probable cause existed, the circumstances pointed to the
complete absence of any n e c e d t y for the quick action that is a
ACM 3094. Pagene. 15 C M R 864, 370 (19641
U.S.132 (1825).
l o 4 3 3 3 C . S . 10 ( 1 8 4 5 ) .
W l I d at 15.
208267
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requirement before a search will be permitted on the ground that
it is necessary to prevent removal. It is clear from this, as well
as the previous examination of searches based on warrant and
apprehension, that in the Federal civilian courts, certain types of
searches (k,
those based on warrant) are preferred, and that the
courts will be slow to find justification f a r a search urged on the
basis of an exception t a that rule.p0e As a legal principle the rule
is to the contrary in the military. The Court of Military Appeals
has made it clear that if a search is legal based upon one ground,
it does not matter and it is unnecessary to consider whether it
satisfies any other g r o ~ n d . ~In~ 7United States V. Davisao8two men
occupying the same hut as accused awoke and found their money
missing. In the absence of all unit officers from the area, the first
sergeant isolated all the men living in the hut and ordered a search
which produced the stolen property from accused's belongings.
The Court held that the search was necessary ta prevent the
removal or concealing of the stolen property and hence legal. I t
did not matter that the Same result could have been accomplished
by isolating the occupants and phoning the commanding officer
for permission, since the possibility of other courses of action does
not destroy the reasonableness of that which was actually done.
Under the rationale of the Johnson case a8 quoted above, substituting a warrant for its military equivalent, the authorization of the
commanding officer, a contrary result would certainly have been
reached had the ease been considered in the federal civilian
judiciary.
Perhaps the best justification of the difference in the judicial
outlook of the two systems i s found in the recognition of the Court
of Military Appeals that the taking of prompt action i s B necessity
in the military to enforce discipline, protect property and prevent
disorders and crimes in a n organization where men are farced to
live in such close proximity to each other.*oa
The type of g o d s also influences the reasonableness af a search
to Prevent removal. Money, for example, is easily hidden, readily
disposed of, and not normally subject to precise identification;
hence, a successful search may depend more upon the lack of
delay in its initiation than upon any other factar.ll0 Similarly,
me See nates 141-52

B ~ L P ~ Cand
Z , aecompsnyine text.
United States Y . Dukher, 7 USCMA 453, 22 CMR 228 (1396).
4 USCMA 577, 16 CMR 151 (1851).
See United States V. Davis, supra note 208; Cmted States V. Swanson,
3 USCMA 671,14 CMR 89 (1354).
*loCnited Staror V. Swmson, mpro note 209.
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recovery of items affecting national security, such as classified
documents, make the utmost urgency in a search justifiable.211
The facts in Davis actually show that under a strict interpretation of that portion of paragraph 152, MCM, 1951, dealing with
search to prevent removal, the search was not required "under
circumstances demanding immediate action." Once the occupants
of the hut had been segregated, there was no way that any of them
could dispose of the money if it were still in the hut. The first
sergeant could have then a t his leisure secured permission f a r the
search. No reason actually existed, therefore, for him to have to
make an immediate search. I t would appear that the reasoning
of an earlier Air Force Board of Review in an analogous situation
is more tenable. There it was held that if no other factors such
as the existence of accomplices or the possibility of others discovering the goods were present, a search could not be justified upon
the necessity to take immediate action when the accused is in
custody or otherwise in no position t o dispose of the criminal
goods.zl*
Although the Court of Military Appeals has indicated that there
is no preference in the legal sense between the various grounds
justifying a search, as a matter of practice the Court will now
always choose certain grounds over the others if more than one
is a ~ a i l a b l e . 2The
~ ~ Court has not utilized a search to prevent
removal ta sustain a ease since 1964; however, i t has been strictly
a case of nonuse. I t must be emphasized that the Court has never
expressed doubt as to the validity of the ground or limited it beyond the plain meaning of the MCM, 1951, provision. There is no
indication that if a proper case came before the Court, there would
be any hesitation in invoking the doctrine.
4. With C a s e n t .
"A search made with the freely given consent of the owner in
possession of the property searched,"n1' i s among those which are
lawful. Search with consent has been judicially recognized a8
211 See A C M 8212. Caneio. 16 C M R 798 (1964). set. dsmed, 6 USCMA
847, 18 C M R 333 (19551.
* l a A C M S-6534, Guest, 11 C M R 768 (1953).
m Far example in United States ,9 . Harman. 12 U S C M A 180. 30 C M R
180 (1961),money WBP stolen m P barracks just before its occupants were
due to depart to new aaaignmenta. The men were packed m d moving out.
The search was sustained as eommsnder-s vthoriied dthovnh the Court
to prevent
mentioned that it could be matamed BP B search nece&y
removal.
% I d M C M , 1861, para. 162.
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valid by both federal and military courts?" but a careful distinction must be drawn between what is termed "consent" and "mere
acquieacence" or "peaceable submission" to the demands of a
person having the color of office or authority. The latter u>illnot
validate an otherwise unlawful search.ZIB The question of whether
an accused's actions in a given ease constitute consent OP only
acquiescence is a question of fact, and each case must be decided
on that basis, with precedent being, at best, of doubtful value.z17
Because of what the Supreme Court once called the "implied
coercion"218 that is inherent in a situation where government
agents claim the ,accusaed consented t o the search and voluntarily
waived his constitutional safeguard, the government has to prove
by "clear and positive" evidence that there was no duress, actual
o r implied, and that there was in fact consent on the part of the
accused.21Q Where the accused is in the custody of Government
agents, consent w i l l not be lightly inferred;#2O it is a circumstance
tending to show acquiescence in, rather than consent to, a
search.z21 Although the burden of proof upon the government is
an especially heavy obligation if the accused \%'asin custody at the
the circumstance is not
time he purpartedlv gare his ~onseni.2~2
controlling if there is Fobstantid evidence of amrmative cansent.22aIn addition to the Question of apprehension or custody,
what for:her factars have the courts looked to in determining
whether specific action constitutes consent rather than mere
acquiescence or peaceable submission?
There is no illegality in an inducement to consent to a search
where the person believer with good cause that, unless he agrees,

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
nating; it relates only to the preliminary question of the lawfulness
of the search, and, being no different from any other basis for a
legal search, there i s no sound reason to set it apart by requiring
a w a r n l n g . ~There
~ ~ is likewise M requirement that an accused
m w t be advised of his right not to consent to a search without
a warrant or its military equivslent.z~~However, whether the
accused wa8 given an Article 31 warning or told of his right not
to consent may throw light upon the question of whether the accused in fact consented. In United States V . French'P' the accused,
an Air Force officer, attempted to communicate an offer to sell
defense information ta the Soviets. The offer was intercepted by
federal agents who then, together with military law enforcement
agents, went to accused's hotel room and negotiated with him for
the documsnta. After negotiating with accused for the documents
they revealed their identities. They then adwised accused of his
constitutional Tight not to consent to 4 search of his room and a
locker in a train station, and after aceused had twice agreed to the
aearch in writing, made searches of the two places. The accused's
action was held to amount to consent. On the other hand a search
Was held to be unlawful and the "consent" of accused to it negated
by the facts even though he had signed a form permitting the
aearch, where it was found that he had been illegally apprehended
a8 he left a "known" (suspected?) narcotics outlet, twice searched
while held a t gunpoint, was thereafter taken, still under illegal
cuatody, to a local law enforcement office where he was confronted
by other law enforcement agents who ale0 wanted to aearch him
and had him sign the form before they did.Sz8
Although civilian authority on the subject is divided, the Court
of Military Appeal8 has never ruled upon the qusstion of whether
a wife has the implied authority to give consent to a search of
her husband's property.2'n
Courts have been loath to find consent, and indeed state that
it is contrary to human experience to expect the same, when the
226 Unrted States Y. Whitrere 12 USCMA 346 30 CMR 346 (1961).
United Ststen V. Inrani, 10 U S b M A 519, 28 CMR 85 (1959). It s h o d
be noted, however, that in the Imam case. BUPIQ, Judge Ferguaon in hi8
dissnnt stated that he had "(le~iousreservstiond' as to whether an aeeused'l
statement O f eoniient may properly be introduced in evidence if he had
not been warned of his rights undsi Article 31 prior to auch consent.
1*0 United States V. Whitrere, aupm note 225: United State. Y. Wileher,
4 USCMA 215, 15 CMR 216 (1864).
**i
10 USCMA 171, 27 CMR 245 (1959).
211 ACM 5-18141, Hoiidni, 28 CMR SO7 (1959).
m S e e United States V. Smith. IS USCMA 653, 33 CMR 86 (1863);
United State, V. Seilera, 12 USCMA 262, SO CMB 262 (1961).
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accused knows that the search is certain to produce contraband
propel-fy or items which are per se incriminatory in nature.280
Perhaps the best exploration of the various elements the Court
considers in determining the question of consent V. submission
is contained in United States Y . W i l e h e r . ~ ~Inl holding that the
accused did consent although there was no Article 31 warning
and he was not told that he had a right not to consent, the Court
noted: (1) the agent did not demand the right to search and he
did not tell the accused he had come to search;1BP( 2 ) although
a t the time the request was made accused was not in his room,
he willingly granted permission to make the search and took the
agent to his room. Such a free and affirmative conduct can reasonably be construed to indicate consent; ( 3 ) the material discovered was not contraband or property incriminating by its very
nature; and, ( 4 ) where the material is of a type not readily identifiable as incriminating from its description, such as money, and
where it is less than the amount stolen and not so inordinately
large as ta excite suspicion under the circumstances, it is easy
to see that agreement to the search would be of little benefit to
the authorities, but be beneficial to the accused since consent would
tend to turn away further suspicion.
The Court of Military Appeals has suggested the solution to
the problem af when agreement is consent and when it is only
acquiescence or submission when they said in United States Y .
.Iusti~e:z~~
I t would certainly lessen t h s frequency of dispute and esse the burden
of decision if law enforcement agents made crystal elear to persona
whose premirea are to be searched t h a t they have no official authorizetion, and t h a t they eannot search in the absence thereof, uniesa they
have f r e e and knowing consent tc enter into and search the premines.*a4

5 . Under Authority o j a Commanding Ofiioer.
A search of property which is owned 01 controlled by the United States
and is under the mntrol af an armed force, or of property a h i e h is
located within a military mstailstian. or ~n B foreign country or in
occupied territory and i8 owned, used, or occupied by persons s u b j w t to
military 1%- Or to t h e law of war, which search haa been authorized by
s commanding officer (meiudmg an officer m charge) having juriidietien
mer the pisee whew the property II situated or, if t h e property is ~n P

zso See Hlggina V. United Stntes, 208 F.2d 818 (D.C. Cir. 1864).
131 4 USCMA 215.15 CMR 215 (1954) ialternstme holding).
C i . Cnlted States Y. Smith, 13 USCMA 558.33 CMR 85 (1863).
1 8 13 USCMA si, 32 CMR 31 i i ~ e z j
1 8 4 1 d . at 34, 32 C M R at 34.
lal
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in 1959 the Coui t of Military Appeals handed down Cnited State8
u. Brolun.2'1 In the Brown case a t the direction of the eommanding officer accused was among ten men searched as they returned
from pass to see if any of them possessed narcotics. Far the
preceeding four months the commander had suspected six or
seven of the men of using narcotics. In addition, the commander
had learned that one of the ten had borrowed $10.00 Prior to
going on pass. Included in the group was one man, not the accused, who had ailegedly been apprehended with narcotics but
who had not been tried because of a defect in the chain of custody.
I t wa8 upon these facts that the commander ordered the search.
The Court, in reversing because of the search, held:
The gveation la mmply m e of whether there was probable C D Y S ~to
search..
While there i s substantial discretion vested m the eommsnding oficer
to order a search of persons and property under his command. , [he]
acted on nothing more than mere muspicion. Reasonable or probable eame
W a s clearly lacking f o r bath the apprehension s n d the i u x h and, 81though the military permits etrtam d m a t i o n s from c m i m n practice in
the procedures for initiating a resreh, the aubrtsntive rights of the in.
dividual and the necessity t h a t probable cause exilt therefor remam the
same. Unreaaonsbie searches and iielzurea will not be tolerated. , ,
While we recognize the commanding officer's t r n d i t m a l authority t o conduct a Bearch in order to safeguard the Security of hm command
[his ~ c t i o n lwas with utfer disregard far the rights of the accused and
the others. He acted upon mere suspicion with no factual basis for hi&
action. [Footnotes omitted.l*n

..

.

.
.. .

Although it can be said with assurance that the BTDWZdecision
caused momentary consternation, if not downright panic, in mili.
tary legal circles over the striking down af what had been considered an immutable rule, the Court BOO" began to clarify the
limits of Brown. In United States v. G~bhmrt.2'~the Court noted
that while the authority to search must be based on probable
cause, not mere suspicion, it could, if the appropriate situation
existed, be general and include all personnel of the command or
subdivision, or be limited only to persons specifically suspected
of an offense. I t was ais0 pointed out that searches, whether

. . ."

t h a t evidence thereon would be relevant in many cases.
(Emphanir
added.) 21 C Y R s t 682, n.2. B u t m the Wash?npton eaiie, m~pra,the Board
of Review. a f t e r considering the olimona of the Court of Mllitary Appeals
held'
[ W l e believe the better view ta be t h a t unreaaonable sesrchea
are equally abjectiansble under mditsry or eiv~lian la^. ,
22 CMR a t

". . .

a48.

10 USCMA 482.28 CMR 45 (1958).
9 4 9 I d . st 487-9. 28 CMR a t 63-6.
948 10 DSCMA 606,28 CMR 172 (1868).
(1868)
42
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generaiized or particularized, should not be confused with inspections conducted by a commander in furtherance of the security
of his command. The latter is wholly administrative or preven.
tive in nature, not criminal. The difference between the so-called
"shakedown" seaveh and the ''shakedown" inspection, therefore,
becomes important, and although the problem of what a search
is was examined above, specific application of those principles
must be made a t this time. A shakedown is generally considered
to be a search or inspection of a11 the men, equipment, or both
located in a particular barracks, unit, or area.z4*Ita iawfuines,
now tempered with the concept < i f probable cause if it is a search,
has long been recognized. The circurnStances of rn:litarp life,
such as the freedom of a c c e s ~that occupants of militar>-barracks
have to all parts thereof and the transient nature of the men
assigned thereto, furnish the necessity that is the basis of the
reasonable nature of such s e a r c h e ~ . ~If~ sthe action is taken as a
part of routine, normal, and legitimate military duties for the
sole purpose of maintaining orderliness and cleanliness in the
course of regulated military operations with no purpose in mind
to seek out or locate a specific item of stolen propert) cmr the like,
it is an inspection. but if the Same action is taken under specific
authorization for and p u r ~ o ~ e ldesigned
y
to u n c ~ i e r a 5perific
item of stolen property or other evidences of B crime, it le a
search, and the guarantees provided by the Fourth Amendment
a r e applicable. The distinguishing feature i s the purpose of the
acts.24B For example, where the accused was placed in the atockade and pursuant to Army Regulations and established unit pro.
cedure the supply eergeant broke into accused's foot locker to
inventory and stars the contents, and discovered stolen items
therein, it was held that the sergeant was doing a routine, author.
ized act and was not engaged in a search.?"
The power to order a search under the authority of the cammander extends beyond the one in formal command of the unit,
if proper circumstances exist. The commanding omeer of a unit
includes one ieft temporarily in charge of B unit as the senior
144 See United States V. Harman, 12 UBChlA 180, 30 C M R 180 (1861).
245 Vnmted States v Harman, 8upra note 2 4 4 ; United States Y Gebhsrt
1 0 CSCMA 606, 28 C M R 172 (1969). See also note 1 4 a p ~ a and
,
BC:
eampanxinq iext.
248 Chl 401463, Coleman, 32 C X R 622. pet. d a m r d , 13 TSCYA 687,
3 2 ChlR 472 (1862).
2.7 C P 407854. Rmado-Marrsra, 32 ChlR 683, pet. denied, 13 USCIlA
700. 32 CMR 472 (1862).
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officer present upon the departure of the assigned commanding
officer, even though his absence be of short duration and not
announced in official orders; this is true even though the actual
commander is in the same geographical area and his absence
from his headquarters wa8 temporary.248 Thus, in L'nited States
p. Murrey2'Qthe regular commanding officer departed from the
area and the executive officer made a formal assumption of command. The latter then departed from the organization, although
he was in the same geographical area, and told the next senior
officer, CKO Mullahey. that "he was in charge and unless anything came up short of death, not to disturb me." Nothing was
said about the authority to conduct aearches in the unit billets.
Based ugon probable cause, Mr. Mullahey searched accused's r w m
and found incriminating evidence. The Court of Yilitary Appeals
held that Mr. Mullahey was the temporary commander of the
unit and thus authorized to order searches upon probable cause.
An Army Board of Review held a first sergeant to be a temporary
commander of an element of the company left in his charge by
the company commander when the company officers and most of
the members of a unit had gone to another place. Even though
there was no express delegation of authority by the commander,
the first sergeant was authorized to give permiasion for a search
of accused, who was under his "command."2s0
Although bath eases predate the Murray ease, Army and .4ir
Force Boards of Review have held that the legality of a unit duty
officer or officer of the day to direct searches pursuant to his own
inherent authority, absent any delegation, is a t best questionable.261 The Air Farce Board pointed aut that although an officer
of the day exercises command functions, he does not take command 88 such during his tour of duty but exercises his command
directly under the commanding officer.g52 I t would appear that
the reasoning behind these cases is basically sound and should
still represent the law. A duty officer or officer of the day acts
in the name of the commander and for him, generally under detailed, specific instructions. It does not seem probable that a cammander would m fact consider that the appointing of such B funetianary each day f a r a tour af duty of normally twelve to fifteen
United State8 Y. Murray, 12 USCMA 434, 31 C M R 20 (1961)
s u m o note 248
S e i C M 402668, Werton, 28 CMR 671 (1868J.
111 See C'M 388786, Wsshmgton, 22 CMR 346 (1966); ACM 4361, Goanell,
3 CMR 646 (1852).
s/p 3 C M R a t s j a j o .
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hours was a change of command for that period of time. If it
were so the commander would actually be in command less than
the various subordinates appointed to represent him during nor.
mal non-duty hours.
The question of the authority of B duty officer to conduct a
search by force of "custom" will be discussed below.
The rationale of the cases from the Boards of Review concern.
ing duty officers collaterally introduces another area which recently has been open ta Some question, that of delegation of mthority. Paragraph 152, MCM, 1951, specifically provides, "The
commanding officer may delegate the general authority TO order
searches to persons of his command." The Court of Military
Appeals gave judicial recognition of this authority in Cnited
States v , L J ~ l e in
2 ~1952,
~
and over the years Boards of Review
in all three services have specifically or by necessary implication
accepted the validity of the statement without question,234 except
where the propriety of the specific delegation was questioned.?js
In Cnited States u . AJesszEU the majority of the Court, noting
that there was testimony that the commander had delegated autharity to order searches t o the provost marshal, observed:
There m a y be a substantial q u a t i a n as to the propriety of a blanket
delegation of authority t o order searches to B police officer such as the
provost marshal. The fundamental idea behind the requirement t h a t
there be authorization to search separate from t h a t of a police officer 1s
t h a t the ofieisl to whom the request is made brings "judieinl" rather
than B "police" attitude to the expminstion of the OpeTPtIVe facts.
Johnson Y. United Staten, 333 US 10, 82 L ed 436, 68 S C t 367

(1848) . . . .L17

In his dissenting opinion, Judge Ferguson stated:
, , , I am of the V ~ tW
h a t there can be no lawful delegation of the
.
power to authorize m e h
authority to order a aearch and ~ P ~ S Y I ~ The
acta is purely judicial and must, therefore, be personally exercised by
t h e commander, the Manual for Caurta.Martis1, United States, 1951,
p a r a p s p h 152, to the contrary natwithstandmg.P68

To justify his contention Judge Ferguson then cites Johnson II.
United S t a t e s , ~ ~ aI t can easily be seen, then, that the temper of
the Court is such that if the power t o search can be delegated,
KCM
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which a majority appears to be disposed to permit, the delepation
must be made with discretion and must be to such person or persons a can fulfill the judicial aspect of the decision.
The Court of Xilitary Appeals' interest in the commander's
right to delegate his power to authorize searches is only one manifestation of their interest in the "judicial" aspect of his power.
As previously noted, the authority of the commander to authorize
a search has alaays been considered ta be the militar\ equi\-alent
~ ~ it
to a search \\arrant. Since ilnited Stows t. B ~ o z o i ,where
was held that the commanding officer had to have probable cau.e
before he could search, the Court of Nilitary Appeals, in renrhing its decision in construing a commander-anthorized search,
has always consulted spd followed the civilian federnl cases deal.
In L'iitrd Stutas U. A.essZb2 it n m

truthfulness and that false facts given by the perion regliestiilc
the authorization would vitiate the grant of permission;'" that
an informant's information could provide probable cause,*6: a n 3
that if an iiifarnisnt provided the basis for the probable cause,
the accused could force the identification of tnat person if the
identity was relevant and helpful to the defense 01 the accused
or wa8 essential ta a fair determination of the ea~e.~*j
I t w a g held
in 'Ve'ess, as well as in L'nitrd States u. Daveu730vt,~6~
that the probable cause, to be effective, must be presented to the cammandinp
officer before he may validly authorize a search, and that abaent
such a demonstration he can nct 1awfuIl~-permit the sesrch.?b'
In view of the obvious trend of the Court of Military Appeals
to tighten the requirements of a commander-autharized search,
~~~

10 CSCMA 432, 28 ChlR 48 (1969)
B romplete diecussion af the civilian eases see pp. 21-27 ~ w i a
13 U S C ~ I A1 8 . 3 2 CMR l a (15621
268 C i t m s King \,. L'nited States. 282 F 2d 398,400 n 4 (4th Cir. 1560).
264Citine Jones Y . United States, 362 U.8. 257 119601. See note8 11121, 8 n p i a . and ~ e c a m p a n y i n gtext
26s Citing Roviara v United States, 353 U.S. 53 (1957). But m X r s s , the
majority suitarned the denial of t h e request f o r the identity of the informant bared on the facts therem. Where the petltianer does not indleate
how tertimony of informant could establish innacenee, demsl of petition t o
r e v d name af informant i s nut e i r ~ l ( . Rugendorf V. United States, 376 U S.
e60

Zil For
262

528 1Feb. 27, 1 8 6 4 ) .
14 USCXA 152. 33 CMR 364 110631
Zi-Cltlng. e.#., Jones ji. United States, 362 U.S. 267 11960); b a t h a n i o n
v United States, 280 U.S 41 (1933). See notes 125-27 aiip7n. and sc-

companyine text.
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it would appear that the measure of what constitutes authorization must be examined. In United States 'v. DeLeoP6B i t was said
that a commanding officer had authorized a search by implication
where he knew of and did not object to it after having previously
participated in an earlier course af action by the investigator
which led to the search. The Court pointed out that while the
consent of an accused is not to be inferred readily, that of a eommander involves different considerations. The commander, who
normally stands in a "distinctly superior" miiitsry position to
the investigator could not be deemed to be subject to coercive
influence by that investigator.
I t is submitted that if the same fact situation were presented
today the Court would not be so willing to adopt such a casual
approach to a determination that the search was authorized by
the commander. Rather, it would appear that consistency would
require fallowing the guideiines set forth in the anaiyaia in a
more recent Board of Review opinion which pointed out:

.

, , If B iaw enforcement ofieer's search of another's pemond effects
is to be warranted by B d i m e t i o n m y command authorization, the person
whose authorisation is invoked must have been made aware a i the putpose and obleet of the proposed search and of the reasons for it. Where
the claimed authorization sterna from one who merely stands by and unwittingly acquiesces in ignorance of and with B total isck of curiosity
about What i i going on, the authorization would ~ p p e a zto be no more
than an Bmpty gedure, davaid of aubatanee. If t h a t wvouid meet the
requirement, the rule t h a t the military police must first obtain I e m mander's authorization to make B search would be reduced to a matter
of form. In order to make B command wthorization for B search the
mihtary equivalent of B search w a r r a n t under civilian preetice, we think
t h a t the authorization, no matter how informal i t may be, ahouid be
bottomed upon intelligent evduation of the information supporting the
request, and a determination t h a t the pmpoied search is r~saonable.*ss

6. B y "Custom," and "Other Reasonable Searches.''
An examination of the military cases on searches reveals that
not all of those approved can be fitted into the five specifically
listed and previously discussed categories. Paragraph 152, MCM,
1951, recognizes that the list of authorized searches " .
is not
intended to preclude the legality of searches made by military
personnel when made in accordance with military custom." But
there are also instance.? where the searches cannot be fitted into
"custom" so a category of "other reasonable searches" has grown

..

168 5 USCMA 148, 17 C M R 148 (lB54) (dictum).
26eCP 401331, W a l k 28 C M R 484, 489 (1959), eb'd, 1 1 U S C M A 195, 2B
C M R 111 (1980).
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up. Both will be examined to determine if any conclusions as to
contemporary guidelines and limitations can be drawn as to these
miscellaneous types of searches.
a. Bycustom.
Based upon the definition of "custom" given in paragraph 2130,
MCM, 1951, it has been held that an Air Farce officer of the day
was not authorized by custom to canduct a search,P'o but in the
Navy it was found that by regulations and custom the executive
officer of a ship, charged with primary responsibility for the
good order and discipline of the command, had "inherent power"
to authorize shipboard searches, absent any delegation of power
from the Captain."'
The Court of Military Appeals held in United Slates v . Doyle27z
that a master-at-arms of a ship, who is traditionally the disciplinary representative of the commanding officer, had authority to
search based upon probable cause. Although the Court refused
to find any inherent right in the master-at-arms, it found that
under the circumstances the search was, according to existing
military and naval law, reasonable and hence lawful. Armed 88
he was with an eye witness report, the inability of the master-atarms to take prompt action would have seriously impaired his
duties in regard to the enforcement of laws and regulations.
the Court upheld a search of miliIn United States 1).
tary property found to be "safely within the ambit of the direct
reaponsibility" of the staff officer who conducted the search. The
seaich was based on probable cause, restricted in scope, purpose,
and physical area and wa8 found, therefore, under all the circumstances, "including the exigencies of the military service,"
to be reasonable. The Court, however, cautioned that they were
not intending to lay dawn a general rule that any military person
possessed inherent authority to search the effects of anyone who
was his subordinate, and noted: "In this field of law, BS in BO many
others, general propositions are apt to be illusory-for the question in each case depends so completely an the setting in which it
is found."a74
* i o ACM 4861. G ~ ~3 CMR
~ ~ 640I (1962).
~ ,
11: W C NCM 60-001S6. MeCuiioeh, 29 CMR 676 (1960).
873 1 USCMA 545, 4 CMR 137 (1961).
* i s a USCMA 7 3 , i i CMR 73 (1953).
2 7 4 I d . at 75, 11 CMR st 75.
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I t is submitted that the field of searches authorized by custom
should be viewed with ea~tion.~'6In the past ten years the Court
of Military Appeals has not sustained a single search, a8 distinguished from an inspection, on the basis of custom. To the contrary, their opinions as examined supra, demonstrate a growing
awareness of and reliance on the strict civiiian rules, and strictly
military searches like those which are commander-authorized
have been specifically related to civilian rules governing search
warrants. In view of the tenor of their recent cases it does not
appear that custom has B place in the balancing of the constitutional guarantee of the right of privacy and permissible law
enforcement tactics.
b. Other reasonable searches.
An examination of the three cases chosen to illustrate "other
reasonable searches" reveals that in each the facts appear to be
similar to the facts in canes decided under one or more of the
specific categories listed in paragraph 152, MCM, 1951, and discussed, m p m None of them, however, was decided an that basis,
but each was upheld on the same simple ground that under the circumstances the action taken was reasonable. In each case it can
also be argued that there was not in fact a "search."
In United States e , B o l l i n p the seiruw by a first sergeant of
an unmarked duffel bag, which was believed upon goad grounds
to contain marijuana, found in a common area of the unit, visible
to an easily obtainable by anyone who passed by, wa8 held reasonable and proper. The possession of the drug is presumed to
be wrongful and i t could have been removed and concealed by
anyone if the first sergeant had taken time to seek permission
elsewhere to take action."' The subsequent act of a military
policeman in searching the bag for more marijuana was held to
be reaaonable since the search was narrowed to a specific purpose.
The discovery of letters therein identifying the owner was only
incidental.
In United State8 V . Summers"B there had been a series of breakins at the post exchange and several weapons had been stolen.
275WC NCM 60-00185, McCuiloeh, 29 CYR 676 (1960). to the contrary
natwithstsnding. For a discusaim of MeCulioeh, see note 271 a p e , and
aeeompsnying iext.
X7e 10 USCMA 82, 27 CYR 156 (1958).
277 Here the action I S smiiar to a search based on the necessity for
immediate action to prevent removal. Alaa I t could be sald that this
portion was not a atsreh a t ail. juat B seiznre of contraband in plain sight.
278 18 USCMA 513, 83 CMR 105 ( 1 9 6 8 ) .
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On the occasion in question the military police observed two people
in a parked car near the post exchange a t 1:30 A.M. The Court
held lawful the actions of the police in apprehending the men
and searching the car a f t e r they had first required the men t o
get aut of the car and identify themselves and after the police
had leaned inside the car t o look around and had seen a partially
concealed
There was no probable cause to apprehend
and search prior to the discovery of the weapon.zan This case,
while analogous to a search incident to arrest, would appear to
extend that doctrine to the right of an officer to detain and require
identification of a person observed under suspicious circumstances
even though no probable cause to arrest is present. There is still
an element of probable cause present, but the circumstances are
such that arrest is not justified, yet some degree of police investigation should be p e r m i t t d S e 1
In Cnited States E . Conion*$* Air Force investigators were
called to an off-post garage in the United States by city police
who had responded to the request of one holding herself out to
be the owner of the garage to shut off a burglar alarm. Through
the open door the investigators eaw p o d s which appeared ta be
military property. The woman demanded that all of the goads
be removed from her garage and threatened to throw them out
if they were not removed. The investigators then entered and
~~

~

27" Fergusan. J , an his e o n c u r ~ i n gopinmn ~n Sli8ninrra pointed out t h a t
~n hir opinion the actions of the pollee officers prior to the apprehension
did not amaunt t o a aeareh a t all. Their action eaniisfed of looking a t
ID plain Sight See I,?. et 678-79, 33 CMR 110-11,
he m q ' o r i t y ~ p m mp m t e d out t h a t ~n w d g m g the right of an
dual t o be free f r o m police Interference. the pohce have to be g w n
leeway' in enforcmp the law. Thus, u h s n a p e ~ s o n IS dmeavered a t
L ace and u n d e r c~rcurnitanees mdiiafing t h a t he IS not p m g abavt
his lepitirnare buiicess, the p o h e have the r v h t and duty ta mueitieate.
If I t IS nn an ares a h e r e aenous offenses have been comrnmed. and the clr.
curnitances are iucil t h s t the person's Preaenee can be described B I B "pollee
hazard." the p e r m can be requred t o Idennfy himself. Such an ~ n q u n r y
cannot he Iimi?cd ta an 1n3peetion of idenridcation documents. especially
where the recent crimes which prompt the investigation ~ n r a l v ethe theft
of weapons r n d e r rvch emumitanees "pattmg down'' of the p e r ~ o nr o u i d
be perrnirted. The ear could aim be patred dawn or looked into even I f fhnr
involved leaning inside to gee better. Such action 1% ieasonahle snce a car
is a Ilkel) p:aee fur wespons t o be concealed.
281 See Leagre, The F o u r t h Amendment and the La% a i Airast. 54 J. CRII.
L.,C. & P S 393 (1Y631,f a r a diseunnion of the Uniform Arrest Act uhich
~ u r p a r t rta give authority t o peace oWleers to Stop, queJtlon. and If necesssry,
detain f o r two hours, any person "abroad"and fo aeareh them lneldenf ta
such detention, all upon B belief leas than t h a t traditmnally required f a r
arrest. Compare N Y. CODE Cnrll. PROC. $8 154a. 180a ( " e a "Stop and Frisk'

thin s
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searched containers not established to have been seen from outside
of the dour, They discovered items of government property which
were the basis of a charge of larceny against the accused. At
the trial i t was established that the garage was the property of
the accused, not the woman.ss'
The Court held the actions of the investigators t o be reasonable:~' pointing t o the fact that the woman's actions were those
of a private individual. There was no evidence that any of those
concerned with the discovery and seizure of the property had
any information that the property had been atolen, or that the
"search and seizlire" was for the purpose of obtaimng evidence
against the accused or any other person since the fact that it was
stolen became known only after the property had been found and
taken into govel'nment passession.zse Further, since military
agents had lawfolly gained knowledge that an unusually large
quantity of government property was located on premises where
a woman claiming and apparently in lawful possession was about
t o discard them, it waB reasonable, if not obligatory, far the
property to be taken into government euatody if for no other
reason than for sefeguarding.2'B
If any cohesive factor can be found in this miscellanea, it is
that in cases where it is doubtful whether there was in fact a
search, the Court of Military Appeals, while willing to label the
action8 as searches, has weighed them f a r their basic compliance
or noncompliance with ConStitutional standards and has taken
action accordingiy even though the facts would not fit into one
of the express categories.

_ _ ~

283 Compare the authorization relied upon here with the qvesrion of a".
thorization given by a wife, note 228 biqna, and sccarnpanymg t e x t : and
t h a t given by a landlord, Chapman V. Cmted Stater, 365 U.S. 610 (1961).
With regard to the latter, see also the dissent of Ferguaan. J., nn Conlon
284Jvdge Fergunan dlseentmg on the ground t h a t vhile there W B B probable
m u i e . a sesreh based upon probable cause alone i s n o t necessarily reasonable
i i thsre IS no leeel authorization far the action such 8s a search warrant.
Campme Judge Ferguran'? dissent with the ~ n s l y s ~ofs "reasonable" s n d
"probable C B Y S ~ , "and the distinction of "ressansble" in military and ~ i v i l i s n
COYita eonfamed a t pp. 15-21 aup,o
285 Each of the faeta listed b y the Court militates &gainit the action hein%
a aeaich Compare with the ana1111a a i what 1% B seareb contamed a t FP.

7-9 BUP'"
288 The fset t h a t government property was berng recovered sllowi agents
more leeway ~n the scape of their actions. See, e + . , Davia V. United States,
328 C.S. 582 (1946); United S t a m V . Sellers, 12 USCMA 262, SO CMR 262

(1961).
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IV. SEIZURES
Neither the UCMJ nor the MCM. 1951, makes a provision as to
what evidence may be seized, and there is an unfortunate predilection an the part of the judiciary, both civilian and military,
to use the terms "search and seizure" together in an indiscriminate
manner. Most certainly they are related and many times follow
one after the other; however. it is imperative to remember that
many combinations af possibilities are present. There can be a
search which does not result in a seizure, a Seizure without a
search,zir a valid search in which there is an illegal seizure.218a
Seizure which would be proper but for the fact that it was made
during an illegal search,zsQand a legal search during which there
WBS B lawful seizure.2so
If B Seizure is made during a search, the first inquiry that must
be made is to the validity of the search. S o matter what the nature
of the seized item or however permissible it would have been to
have seized i t during a lawful search, it is inadmissible if the
search was not p ~ o p e r .If~ ~evidence
~
is seized during a search,
both the search and the seizure must be legal before it will be
admissible.
The main purpose of the right of seizure is to obtain items from
an accused which he could not be forced by subpoena to deliver
because such action would violate his Fifth Amendment right
against compulsory self-incrimination."z Not every item which
is properly inspectable by the government during a lawful search,
however, is seizable, no matter how proper the search that discovered it.29SThe roots of the philosophy that certain classes of
property a r e not subject t o seizure can be traced back to English
law predating America's independence, a fact that the Supreme
Court fully explained the first time it had occasion to consider the
problem. In that case, Boyd v . Cnited States,lQ' the Court observed:
See United States V. Boiiing, 10 USCYA 82, 27 C M R 156 (1968).
See United States V. Riggins, 6 USCYA 308, 20 CMR 24 (1955).
See United States V. JePPera. a42 U.S.48 118511.
mu See Harris Y. United Srstea, 331 U.S.145 (1941).
101 Abel V. United States, 362 U.S.217, 234 (1860) (dictum).
201 See United States V. Marrelii, 4 L'SCMA 216, 15 CMR 276 (18541.
1 0 8 See Abei Y . United States, 562 U S 211 (1960); United Staten V. Rigg m ~6. USCYA 308, 20 CMR 21 (1955).
PS4116 U.S. 616 (1886). BoUd did not actually involve P search The case
construed, and held uneonstitutmni, P atstute w h x h permitted the Governmsnt to demand certain recorda I" B quaai~rimmalcase, and if they were
refused the allegations of t h e n contents contamed in the demand a e i e BC.
287

-8
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The "uniee.wnahie searches and seizuleli" condemned in the Fourth
Amendment are almost always made for the ~ Y r p o a e of compelling
B man to give evidence against himaelf, which in criminal easel
is condemned by the F i f t h Amendment; and compelling B man "in a
d m i n a l case to be a witnesa against himself," which is condemned in
the Fifth Amendment. throws light on the question 8 8 to what is a
"unreaiionnhie Search and a e i ~ u d 'within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment. And we h a c heen unohk to pevcrive that the BeZIurB of a
man's ?rrivota hooka and p a p e n t o b e used in svidenoe egoimt him is
mbatantielly dbffawnt from compelling him lo be a wdtneaa ayainet him~ l e l i . [Emphasis sdded.]zPa

I t was recognized in B o y d , and has been consistently reiterated
since that time, that were i t not for the Fifth Amendment pratection, a man's private books and papers would be among the moat
potent evidence that could be brought against him.286
A. WHAT IS SUBJECT TO SEIZURE?
Over the years the concept of what could be seized and used in
evidence developed slowly until now they may be categorized as (1)
the fruits of the crime, (2) the instrumentalities, tools, or means
by which the crime was committed, (3) proper@ the possession
of which is a crime-contraband, and (4) weapons or means by
which escape might be effected, if the search is incident to apprehension.2Q' Each of the four mentioned classifications is seizable,
but a man's private property that is describable a s "'mere evidentiary' materials"*eBis not. The difficult problems normally
arise in determining whether an item is an "instrumentality" or
"mere evidence." A factual examination is vital to an understanding of the distinctions between and the meaning of each category
of seizable items and those things which are not seizable, for a8
the C o u r t of Military Appeals has observed, the boundary linea
"are not clear, but are shadowy, indistinct, and elusive
Courts, bath military and civilian, have demonstrated that unless
cepted in evidence as true. The Court campsred this to forcmq B man to give
evidence against h i m i d i in violation of the Fifth Amendment or to a seizure
under the Fourth Amendment.
Id. a t 633.
l * s S e ~e.#., Govied V. United Statea. 266 U.S. 293 (1921); United States
s. Vierra, 1 4 USCMA 43, 33 CMR 230 (1563).
187 See Harris V. United States. 331 U.S. 145 (1947);CM 401550, Starka.
23 CMR 478, p e l . denied, 11 USCMA 769, 28 CMR 414 (1959). See also Fm.
R. CRIM. P. 4 l ( h l .
208 United States Y . Vierra, 14 USCMA 43, 52, 33 CMR 230, 264 (1563).
*sa United States V. Rhodes, a USCMA 73, 75,11 CMR 73. 75 (1053).
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care is used in analyzing and applying these terms, confusion and
erroneou8 results will be reaehed.800

1. Fruits of the Crime.
Incident to a lawful search fruits of the crime can he seized and
used in evidence. The phrase "fruits of the crime" is self expianatory. The best example of goods of this nature is the Propert?
which is stolen in a larceny casean1 or government propert? wrong.
fully in the hands of the accused.'0*
2. Contraband-Property
the .Mwe Possession a i Which is
Illegal.
Certain property, k u a l l y designated contraband, is illegal to
possess and may be seized incident to B lawful search and used in
evidence. The two classes most frequently found are narcotics and
untaxed liquor. Since their very possession is a r o n p i u l the Fovernment i s entitled to possession-even if the search is illegal and
the item8 could not be introduced into eridence in a criminal
trial.aaa

3. Weapons OT Means of Escape.
Weapons or means of escape may he seized and used in evidence
if obtained during a lawful search incident to a legal arrest.

Seizure of items which fit into this category i s justified by the
necessity af protecting the arresting officer or the Person in whose
custody the accused is placed, and in insuring that he stays in
custody once he has been captured.3o4
No reported case, federal or military, has been found which
hoids that "mere evidence" can be seized from the person of one
searched incident to a lawful arrest and thereafter used in evisooSee C M 401937. Walier, 28 CMR 484 (10591,end, 11 USCDIA 285, 20
CMR 111 ( 1 9 5 0 ) : ACM 13959. Rhodes, 24 CMR 7i5 (19571 In the W d e r
c m e , " p a , the Board of Review refers to i e ~ e ~ civilian
sl
federal eases
where the courts m i ~ u s eor mmundersrand the terms and refer to "instrumentalitlen" 2%''proofs" and ''evidences'' af eiime In the Rhodes ease, ~wpro,
an Air Force Basrd of Review showed itself t o be laboring under B ~ i m i l a r
misspprehensian when they slated thar any evidence which would tend to
corroborate the testimony of the sileped v ~ m mwokid be r a d s of the trims
and would f u r t h e r rend t o show to lome degree the mental attitude of the
secuaed snd clarify r h a t might otherwine be equivaeal aetmns.
801 Harris V. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (19471.
801 See Cnited States V. Sellers. 12 USCMA 252,30 CMR 252 (19611. Campare Daw8 Y. Cnited States,328 U.S. 582 (19461.
808 See Jones Y . United States, 352 U.S. 2C7 (1960).
804 United States V. Rsbinowitz, 838 C.S. 56, 72 (18501 (Frankfurter, J.,
disaentinql.
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dence: however, it has been suggested that such an exception to
the general rule exists.?ob The contention is based upon the "plenary" power to divest a person arrested of anything whatsoever
found on his person. Support for this position can be found in
the dissenting opinion in Cnited States v . R a b i n o t ~ i t where
z ~ ~ ~ it
ie stated that one of the p u r p o m of searching incident to arrest
is to prevent evidence from being destroyed. Further, in Kremen
v . United Stetes,sO' a ease invoiring a search incident to arrest,
the Court said:
The seizure of the entire contents of the house and its removal some
two hundred milei away t o the F.B.I.offices f o r the purpose of examhation are beyond the sanedon of a n y of our casea. While the evidence
ieised from the perrons of the petitioners might have been legally ad[Emphsais sdded.18008
missible.

...

I t must be noted, however, that the Court did not discuss what was
seized from the persons, or within what category the items seized
would have fallen. Some additional support may be gained from
the general statement of Mr. Justice Murphy in hia dissent in
Harris e. United States3'Q t h a t : "Seizure may be made of articles
and papers an the person of the one arreated. And the arresting
officer i s free to look around and seize those fruits and evidences
of crime which are in plain sight and in his immediate and discernible presence." I t should be pointed out, however, that this
was being written in an attempt to narrow rather than enlarge
the right t o search incident to arrest. On the other hand the Supreme Court in Agnello v . h i t e d Statesa'o pointed out:
The right without a search warrant eontemparaneavsiy to search per8011s iswfully arrested
and to aeareh the place where the a r r e s t is
made in order to find and Eeise things connected with the m m e as ita
fruitS Or 8 8 the means by which i t was committed, as *ell as weapons
and other things t o effect an escape from euatady, IS not to be doubted.lll

.. .

In Harris 2%.Cnited States,312 the majority opinion, after quoting
the above passage from Agnello, said:
This Court has frequently recognized the distinction between merely
evidentiary materiala, on the one hand, which m a y not be seized elther
under the authority of a search w a r r a n t 07 during the o o u m of a m a n h
805 see u s. DGP'T OF ARIIT, PAMPELST NO. m ~ l z MILITULY
,
EVIDENCE
365 i 1 9 6 2 ) .
339 U.S. 66, 72 ,1960) ( F r a n k f u r t e r . J.. dissenting).
30; 355 U.S.346 (1857).
808 I d . BL 347.
308331 U.S. 145, 186 ( 1 9 4 7 ) .
810 269 U.S.BO (1926).

JL'STICG

Id. %t30.
BLt331 U.S. 146 ( 1 9 4 1 ) .
811
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incident t o a r r e s t , and on the other hand, those abjeeta which may validly
he seized including the instrumentalitie8 and means by which B erime
is committed, the fruits of crime such 8 s ataim property, weapons by
which escape of the person nrreated might he eRected, and property the
pmsessim of which IS a cnme. [Emphasia added.lal8

I t would appear, therefore, that only items falling in the four
categories prer~iauslylisted a r e seizable from the person incident
toarrest.

4. Instrumentalities of the Crime
Instrumentalities of the crime may be seized incident to a lawful search and used in evidence. The courts have been quite liberal
in holding that seized items constituted instrumentalities, tools,
or means by which crime was committed, rather than "mere evidence." Not only have they held such obvious items as worthless
checks redeemed by the accused in a larceny by check prasecution,sl4 burglar tools and gambling paraphernalia,816 and forged
birth certificates and coded messages being used in espionagea18
to be instrumentalities of the crime, but they have also included
such things as a diary in which illegal black market dealings were
noted,a" sample tracings of the victim's signature in a forgery
csse,JlB B letter from the accused to a confederate directing disposal of the stolen property,sIQ and a ledger containing such bookkeeping as light and water bills of a speakeasy.s2oNo real problem
exists in making the identification if the item sought to be qualified 8s an instrumentality, tool, or means is a knife or gun used
in an assault or homicide. However, when the property consists
of such things as documents, books, records, accounts, and letters,
the shadowy boundary of which the courts speak becomes painfully evident in attempting to determine their classification. I t
may generally be stated, however, that if the item can be characterized as n e ~ e s s a r y ~or~ la t least convenientazzta the illegal
operation, it will be held to be an instrumentality.
I d . st 114.
United States V. Marrelli, 4 CSCMA 276. 15 CMR 276 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
United States Y . Lefiowitz. 286 U.S.462 (19321.
*le Abel V. Cnited States, 362 U.S. 217 (19601
817 United States V. Rhodes. 3 L'SCMA 73, 11 CYR 73 (1963)
818 C t . United Stater V. DeLeo, 5 USCMA 148, 17 CYR 148 ( 1 9 5 4 ) .
318 C j . CM 401650, Starka, 28 CYR 476, pet. demed, 11 CSCMA 769, 28
CMR 414 (19691.
810 Msrran V . United States, 275 U.S. 192 (18271.
811 See Foley V. United Ststea. 84 F.2d 1 (5th C m i , cs71. deniad, 289 U.S.
162 (1933); Landau Y. United Stales Atty., 82 F.2d 285 (2d CiF.1, Carl.
d m m d . 298 C.S. 666 (1936).
821 See Jlsrion Y. United Statea, 276 U.S. I92 (1927).
818
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6. Private Property which ia Mere Evidence.
Contrasted with what may be seized and admitted in evidence
a t trial, the following are examples of what have been held to
constitute only evidence or indicia of the crime: documents which
show an intent to attempt to violate export laws, but which
are not the documents by which such an attempt wa8 to be
letters and envelopes in which shipments of herbs from
various parts of the United States were mentioned, in a procecution for illegally importing herbs and medicinals from Communist China;"4 a note written by an accused to his wife after a
larceny in which he told her the use to which he planned to put the
money after his release from jail:81K and a card advertising a
coffee house which contained the signature "James V. Sinelair"
on the back which was seized in an investigation of forgery of
checks through the use of that name. There the card was held not
t o be a false document used for identification when cashing the
checks but only evidence which would support a
In addition to cases involving documents, it has been said that an
accused's blood-stained trousers and underwear in a rape case
constituted no more than mere e ~ i d e n c e . ~ * ~
Generally then, the distinction seems to be that if the item is
directly and closely related to the crime and was itself necessary
to the commission of the crime or in a positive manner aided its
commission, it will be classified a s a means of cornmission of that
offense. If it is only collateral in its relationship to the act charged,
it would constitute only mere evidence. As such it would be inadmissible if it is the private property of the accused.
6 . Required Records and Recmds in the Hands o f Cmtodians.
Some recognition has been given to a so-called "required
records exception" which appears to fall between those things
which are normally considered to be seizable and those private
books, papers, and documents which have been considered to be
merely evidentiary. This exception purports to separate those
things which though kept by an individual might be called public
or quasi-public records a8 distinguished from normal business
Tskrhashi Y. United States, 143 F.2d 11s (9th Cir. 1944).
C i . Woo Lai Chvn Y. United States, 214 F.2d lo8 (9th Cir. 1960).
United States V. Higgins, 6 USCMA 30%. 20 CMR 24 (1955).
m United States Y. Vierrs, 14 USCMA 48, s3 CMR 260 (1963).
,
827 See CM 401831, Wallel, 2 8 CMR 484 (19591, and. 11 USCMA 296, 29
CMR 111 (1960).
394
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records. In Cnited States II. C!nncy,J2Ba trial for attempting to
evade federal wagering taxes, the books, ledgers, bills, and records
reflecting the transactions carried on in the course of a taxable
wagering activity were held admissible. They were found to be
not only the means by which the business was run and the tax
evaded, but to be records required to be kept by law. As such
they could not be considered ta be private records. They were open
to government inspection, and could thus be characterized as
quasi-public records. They were, therefore, seizable during a
lawful search.
Although the doctrine has not been widely utilized by civilian
courts 829 a similar theory exists in the military insofar as the
right to order production of or to search for and seize records
of funds in the hands of a custodian of any military or nonappropriated fund, which he holds in a purely representative cilpacity380 is concerned.
B. LIMlTATIO.?'S CPON T H E PERMISSIBLE EXTE.VT OF
SEIZCRES
The limitations upon the permissible extent of seizures closely
parallel the rules forbidding general exploratory searches discussed earlier.3sLGenerally only items directly connected with the
crime upon which the search is predicated can be seized. If in the
course of a valid search, however, other items which are classified
as seizable, are discovered, they may be seized even though they
were not directly connected with the crime being investigated.
This is true even though the original purpose of the search did not
relate to them and even though the person conducting the search
did not know that such property was on the premises when the
search was initiated.3az
The improper seizure of a few minor items which are not used
against an accused will not taint the proceedings and make an
otherwise reasonable search and seizure ~ n l a w f u l . 3but
~ ~ where
8x8276 F.2d 617 (7th Cir. 1960) (alternative holding), r e d d on other
grounds, 365 U.S.312 (1561)
328 See Annot. 79 A.L.R.21 10@6(1961).
880 See United Sfater Y. Sellers, 12 D S C X A 262, 30 CMR 262 (19611
8 3 1 Thus general exploratory searches are usually denounced in terms of
aeirure. See nates 89-54, ~ w r o ,and accompanying text.
339 See notes 180-86. a u r a , and accarnpanym~text
But aee note 128.
swpro, and ~ c e n m p a n y i n gtext for the limitation a i r h a t may be a w e d where
the sole authority is a search r s r r a n t .
8 8 8 United Stater Y . Rors, 13 USCMA 432.32 CMR 432 11963).
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there is a wholesale seizure a different rule would seem to apply.
In Kremen Y. United States
after an apparently lawful search
incident to an arrest the entire contents of a house were seized
and removed t o an FBI office Some two hundred miles away for the
purpose of examination. The introduction of some of the items
into evidence caused the Supreme Court to reverse per curiam
without mentioning the nature of the items introduced or whether
they wouid have been admissible had only properly seizable proper.
ty been taken.
V. EVIDENTIARY CONSIDERATIONS
A. EXCLL'SION O F E V I D E N C E
A t common law the admissibility of evidence was not affected
by the illegality of the means by which it waa obtained, In the
absence of any constitutional, statutory, or judicial prohibition
that rule still holds true."sb
Paragraph 162, XCM, 1951, provides in p a r t :
Evidence i s inadmissible against the seeuaed if It was obtained as B
remit of m unlawful search of his property conducted or instigated by
p ~ r i o n sacting under authority of the United Staten . . . . All evidence
obtained through infamatian supplied by such illegally obtained widenee
is likewile inadmiaaible. . . ,

This prohibition contains two separate, although interrelated
rules. The first, normally referred to as "the exclusionary rule"

deals with evidence originally obtained through an illegal search:
the second, known as "the fruit of the poison tree doctrine,"
excludes evidence discovered as a result of the use of evidence
which would have itself been inadmissible because of the exclusionary rule.
One caveat which must be noted in the provisions of the quoted
portion of paragraph 152, MCM, 1951, is in t h a t portion which
speaks of searches by persons "acting under authority of the
United States,'' Since Elkins 8 . Cnited States 3 3 8 products of unlawful searches by state or local officials in the United States are
likewise inadmissible in federal civilian courts, and there can be
little doubt that the same rule will be adopted by the Court of
Military Appeals when such a case comes before it.887
8a.353 U.S. 346 (1967).
335 See OlmatePd V. United Statpi, 277 U.S. 488 ( 1 8 1 8 ) .
836 a64 T.S. 208 (1960).
887 See pp. 8-12 SUPTQ. for a full analysis of the authority undm which
search is conducted as it effects sdmmsibihty.
A00 I<IOB
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1. The Ezcluaionury Rule.
That portion of paragraph 162, MCM, 1951, supra,dealing with
the exclusionary rule is derived from similar principles existing
in federal civilian
The exclusionary rule was introduced
by the Supreme Court in 1914 in Weeks v. United States 8 8 8 for the
purpose of effective implementation of the fundamental constitutional guarantees of the Fourth Amendment with regard to the
sanctity of the home and inviolability of the person, to which they
had given judicial recognition in 1886 in the decision of Boyd v.
United Statea.840
2. Fntit of Poison Tree Doctrine.
The fruit af the poison tree doctrine extends the prohibition to
the indirect as well as the direct products of an unwarranted
search and seizure. Such evidence must be excluded whether it
be in the nature of a confession,a41 real evidence such as the
result af a laboratory test on urine in a narcotics ca3e,a41or the
testimony of a witness whose identity was discovered as a direct
consequence of the illegal seareh.8"
The doctrine had its birth in Silue?tkorne Lumber Co. V . Cnited
States:" where the Government, admitting that it had illegally
seized the property in question, maintained that it had the right
to study the evidence, copy it, and then after its return to use the
information thus gained ta call upon the owners in a more regular
manner to produce the same documents. Mr. Justice Holmes,
speaking for the Court, disposed of the contention when he said:
The essence of a provision forbidding the acquisition of evidence in a
certain way i i t h a t not merely evidence 80 aequimd shall not be used
before the Court, but t h a t i t shall not be used at all. o f emrse this
does not mean t h a t the facts thus obtained become sacred a n d inaecea.
aible. If knowledge of them 1s gained from an independent m u m they
may b proved like any others. but the knowledge gained by the Government's o m wronz cannot be used by i t in the " B Y. .
moooaed.848

.

*Be United Statea V. D u p ~ e e ,1 USCMA 865.5 CMR 98 (1952)
89B232 U.S. 383 11911).
S10116 U.S. 616 (1886). In the Weahs ease, mupla note 339, the Court
a i i d a t 393: "If letters a n d private documents can thus be seized and held
and used in evidence a z s i n s t P citizen seemed of an affenae. the nrotection
of the Fourth Amendment declaring his right to be wcure ngs'inat m c h
aearches and seizures is of no value. and. so far 811 those thvr placed are
concerned, might as wail be atricken from the Constitution."
1.1 ACM 11930. Allen, 21 CMR 897 11956).
ACM 15962, Williams, 28 CMR 136 (1969).
848 CM 354324, Heck, 6 CMR 223 11952).
8*261 U.S. 885 (1820).
l i t 6 Id. s t 392.
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The latest thorough statement by the Supreme Court of the
scope of the evidence protected by the rule was in the 1963 ease of
Wag Sun v . United States.s4s The Court examined the prior authorities and concluded that bath physical, tangible materials and
testimony as to matters observed during an unlawful invasion
have traditionally been barred from evidence. Likewise, verbal
evidence by an accused which derives so immediately from the
unwarranted invasion is no le88 the fruit of official misconduct
than the more common tangible fruits of such action, since the
policy underlying the exclusion of such evidence does not invite
any logical distinction between physical and verbal evidence.
As the Court noted in Silwrthome the fact that there was a t
sometime in the past an illegal search in which some of the evidence was discovered does not mean that that evidence is forever
lost ta the Government. If the Government learns of the evidence
from an "independent aource,''a4' or if the connection between the
lawless conduct of the Government agents and the discovery of
the challenged evidence has "become 80 attenuated as to dissipate
the taint,"aABthe evidence will be admissible.
Thus in United States 1). Ball criminal investigators staked
out a t a railway station with instructions to apprehend whoever
removed a suitcase from a certain baggage locker, unlawfully
opened the locker, examined its contents prior to its being claimed,
discovered stolen goods, and then returned the bag to the loeker
and apprehended the accused when he subsequently opened the
locker, The Court of Military Appeals held that the contents of
the suitcase, which were seized incident to the apprehension, were
admissible. The apprehension and subsequent search and seizure
were based upon evidence known prior to and independently of
the illegal search and were not the product of the illegal search.
In W m g Sun li. United Stetes,a60 the Supreme Court expressed
the test a8 follows:
We need not hold that all esidmee in "fruit of the poimnous tree"
'imply h e w w e d %wid not have come to light but far the ilbgsl petions
of the police. Rather, the more apt question in such II case is "whether,
granting eabbiishrnent of the p ~ i m s r yillegdity, the evidence to which
instant objection is made has k e n come at by exploitation of that dlegal1147

371 U.S. 471 (1963).
Silverthorne Lvrnber Co.

84s

Ci. Nardone

846

Y. United States, 261 U S . 386, 392 (1920).
Y. United Statea. SO8 U.S. 338.341 (1939).
8 USCMA 25.23 CMR 249 (1967).
860371 U.S. 471, 487-8 11863).
84s
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ity or instead by means sufficiently diatingvmhable to be purged of the
primary tamt."

In situations like Bell where the antecedent, independent
grounds are readily apparent, no real problem is presented, but
in cases where the distinction is not so clear there must be a
factual determination applying the tests mentioned above.
The question of a possible tainting of a confession by a prior
illegal search or seizure is probably the most commonly encountered problem. It haabeen suggested that there are two ways
that a confession can become tainted as the fruit of a prior
illegal s e a r ~ h . 3 ~ ~
First, if the interrogation of the accused which resulted in a
confession would not have occurred except as B result of informa.
tion obtained during an illegal search, the confession will be the
fruit. In United States II. EIluein3jathe accused maintained that
his confession resulted directly from the illegally obtained evidence (in this case an illegal wiretap rather than a search). The
facts revealed that accused waa apprehended through the use of
an illegal wiretap while making an obscene phone call and that he
thereafter confessed. The Court held that the confession was not
tainted. The accused v a s not confronted by the illegally obtained
evidence and there was testimony that the accused was a suspect
prior to his apprehension and would have been interrogated even.
tually even had the illegal evidence not been obtained. Ellwein
can readily be distinguiahed from Ball in that in the former
there waa na positive decision to interrogate a certain person
prior to the actual illegality. Both easel, however, reached the
same result-no taint-since in each there was evidence of record
to support the trial court's factual determination that there was
none. The Court of Nilitary Appeals has given clear warning,
however, that they will not hesitate to find error if from the
circumstances portrayed in the record of trial as B whole it is
apparent as a matter of law, the testimony of ail the witnesses
to the contrary notwithstandlnp. that the evidence obtained was
the product of a prior illegal search.s54
Second, even though the interrogation would have taken place
if the illegal action had not occurred, the confession may neverthe85, See nates 412-420 injro, and weompmying text for diseuaaian of
factual determinsxion st trial.
162 See U.S. DEP'T OF ARMY, PAMPHLRNo. 27-172, M I L I T AJUSTICE~
EVloENCE 379 (19621.
818 6 USCMA 26.19 CMR 161 (1965).
1 6 4 See United Stater Y. Knuffman, 14 USCMA 283, 34 CMR 63 (1963).
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less be tainted if the illegally obtained evidence was used to induce
the confession, a s in the case where accused's confession was
secured upon his being confronted with the items seized during an
unlawful search.8c' The fact that such evidence was obtained,
however, does not necessarily mean that the subsequent confession
is ipso facto tainted. If the accused was not confronted with the
evidence,ssa even though he may know that the property is in the
hands of the Gavernment,367 or if he Bees the evidence in the
hands of the interrogator a t the beginning of the interrogation
but it is not used as a Iever,BsBor even if the interrogator mentions
the evidence to him, if the evidence is not in itself particularly
incriminating,aa' it may be determined that the confession was
not the result of the obtaining of or displaying of such evidence.
This is particularly so where the record shows the causal connection to be remote, or other motivating factors such 88 fear of the
consequences of his act and his sense of guilt are
3. Znwnluntery Confessions and Prior Illtgal Searches.
Closely connected with the second ground in the previous seetion, mpm, if the use by the interrogator or the knowledge by
the accused of the illegally obtained evidence is such to overpower the will of the accused and deprive him of his freedom to
elect to remain silent, the confession is inadmissible because it is
involuntary.as1 A careful distinction must be drawn between the
concept of tainting as applied to the fruit of the poison tree doctrine and this ground which goes further and requires more proof
of a causal connection. As Judge Ferguson noted in his concurring
opinion in United States e. S ~ e r o : ~ ~ ~

. , . When we w e a k of "tainting" in connection with the admission of
eonfessionr in evidence, a. qualitative analysis of the circumstance. must
be made to determine if the eireumstaneea surrounding the first statement rendered the questioned itatement involuntmy and hence insdmiasibie. Thia is ta be distinguirihed from the "tsintmg" of evidence through
iiiegal search and Seizure where it muit merely be s h a m that the .vidence objected ta is the product of the evidence that was iiiegaily a b
tained.
see ACM iis30, Alien, 21 CMR 887 (1856)
See United States V. Ellwsm, 6 USCMA 25, 18 CMR 151 (1865).
See L'nited States 7 . Duteher, 7 USCMA 439, 22 CMR 229 (1856).
s s g See C M 401337, Wdier, 28 CMR 454 (ISSP), a 6 d . 11 USCMA 295. 29
CMR 111 119601.
$16
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The "qualitative analysis" spoken of with reference to involuntari.
ness is that evidence from which it can be concluded that the use
of the illegally obtained evidence caused the accused to be de.
prived of his right of free choice. The uae of the illegally obtained
evidence must in some way overcome his knowledge of his right
t o remain silent or it must be so do8ely connected with the eonfession that when it is used the accused did not possess thereafter
the mental freedom to confess or deny.n6a I t should be noted that
although the defense may be unsuccessful in establishing that a
confession is the product of an iilegal search and thus inadmissible
per se, it may still be established that the use of the fruits of the
illegal search affected the voluntarines8 of the confession.
4. Use of the F m i t s of an Illegal Search for Impeachment of the
Accused.
The Supreme Court has held that when an accused testified to a
certain fact an direct examination, the prosecution may use evidence obtained as a result of an illegal search for impeachment
purposes. The Court reasoned that the exclusionary rule was not
designed to allow the accused to lie with impunity. Since he
raised the issue the prosecution has the right to explore it.364 This
exact point has never been decided in the military, but by way of
analogy, a similar rule exists with regard to denying the right to
invoke the marital privilege under similar circumstances, on the
basis that public policy can not be perverted into a shield to cover
untruths;si' however, a statement which is obtained in violation
of Article 31, UCMJ, is not admissible far impeachment purp0ses.~~6By Congressional mandate such B statement is insdmis.
sible for all purposes.8B'
As will be seen in the following sections, the trend by the
Court of Military Appeals i8 definitely towards treating the rule
against the use of the products of iilegal searches and aeizures as
violative of a constitutional norm rather than a s an evidentiary
rule based on policy decisions. I t would appear, therefore, that
the rationale which excludes statements obtained in violation of
a person's right to remain silent, based as it is on a congressional
enactment of the Fifth Amendment, is closer to the military conCePt of exclusion a i the fruits of illegal searches than are the mere
368

See United States v Waller, 11 USCMA 295, 2s CMR 111 (1960).
United States, 317 U.S. 62 (1964).
See United State8 v. Trudeau, 8 USCMA 22, 23 CMR 246 ( 1 9 5 1 ) .
United States Y. Pedersen, 2 USCMA 261, 8 CMR 63 (1953).
See United States V. Price, 7 USCMA 590. 23 CMR 54 (1967).

884 Walder Y.
865

867
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policy considerations which are the basis of privileged communieations. I t is felt, therefore, that the Court of Military Appeals
would not follow the Supreme Court but would forbid the use for
m y purpose of evidence gained through an illegal search or
seizure.
5 . Evidence of Independent Crime Committed During Illegal
Seamhea.
In United State8 w. Morrisona n 8 the Court of Military Appeals
held evidence of an independent crime committed during or im.
medistely after an illegal search by the one subjected to such
search to be admissible. The exclusionary rule has no application to an offense which is in no way dependent upan the evidence
obtained as a result of the search, even though the subsequent
crime would not have been committed but for the illegal acts of
the Government agents. The reasons for barring testimony obtained a s a result of an illegal search and seizure are to protect
the individual in the enjoyment of his constitutional right and to
bar the Government from benefitting from its own wrong. The
Court weighed the competing policies and held that the means
employed by the courts to give protection against unreasonable
searches could not be extended to pardon an offender for subsequent and separate crimes.
6 . Nature of the Rule.
In the first case in which the Court of Military Appeals had
occasion to inquire into the exclusionary rule, United States Y.
Dupree."' the Court examined its background as reflected in
federal court opinions, and, citing Wolf Y. Colorado."1o concluded
that, "Although it was derived originally from the Fourth Amend.
ment, it appears today that it is a rule of evidence, based primarily
on the desirability of providing a means for enforcing the protections afforded by the Amendment.'' I t would appear that at that
time, both the reasoning and conclusion were correct. Later de.
velopments in the law have, however, cast doubt on the continuing validity of that position. That portion of Wolf u. Colorado
which refused to extend the exclusionary rule to atate trials has
subsequently been overruled as has the "silver platter doctrine."
Evidence obtained through an illegal search and seizure in violation of the Fourth (or Fourteenth) Amendment, whether by
state, local, or federal officials, is not now admissible in either
*(e 10 USCMA 626.28 CMR 91 (1959).
609 1 USCMA 665, 667.6 CMR 9 3 . 9 5 (1962).
810338 U.S. 26 (1949).
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federal or state courts. S W As will be seen in the next section,
infra, both the Supreme Court and the Court of Military Appeals
have indicated doubt as to whether illegal searches and their fruits
should be subject to the harmless error rule with violations tested
for specific prejudice, or whether the constitutional protections
violated require reversal on the ground of general prejudice. I t
should perhaps be noted parenthetically that violations of the
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, which in the
military is codified into Article 31, UCMJ. are considered to be
inherently prejudicial by the Court of Military Appeals. Such
violations are reversed an general prejudice.312 One need only to
think back to the ringing words of the Supreme Court in Boyd
.I Lkited States 878 to see the view that the Court took in cantrasting and comparing the Fourth and Fifth Amendments and in
showing their intertwining of purposes. Recent decisions have
done nothing to sap that analysis of its vitality.874
I t is submitted that under the current philosophy of the Supreme
Court the prohibition against the use in evidence of the products
of unreasonable searches is one of constitutional rather than merely evidentiary law and should be treated accordingly.

E. T E S T S FOR A N D THEORIES OF PREJUDICE
Assuming t h a t evidence which is the fruit of an illegal search
is introduced a t trial, consideration must be given to the result
of such admission a t trial and upon appellate review. Two problems are presented. First, it must be determined what test will
be applied to weigh the prejudical effect of such evidence; and
second, if the accused thereafter elects to testify, the treatment
to be given such election.
1. Test for Prejwidice.
In Cnited States 9. Higgins a71 the Court of Military Appeals
applied the doctrine of specific prejudice to evidence which was
illegally seized and refused to reverse in the face of compelling
evidence. In reaching this result the Court cited as authority the
,~~~
Federal Court of Appeals case of Woods u. llnited S t o t e ~which
stands for the aame proposition. This same result was reached by
See notes 4148.51.52 ~ u p r aand
,
accompanying text.
See United S t a l e Y. Taylor, 5 USCMA 178, 17 C M R 178 (1953)
see pp, 5 2 5 3 nupra.
See note 296 ap70and
.
Becompanying text.
8 7 s 6 USCMA 308, 20 C M R 24 (1955).
8 1 6 2 4 0 F.2d 37 (D.C.
Cir. lB66).
811

811

878
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the Court in United States 9. Justice 377 and Cnitad States V .
SmithaiBciting the Higgins and Woods cases. In the Smith case
the Court also cited the Supreme Court case of Kotteahos e, United
States3'* a s authority for its decision, but in Smith the Court
was not a substantial factor in
Pointed out that the evidence
accused's conviction."8ao I t would appear that there can be B difference in the harmless error rule which weighs for specific prejudice and a quantum of evidence that can be characterized a8 a
"substantial factor;" however, the Court has given no standard of
comparison. Of interest then is the language in the recent
Supreme Court decision in Fahy v . Connecticut
which has not
been cited in any reported military ease, where the Court in
examining the effect of an illegal search said, "The question is
whether there is a reasonable possibility that the evidence complained of might have contributed t o the canuiction." (Emphasis
added,) The federal harmless error rule was set forth in K o t teokos e. United States,882 which a s noted supra, was cited by the
Court of Xilitary Appeals in the Smith case as authority for that
holding, as: "If, when all is said and done, the conviction is sure
t h a t the error did not influence the jury, or had but very slight
effect, the verdict and judgment should stand.. ." The language
in Fahy can be interpreted as either a paraphrase of the stand.
ard rule, or as indicating that the Supreme Court is moving away
from the standard of harmless error as it is normally understood
and is going to apply a modified version thereof in the realm of
searches and seizures. The same conclusion can logically be un.
derstood from the "substantial factor" test of the Court of Military Appeals. Unfortunately neither Court has indicated wether
they intend to continue to apply either the harmless error rule or
a modification thereof. To the contrary, there is language in the
most recent decisions of each Court on the subject that they are
inviting tests upon the basis of general prejudice and may be willing to reveree based solely upon the erroneous admission of evidence of an illegal search. In Fahy the Supreme Court said :
'I.,

.

.

On the facti of this ease, it ie not

"OW

~ E P L I ~ I Q
for
T ~us

to decide

whether the erroneous admisaion of evidence obtained by an illegal search
__

w 1 3 USCYA si, 32 CMR 31 imez).
87%13 U S C M A 553.38

C M R 85 i 1 8 6 3 ) .
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and seizure e s n ever be avbjeet ta the nonnal rules of "harmless error"
under the federal standard of what emstitutei harmless ermr.881

In Cnited States s , V i e ~ r a , ~decided
"
less than sixty days after
the Smith case, the Court of Military Appeals apparently had
second thoughts about "substantial factor" and while finding
specific prejudice in the facts, said: . , it is not necessary that
we consider the situation which might exist as to prejudice arising
from the violation of a constitutional norm.'' The Court repeated
substantially the Same language in United States v . Battista 88K
which they also reversed on specific prejudice. In United States
21. Kaufmcmn 3~ the Court, while reversing on other grounds and
finding that they did not have to go further "as to violations of
constitutional rights," used the strongest of language t o "condemn
the illegal procedures" utilized in the searches therein involved. In
both Battiste and Vierra the Court cited Kotteokos, which as
noted supra, they had cited as authority for their position in
Smith. In Kotteakos the Court while defining the harmless error
rule quoted supra, qualified its application by stating that it applied'' , . , except perhaps where the departure is from a cons t i t u t i m l nomn is or a specific command of Congress." (Emphasis added.)*" In their footnote the Court noted that from
receipt of illegal confessions (in violation of the Fifth Amendment) reversal flows even though there is clear evidence of guilt
from the other evidence.
Although attempting to make prognosticationsss" as to the motives and trends of any appellate court is at best hazardous, i t
would appear that the language of V i e w and Battista, when contrasted with Smith, augurs well for the proposition that the Court
will reverse Smith when the proper case for doing so is presented
to them, Their request for such a case seems obvious. Their concern with general prejudice in this area would a190 appear to be
another sign of a trend toward recognizing that the exclusionary
rule and the fruit of the poison tree doctrine are rules of constitutional law rather than merely evidentiary in nature. As the
Supreme Court pointed out in that part of Kotteakos quoted
above, general prejudice is generally reserved for only the gravest
I'.
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315 U.S.st 86. Compare Stoner

Y.

Califorma, 216 US. 483 (March 24,

18641.
II( 14 USCMA 48, 64, 33 CMR 160, 266 (1863) (eoncurring opinion of
Kildsy and Ferguson, JJ.1.
8s614 U S C M A 7 0 . 3 3 CMR282 (1863).
3 8 1 14 USCMA 283, 34 CMR 63 i1963).
381 Kotteskai V. United States, 328 U.S. 750. 7 6 P 6 i19461,
9 P l i EDITOR:
See author's addendum at p. 71 i n l m
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of errors, for i t requires reversal on the basis of public policy
rather than prejudice to the substantial rights of the accused.
2. Effect of the Accwed's Subsequent Election to Testify.
If the fruits of an alleged illegal search and seizure come into
evidence, one of two results can be reached if the accused elects
to take the stand and testify, depending upon the reason for the
election. If, a s in United States v . Sessions,asa the record shows
that evidence obtained a s the result of a challenged search which
should not have been admitted put the accused in the position
of having to explain that which never should have been before
the court, reversal must follow. The Court is unwilling to hold
the defense to an "all or nothing" reliance upon the soundness
of his abjection and will not permit the accused to be compelled
to entrust the correction of the error to what i t termed "the some.
times untender mercies of reviewing authorities." On the other
hand, in United States I. Woodmff.as9the accused first elected ta
remain silent and then decided to testify on the merits because of
the evidence given by rebuttal witnesses, to which no hint of
illegality attached. The Court held that his decision to fight it aut
on the merits at the trial level in the hope of convincing the eourtmartial that his possession of the stolen g o d s was innocent served
to overcome the illegal search when he himself testified concerning the fruits of the search. Seseions was specifically distinguished
an the ground that it was a "peculiar" situation which forced
the accused to come forward to attempt to justify his possession
of property taken from him through an illegal search and seizure
which should not have been in evidence in the first place.
If the accused introduces items a t trial in an attempt to impeach
a prosecution witness, he may not thereafter complain that they
were the fruits of an illegal search and seizure.aQO
The distinction then is the reason behind the election to testify.
If the accused is faced with the alternative of remaining silent
and relying on an objection to the evidence being austained on
appeal or of justifying his possession, the erroneous admission
of the evidence into evidence will be held prejudicial. But, if for
some other reason, not connected with the introduction of evidence
which was the fruit of the search, he decides to become a witness,
his testimony about his possession of the items will cure any
previous error in admitting it.
8x8

IO USCMA as3, 21 CMR 457 (1959).

88s

11 USCMA 268, 29 CMR 84 (1980).
United States V. WPller, 11 USCMA 286,28 CMR 111 (1860)
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C. T H E W A I V E R DOCTRINE
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a general rule, failure to object to evidence of an alleged

illegal search a t the trial level and adjudicate it a t that forum is
fatal to a consideration thereof on the appellate levels.as1 The
Court of Military Appeals has left the door open B crack f a r exceptions if they find that extreme circumstances exist where
justice would require appellate consideration regardless af
whether it was raised a t the trial, such as where there is inadequate representation of counsel or where the record of trial disc l o s e ~a fiaerant violation which the law officer should have excluded on his own motion'.ae2 To case where such an exception has
been involved has been before that Court; however, an Army
Board of Review declined to apply the doctrine of waiver where
such action would have been unjust. In that case 313 a t the trial
level the defense counsel and the law officer had been the same
in three consecutive eases, all arising out of the same search. The
defense had objected "vigorously" to the admissibility of the
search in the first t a o eases but did not do so in the third. Reviewing the third case the Board of Review held that the failure
of the defense to object, when considered in the light of the
defeat he had suffered on two previous occasions on the same
point of law from the same law officer, amounted to no mare than
an orderly submission to the rulings in the two prior cases, and
that to distinguish the third case from the other two on the basis
of waiver would cause a miscarriage af justice.

D. BCRDEN OF PROOF
In the federal civilian system, it would appear that the burden
of proof is upon the one challenging the receipt of the evidence,384
unless the search is sought ta be justified on one of the exceptions
t o the warrant requirement, and then the burden is upon those
seeking the exemption to show the need f o r it.385
The military rule does not have a comparable shift in the burden
dependent upon the ground urged to uphold the legality of the
search, in all probabilits because there are no oreferred methoda
B Q l See United States Y Hooper 9 USCMA 637 26 CMR 417 (1968);
United Stater Y. Dupree, 1 USCMA &E, 6 CMR 9 3 ( l d 6 2 ) .
3~ United States V. Dupree, B U P note
~
391.
893 CM 364697,Thomas, 6 CMR 259 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
804 See. <.I., Nardane V. United Statea, 308 U.S. 338 (1939); Lotto Y.
United States, 167 F.2d 623 (8th Clr. 1946). mrt. dmiad, 330 U.S.811 (1947).
8 8 1 United S t s t e l Y . JeRera. 342 U.S. 48 (1961);c i . Jvdd V. United States,
190 F.2d 648 (D.C. Cir. 1951).
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of authorization of a search.'@' In U'nitad States 2). Berry ~7 the
Court of Military Appeals held that while a search may be presumed to be legal in the absence of objection, If the accused ehal.
lenges the receipt of evidence obtained a8 a result of a search, the
burden is upon the prosecution to justify the action taken. Subsequent cases have been uniform in holding that the burden is
upon the prosecution regardless of the type of authorization
relied up on.^^^

E. S T A K D I S G TO OBJECT
The right to object to the use of illegally obtained evidence is
petsa!.nl in nature and is not based on any consideration of the
inherent untruetworthiness of the evidence.8ss Only a person
"aggrieved" by an unlawful search and seizure has standing t o
abject to its introduction into evidenee.'00 Prior to Jones .I Cnited
States,'O1 a person had standing to object to the introduction of
the fruits of a search only if he had a sufficient property interest
in the premises searched or the property seized,'02but in Jones the
Supreme Court brushed away the old highly legalistic common law
rules of property interest in both the premises, and in a t least
certain instances, the property seized, and held that any one lepiti.
mately on the premises where a search occurs may challenge its
legality when its fruits a r e attempted ta be used against him.
Further, the accused may object to the u8e of any evidence obtained as a result of such a search without admitting a property
interest therein if the crime for which he is being tried alleges

___

See notes 2 0 6 2 0 9 , 8upm. and accompanying text for the distinction in
the federal and military courts on "preferred" graundi for authorization f o r
a ssrch
8 % 6 USCMA 609, 20 CMR 325 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
391 See, e.8.. United Staten V. Brown. 10 USCMA 482, 28 CMR 48 (1959) i
United S a t e s V. Se~aiona,10 USCMA 383. 2 i C X R 457 ( 1 9 5 9 ) ; United States
Y. Weaver, Y L'SCMA 13, 25 CMR 275 (1966J. It should be noted, however,
that although It rtatm a contrary rule and IS henee overruled, para. 152,
MCM, 1951, pmwder: "Before the c u r t ruies upon [an obiectian on the
ground thst the evidence was ilegnlly ahtamedl . , , the aeevred should be
given an opportunity to show the circumstances under which the evidence
was obramed:' Caution should aim be exereiaed in reading Board of R w ~ w
opmiana which would place the burden on the seeused See, e . . . , ACbl 13959,
Rhodes, 24 C M R 776 (1967);ACM 8310, Wharfan. 15 CMR 808 ( 1 9 5 4 ) : CM
366399, Edwards, 13 CMR 322 (l963),p e t . denied, 4 USCMA 719, 15 CMR
4 3 1 11954).
88s United S t a b s Y . Dupree, 1 L'SCMA 666, 5 CMR 83 (1852).
400 Jonea V. United States, 362 U.S. 267 (1860).
(01 I b d .
402 See, e.0.. United States Y. Baaa, 8 USCMA 298, 24 C M R 109 (19671,
100 6 6 0 s
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that he was in fact in unlawful possession of those goods. The
Court reasoned :
The same element in thir prosecution whieh ha8 caused a dilemma, i e ,
t h a t posse~sionbath convicts and canters standing, e l m m a l a an)- neees.
sity for B pmiiminary showing of an interest I" the premises searched
01 the pioperty aeized, which ordinarily IS required r h e n standing i s
ehailengad.
[Tlo hold to the contrary, t h a t IS, to hold t h a t p e t i t l a n d s
failure tn acknowledge interest in the n ~ r c o l ~ cOTs the premises prevented
his attack upon the search, would be to permit the Government t o have
the advantage of canrradietory positions as a hasla for conviction Petl.
tionel's canvietion Rows from his p ~ r s e s w nof the narcatien a t the time
of the search. Yet the fruits of t h a t search, upon which the c o n r i e t m
depends, were admitted into evidence on the ground t h a t petitioner did
not have posaeaiion of the nsrcatres a t t h a t time. The prosecution here
thus subjected the defendant to the penalties meted out to m e in 1.wiem
poa~ersion while refusing him the remedies designed for m e in t h a t
s,ruation 403

...

Although the Court has not elaborated upon the scope of the latter
part of its holding, with reference to property interest in the items
seized, it would appear that the doctrine may well be limited to
cases involving contraband and not extended to all classes of
property which may be seized. In the case of contraband, there
can be no contest without a Judicial admission of a t least one eiement of the offense. The same result does not necessarily follow
with other types of property.
Since the Supreme Court handed down Jones, there have been
no cases involving the imue of standing to object before the
Court of Military Appeals. The last case, United States v .
applied the strict property interest test. In view of the Past
record of the Courts consideration of federal precedent in this
fieid,'Os however, especiaiiy when the rule is liberal in granting
protection to an accused, there is little danger in predicting that
if and when the issue comes before them the Jones rule will be
specificaiiy adopted.
Although the Jones rule considerably broadens an accused's
right to maintain standing to object, there are situations where no
such standing exists. Far example, the accused will have no standing to object if he is not present on the premises a t the time of a
search, and has no property interest in the property seized from
B co-accused or another,'Oa or has vacated the premises and
-~
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J ~ D V.B United States, 362 U S . 257, 263 (1960)
U S C M A 299, 24 C M R 108 (1867).
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See notes 48-49 mp7a. and aeeampanying tpxt.
See United Stsfen V. Sessions, 10 C S C M A 383, 27 C M R 467 (1959).
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abandoned the article^.'^' A result similar to abandonment occurs with regard to the property interest in a communication
which one has dispatched to another. In such a case all the sender
retains i s a literary right. The receiver has title to it.4oe I t is
dubious if the nature of the retained interest is sufficient as to
enable the sender to complain of its seizure from the recipient.'OQ
I t has likewise been held that the husband-wife relationship is
not auffieient to permit one spouse to maintain standing to object
to the admission into evidence of the fruits of a search of and
seizure from the other spouse.41o
One further collateral matter must be noted. Although a coaccused may lack standing t o object in a joint or commun trial
to the use of evidence improperly obrsined through a search
and seizure of the other accused, if that evidence is erroneously ad.
mitted.. inauir'v
. . must be made into the ouestian of whether that
error adversely affected the rights of the co-accused. If it did, reversal must fallow."'

F. RULIVGS OF L A W OFFICER A N D DETERM'lVATION
OF LEGALITY OR ILLEGALITY

The Court of Military Appeals has held that no special rule of
law applies to the admiasion of evidence obtained a8 the result
of a search, and that, consequently, the ruling of the law officer is
final.'lP He passes upon the question as an interlocutory mattsr
under Article S l ( b ) , UCMJ, and his ruling is reviewable only far
abuse of discretion.418 If, however, the Ian officer, after properly
admitting it when he makes his initial ruling, submits the question to the court for its determination, it is error, but no prejudice
can be present. The action is to the benefit of the accused. I t
gives him another chance for a favorable decision on his contention and places a greater burden upon the Government than is
required."' This ia partieulariy true where the defense counsel
407 Abel V. United Staten, 362 U.S. 217 (1860).
( 0 1 See CM 401550, Starka, 28 CMR 476, pet. d e n i e d , 11 USCMA 769, 28
CMR 114 (1958).
400 Compare United Stater V. Higsins, 6 USCMA 308. 20 CMR 24 (1955)
410 I b d But r f . United States V. Moore, 14 USCMA 635, 34 CMR 415
1Julv 2 19641
*1LUnied Statea V. Sessions, 10 USCMA 383, 27 CMR 457 (1969). See alia
Llnited Statea V. Sehafsr, 13 USCMA 83, 32 CMR 83 ( 1 8 6 2 ) . where the Court
eoniidersd the legality of a m z u r e a i certain items from a eo.aeeuaed.
412 United Sfafes V. Berry, 6 USCMA 608,20 CMR 325 119561.
4x2
(1956).
0 3 See United Stptea V. Seasiona, 10 USCMA 383, 27 CMR 457 (1969).
414 See ACM 5796, Toreaan, 8 CMR 850
876 I(1853).
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requests such an instruction be given, assiats in its formulation,
and voices his approval and concurrence therein."S
I t would appear that one exception t o the general rule exists,
t h a t of the effect of a search and seizure upon the voluntarines
of a subsequent confession."' In the field of voluntariness of confessions, unlike searches and seizures, the law officer's rulinr is
final only if he excludes the evidence. If he admits the canfesamn,
the individual court members must reconsider the question of
voluntariness, reject it in toto if they do not determine that it w a s
voluntary, even though they may find that it was comriletely
trustworthy, and if they find that it was voluntarily made they
must make the final determination of what weiFht, if an!-. to gire
to the contents."'
In Cnited Stotea T . Askew 618 the Court of Military Appeals
found that certain letters of the accused which had been 111egaIIy
seized were used by criminal investigators in auch a u a ? that
they constituted a lever against the accused's freedom of Lhhice.
The Court categorized them as a definite factor !n obtaining the
confession, which they indicated t h a t the fact finders could h a r e
inferred, upon proper instruction, was not voluntary. The letteis
themselves were not placed in evidence. The Court reversed the
case on the basis t h a t the Ian officer's instructions were ". , in
nowise tailored either to the evidence in the case or to the imues
involved, $.e., the illegal sezzuie and use of the lettms and t h e
threatened interview with accused's wife if he did not confess.
As such, there u,as no nmmingtul submtsston to the court-martiol
of the questions involved." (Emphasis added.)"' Judge Quinn
dissented, but only on the basis that the seized items were yipnificant only insofar BE they related to the coer~ive influence rnd
were not so independently important as to require specific m m t i c n
in the instructions.'*O
See Knitad Stales Y Schafar, 13 CSCYA 83. 32 C I R 83 ,1982,

4 1 0 Id at 263. 34 CMR a t 48,
410 The Court reached B s i m i l a ~ ~ ~ n ~ l i t iu ~t hi a~t n
ndvaeatsd by Judde
Quinn in the earlier esse of United Ststea Y Waller, 11 P S C M A 286, 29 CMR
111 (1960). where the Court found that the law officer W B Q not required ana
smnfe t o iaolate the alleeed unlswful search and aeizure and osrtieulsriv
c h it to the attention of t i e eourf.msrtia1 BQ 8. factor bearing upin vo1untar.i
ness when the e s u d canneetion %,as BT bent remote.
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If the law officer rules, therefore. that certain evidence is the
product of an illegal search and seizure and that the search or its
products might be considered to have significance on the issue of
the voiuntariness of a subaequent confession, the effect of the
search or its products must be included in the instructions an
voluntariness. The court members do not reconsider the law officer's determination of illegality of the search: his initial ruling
on the search is binding an them. They must accept the proposition that the search was illegal and assess it only for influence
and relevancy on the question of the confession. If the law officer
rules that a search was proper, It would not thereafter be submitted t o the court regardless of any issue of voluntariness of a
subsequent confession. His ruling an the search being final and
binding up the court members, the search could not adversely
affect the admission of the confession since as a matter of law the
use of the products in obtaining the confession would not be illegal.
YI. CONCLCSIONS 4 S D RECOMMENDATIONS
A. COiVCLCSIONS
In conclusion it can be said that the treatment of search and
seizure in military law has undergone drastic change since the
adoption of the UClllJ in 1951. The law of search and seizure has
never remained static, and the Court af Military Appeals has
shown no tendency towards abatement of changes. Rather, the
Court has shown increasing awareness of the concept8 expressed
by the Federal judiciary as a whole and the Supreme Court in
particular. Military law has been reshaped accordingly.
Judge Advocates must not only be aware of these changes and
adjust their philosophy and advice accordingly, they must also
insure that the commander, the military policeman and criminal
investigator, and all other persons who conduct searches from
time to time are aware of the part they must play in relation to
each other and to the accused whose perm" or property they
propose to search.
The accused now stands possessed of all the fundamental rights
afforded by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution and undoubtedly has Standing to object to the use of seised evidence with.
in the liberal construction prescribed by the Supreme Court.
The commanding officer ia more than ever east in the role af a
magistrate. To be sure, he may still occupy the poaitian of the
policeman a t the m m e time when he conducts an investigation
*oo
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and decides to make a search incident thereto. But, whether he
decides that a search should be made because of his awn findings
or because it has been suggested or requested by others, he must
put on the robes of the magistrate and rule that bmed upon the
evidence presented to him there is probable cause to order or
authorize B search. He must also realize that before evidence obtained as a result of B search which he authorized may be used
in a trial he may be called to testify as to the facts related to him
upon which he determined that probable cause existed. The commander, therefore, should always be urged to make written records or memoranda of all pertinent facts before his memory
grows cold and to keep them until final disposition of the case or
incident.
The criminal investigator, military policeman, or ather person
who may conduct B search must realize that his actions in making
a search will be held up to the closest scrutiny and that the burden
will be upon the Government to justify his actions. In view of the
demonstrable trends in military law, it behooves him to adopt the
practice of securing the permission of the appropriate commander
to make a search, after having presented the commander with a
full disclosure of the evidence upon which he considers probable
e a u ~ eto be based. Gone are the days when an investigator could
keep hia cards clme ta his chest and "play footsie" with the commander as to his reasons for desiring ta search. Similarly those
conducting searches must utilize other grounds with care. In
such a caw the investigator must assure that his actions are justified by the necessities of the case, the rules circumscribing each
type of search, and the limits placed upon the permissible scope
of his actions by the constitutional rights of the person subjected
to the search. Because of the exclusionary rule and the f N i t of
the poison tree doctrine it is difficult, though not necessarily impassible, in any given case to "rebag the cat." The searcher must
always be aware that nothing is more flustrating to the orderly
administration of justice than to have overwhelming evidence of
guilt against an accused who walks free because the evidence was
illegally obtained and inadmissible against him if a trial were
held.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
I t is recommended that all judge advocates insure that a can.
tinUOUB training program be initiated to provide all commanders,
military police and criminal investigators, and others in the chain
76
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of command who may be called upon to conduct searches, with
an understanding of the basic principles involved in searches and
seizures so that they may pattern their actions accordingly.
Further, until the law is clarified the delegation of authority to
authorize searches should be discouraged. If it is felt that in
certain circumstances such delegation is necessary, the delegation
should be made only to perions in responsible positions and not to
those involved in the exercise of law enforcement duties. Otherwise, judge advocates and provost marshals would be passing upon
the propriety of their own actions.
A written consent form ahould be used whenever possible to
insure that those requested to waive their right to be free from a
search give their permission with full understanding of their right
not to do 80.421
Finally, a written authorization for a search based upon the
power of the commander should be used by law enforcement
agents whenever possible. This will insure that probable cause is
presented to the commander and that his decision is an informed
one.'tP
ADDEXD"M
After this srtiele went to press, the Court of Military Appeals had
Oecsaion to consider overruling the Smith esse 18 suggested a t p. 68
mplo. True to the e w e a t therein contained t h a t making prognoatieation. is at best hazardous, the Court chow not to o v ~ r r u l oits previous
hoidinga. In United Stalaa 0 . S h p o n (No.116651,
USCMA
(11 September 19641, Chief Judge Quinn,
~,
34 CMR
apesking f o r the majority, reviewed the question of tho etandard required far revem81 ~ p a ~ahewing
n
of an illegal aeareh and ~ e i z u r e .The
majority stated that, in view of their own decisions on the aubjeet, they
did not consider i t wise to sdapt P rigid formula of reversal on genernl
prejudice in advsnee of the Supreme Court. Judge Ferguson, is dissent.
would hold t h a t any violation of (I eonstitutianal protection requires re.
verial on general prejudice.-Author.
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APPENDIX A
CONSENT

TO

SEARCH

I have been a d v m d hy ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . t.
h a.
t he~
IS B~
(eciminal
...~~~
investigator) f m l i i t l r y palreeman) i ~ . . ~ ~ ~ . ~and
~t ~
h a t .he. is. . ~ ~ ~
inveitigatine. the c r m e ( r ) of ...... ~ ~ . . ~ ~ .of
. , uhieh I am (accused)
(LusDeetedI ..(
..... ~ ~ . - ~~
l . Further,
~ I~
have been
. ~
a d n s e d.of . ~
my righta under Article 31, UCMJ,and vndeiatand t h a t 1 da not have to da
or say anything and t h a t anything t h a t I do or PBV may be used aeainst me
~

~~

~~

in

B

trial by court-martial.

I have been requested La canrent to B search of my fperaon) (quarters or
billets1 (automobile) (-- ....~ .
~
....... . .
~
.... ) . I understand t h a t
......~ ~ ~ . ~
has
. no
~officisi
~ .a.
u t.
h o~
riis.
t m~
t o conduct
. - a search,
t h a t he cannot make a search if I do not voluntarily rive my consent, and
t h a t I have the right to refuse to sliow such a search. Folly understanding
a11 of the above, I hereby freely and vduntamiy give my c o n a m f o r such
a search.
~~~~~~~

~~~

.... ......
Witness
~~~~
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APPENDIX B
AUTHORIZATION TO CONDUCT SEARCH

TO: .................................................................

:

(person 07 perion8 w t h o r i w d to eonduet search)
Fsets presented to me by .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(name)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(organization

01

satisfy me t h a t there is probable cause

address)

to believe t h a t (on the person) ( B ) (in the quartp~sor billets) (in the automobile) (-.

...........
) of .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(individual whose person a n d l o r property

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
is to be searched)

located at .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
lplsee or location of person a n d / o r p m p r t y

sen re he dl there is certain property, to wit: .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
to be aenrehedj

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(description of property)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
which i s subject to lawful seizure as .
(juatiflcatio" of $.il"F.p, as '(a too1 af

the mime of ..............."or "goads atden from ......
........."
e*.)

You are therefore authorized to eonduet B search of the a b v e described
person a n d / o r property and to asiie the shove described pmpeity or m y
other property discovered during said search which is lswfully subject to
seizwe.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Witnesa

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(Signature of commanding omerr or
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THE USE OF FORCE TO PROTECT GOVERNMENT
PROPERTY.
By Captain Darrell L.Peck**
I. INTRODUCTION
His rifle slung loosely over his shoulder, the young soldier
looked over the Nike site in the dim moonlight. This was his first
time on sentry duty and he had not realized how lonely it could
be. Suddenly he was startled by a sound near the fence. Straining his eyes, he made out a crouching figure moving from the
fence toward the center of the site. “Halt,” he cried, unslinging
his rifle. The flgure stood erect for an instant, then began to run.
“Halt I Halt or I’ll shoot.” shouted the sentry. The figure continued
across the site. The rifle cracked, once, then again, resounding
in the stillness of the night, as the sentry fired into the air, Still
the figure ran, faster than ever. The sentry aimed his weapon
after the retreating figure and pulled the trigger.
A rare incident? Unfortunately, it is not. For example, in
a period of only two months the United States Army Air Defense
Command experienced twelve known penetrations or attempted
penetrations into its Nike sites. In five of these twelve cases, the
sentry fired a t the intruder.1
Who was the intruder? Perhaps it was a saboteur, or possibly
an espionage agent seeking important information for a foreign
power. More likely, however, i t was a thoughtless teenager taking a short cut, or a nearby resident looking for his cat, or, a t
worst, B petty thief out to get a few gallons of gasoline. Is the
sentry justified in shooting at any or all such intruders?

agency.
* * JAGC; Inatruetor, MilitsFy Affairs Division, The Judge Advocate
General’s Schaal, U.S. Army, Chaiiottesviile. Va.; A.B., 1862, Marqurtte
University, LL.B., 1964. Marpuette University; Member of the Bar of the
States of Washington and Wiaeonain, and of the United States Supleme
Court. United States District Court, Eastern Diatrict of Wiicanain, snd the
United States Court of Y i l i t n n Apprda.
1 See JAGA 186114S26 (26 Aug. 1961). Na injury was inflicted in any of
these eases.
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Unless he is speciflcally instructed to the contrary, the sentry
will very likely as8ume that he is. He is required to memorize
general orders which direct him to "take charge of this post and
all government property in view" and "to challenge all persons
on or near my post and to allow no one to pass without proper
authority."z He is given a weapon and, in many cases, live am.
munition. Quite naturally he assumes that he is expected to use
them. As one young private put it after wounding a fleeing
civilian, ". . . t h a t is what weapons were there for, to use."8
Thus, because the sentry is armed with a deadly weapon the
problem of when and how much force he may legally use in protecting government property & is a particularly acute one. But the
same basic problem extends to every person intrusted with the
custody of government property or the responsibility f a r protecting it. W3a.t may the military driver do when he discovers someone slashing the tires of the vehicle assigned to him? Or the
motor sergeant when he sees someone stealing a can of gasoline?
In each case the serviceman 6 will act according to his own best
judgment to protect the property intrusted to his care, even
though this may involve the use of force.
But what are the legal consequences af his use of farce? K h a t
law will be applied in passing judgment an his conduct? What are
the general legal principles governing the use of force in such
eases? These are some of the problems which will be dealt with
in this article.
11. T H E PARTIES AND T H E L 4 W
A. T H E CNITED STATES A S DEFENDANT

If an injury is caused by the unprivileged or excessive use of
force in protecting government property, the injured party could
conceivably seek compensation either from the individual serviceman or, under the principle of respondeat superior, from the
2 See C.S. DEP'TOF ARMY. FIELD
MAIUAI 110.26-5, I N T E R ~ DGCARD,
R
para.
5 i1856).
8 Lewis Y United States, 194 F.2d 688, 682 i 3 d Clr. 1952)
4 The
general
type of
nuclear

term proprty 81 used herein refers to real and persons1 pr0peitY in
There 3% no dircuasion of legal problems peculiar to m y particular
properry or sriaing from the special nature of such property is.&,
m a f e m l ~ ,property of B claaaihed or restricted nsture).
5 The term rervicemsn is used for eonvenancr. With the exception of the
P o m e Comitabcs Act, 18 U.S.C. 5 1385 i18581, discussed below. the same
legs1 principles are generally applicable ta civilian guards and ather employees of the United States who have n o specific statvtary law enforcement
authority.
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United States. I t is to be expected that the injured party would
prefer to recover directly from the United States since servicemen in general, and especially those usually performing guard
duty, are not noted for their affiuence.
A formidable obstacle to any civil action directly against
the United States, however, is the fact that claims based on
assault, battery, false imprisonment, and false arrest, all the
torts most likely to be committed in connection with the defense
of mvernment orooertv. are mecificallv excluded from the
Federal Tort Claims Act.? No; are such claims payable ad.
ministratively.8
This has not prevented imaginative plaintiffs from suing the
United States, however. There have been several casea, for example, in which negligence has been alleged in connection with
the serviceman's unprixdeged or excessive use of force.
Typical of these is the case of Collins v . United State89 in
which suit was brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act alleging negligence on the part of a military policeman. The military
policeman had parked his duly assigned Army vehicle outside of
a hotel in the civilian community and had gone Inside. When he
came out he discovered Collins partly in the cab of the vehicle and
two other civilians standing just outside of it. The military police.
man, drawing and cocking his .46 pistol, demanded an explanation of what the three men were doing and lined them up at gun
point. Collins attempted to seize the pistol but the weapon discharged, wounding him.
Although the use of a pistol may possibly have been excessive
under the circumstances and therefore might have constituted
an assault, the allegation of negligence seems somewhat strained.
Apparently the court thought so too, aince it found that the plaintiff had failed to sustain the burden of proving negligence on the
part of the military policeman. and therefore dismissed the suit.10
Recovery against the United States on the theory of negligence
was allowed under similar facts in the Tastor ease," where a

___

BSee 28 U.S.C. 8 2680ch) (1358).
7 Ch. 753, 60 Stat. 842 (1346). 8 s amended (codinad in scattered sections of

I,
Q r %
I.U.V.,.
BSee, e.&., Army Regs. No,26-26, para, 5 m ( 6 )
No. 26-30. para. 81 11 Oet. 1363)
s 3 5 F. Supp. 522 ( W . D . Pa. 1351).

9*

_I

(1 Oct. 1350); Army Regs.

lollrid. (alternative holding). The Court also found that there
tributary negligence on tho part of the pisintiff.
I I Tastor V . United Ststel, 124 F. Supp. 618 (N.D. Cal. 1354).
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person trying to disarm a soldier guarding B ship was killed when
the soldier's pistol discharged during the seufle, and in the Cerri
case,'* where B bullet fired by a soldier without sufficient justificatian at a person escaping from arrest struck an innocent by.
stander.13 However, no suit against the United States has been
successful when the serviceman intentionally fired at the plaintiff
or plaintiffs decedent."
Thus, it appears that any suit f a r damages arising from the
intentional use of unprivileged or excessive force against the injured party i s not properly brought against the United States.
And, of course, the United States is never criminally liable for
the acts of its agents.

B . THE INDIVIDUAL AS DEFENDANT
K i t h reaard to the individual serviceman, the possibility of
criminal liability to bath state and federal governments must be
considered in addition to any possible civil liability for damages.lj
It has long been recognized that an officer of the United States
is not subieet to the criminal sanctions of a state for acts done
within the scope of his duties." Some decisions appear ta base
this immunity on lack of jurisdiction in state courts.

.

.
[Wlhere an officer from excess of zeal or misinformation, or lack af
rood judgment in the perfarmanee of what he eaneeives ta be his duties
as an officer. in f a c t transcends his authority, and invades the rights of
individuals, he IS answerable to the government or power under whose
appointment he i s acting, and m a y also lay hlmself liable to answer ta
a prlvate lndrviduai who is injured or oppressed by his action; yet, where
there is no criminal intent on his p a r t , he does not become llsble t o
a n ~ r e rto the criminal process of B different governrnant.17

__

12 Cerrl I. United States, 80 F. Supp. 831 (N.D.
Cai. 1848).
18 I t m a y be significant t h a t bath easel ~n which recovery was allowed were
decided ~n the sama d w n a n of the same &strict C O Y T ~ .although n o t by t h e
same judge.
14 See, e . # , Stepp I
, United States, 207 F 2d 909 (4th Cir. 1853), esrl.
d e n u d . 347 U.S. 933 (1911): Lev?%V. United States, 194 F.2d 689 (3d Clr.
1962): Ferran I. Enited Stales. 1 4 4 F . Supp. 612 (D.P.R.
19561.
15 A detailed analysis of t b e criminal and ' i v i l liability of federal employees
f o r acts done in the performance of rheir duties 19 bfgand the eeope of this
article. Only B brief resume is inciuded here.
36 See I n
Neagie. 135 U.S. 1, 75 (1890); In 7 8 Wait*. 81 Fed. 359
(F.D.
Iowa 1 S Y i ) . ad'd 88 Fed. 102 (6th Cir. ISSB), appeal dtamzesd, 180
U.S. 636 (1901): Broan Y C a x 58 F. SUPP. 56 ( E D . Pa. 1944). Thin
rule IS siso npplmble to enlirte3 members of the armed forces. liz i e
F a i r , 100 Fed. 149 (C.CD Xieb 1 9 0 0 )
171% ?e Lewis. 83 Fed. 169. 160 ( N D. Warh. 1897) A m a d Brown V.
Cam, siipm note 16.
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Other decisions appear t o recognize performance of a federal
duty ad R substantive defense to state prosecution without actually
denying the existence of jurdisdiction in the state court.lh
This relative immunity from state prosecution is somewhat
misleading, however, since the reasonableness of the serviceman's
conduct will be closely scrutinized in determining whether his
actions were done in good faith within the scope of his duties
and without criminal intent.
For example, in Brown v. Cain;* C a s t Guardsman Brown,
guarding a shipyard, wa8 struck by a brick during a riot, He
shot a t the legs of a man running away, thinking that was the
guilty person and seeking to arrest him. The man tripped and
fell just a s Brown fired, and as B result the bullet infilcted e.
fatal wound. Brown was indicted by the state for murder and
applied to the federal court for a writ of habeas carpus. Although the court eventually granted the writ, saying Brown was
"amenable ta the law of the United States and t o no other",lo
the reasonableness of Brown's conduct was thoroughly examined.
The court indtcated that it would have held that Brown's act was
beyond his authority, and therefore without protection, if the
evidence had not been so clearly in his favor.
With regard to criminal responsibility t o the United States, the
serviceman has no immunity from prosecution. However, the acts
of a subordinate, done in good faith in compliance with his supposed duty or orders, a r e justifiable unless those acts are manifestly beyond the scape of his authority, or the order is such that
B man of ordinary 8en.w and understanding aould know it to be
illegal.z~
18 See United Sfstea e% vel. D r u r y V. Lewis. 200 U.S. 1 (1906); Iii 78
Neseie, 135 U.S. I, 76 (1890). The prapoaition that state courts are
without jurisdiction in earea where acta are claimed to have been done in
performance af federal duty IS Put in doubt by the existence of 28 U.S.C.
681442, 1442a (1858). which authorize removal of a state prowcution (or
cisil proceeding) to federal court for trial when the defendant eiReer
or eerweeman elaims to hsve been acting pursuant to B federal duty. The
ease in nevertheiesa tried on tho stste Indictment and state substantive
law apphea. See 28 U.S.C. 561442, 1442a (1958): FED. R. C R I I . P.
5 4 ( b ) (1) (and N o t e s of the Adwsora Committie on Rrlrs, 18 U.S.C.
APPEXDIX at 3441 (18681).
1s 56 F. SUPP.66 (E.D. Pa. 1844).
20 I d . at 60.
21 See United States V. Clark, 31 Fed. 710. T I T (C.C.E.D. Mieh. 1887) i
MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL,UPLTEDSTATES,1961 [hereinafter cited 8 8
MCM, 19511, para. 18ib; MOOELPENALCODEI 21.0 (Prop. Off. Draft 1962).
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An extreme example of a serviceman's liability f a r an act
done in obedience to an order is the case of .4irrnsn F i r s C l a a ~
Kinder.** Kinder was on guard duty when he apprehended a
Korean civilian prowling in a bomb dump shortly before midnight.
Lieutenant Schreiber ordered Kinder, accompanied by Airman First Class Tath, to take the Korean out and shoat him to
discourage other prowlers. Kinder did so. He was convicted of
premeditated murder since the order was 60 clearly illegal that it
afforded him no protection.?A
Obedience to an apparently !nufui order is genem!ly recognized
as a defense ta a serviceman's cirii liability as
Except for
this limited protection for military subordinates acting under
orders, it had long been established that agent8 of the United
State8 were personally liable far their own torts, though committed in performing their duties.2s In recent years, however,
there has been a considerable erosion of this concept.
The leading case in support of the proposition that federal
employees are immune from liability for tarts committed in performing their duties is Grepoire t'. Biddlr.2s In that case Judge
Learned Hand used very broad language in holding that the Attorney General and another Department of Justice official were
not subject to civil suit by the plaintiff who claimed to have been
falsely imprisoned by them. This case was extensively quoted
by the Supreme Court in Barr v . M ~ a t t e o , ~ 7B libel suit which
appears to turn as much on the theory that a Etatement made
in connection with official duties i s privileged ae upon any theory
of general immunity from suit. Nevertheless, because the broad
and persuasive language of Judge Hand was quoted with approval
22 See ACM 7321. Kinder. 14 CMR 742 774 1
1 .9.,~ 0
,~
2% Lt. Sehreiber W B Q also convicted of premeditated mvrder See United
Staten Y Schreiber, 5 LTSCMA 602, 18 C X R 226 L1855) Toth was drscharged befare any a c t m could be taken againrt h m and later attempts
to exerciee iurirdiehon over him *ere uneuecerrful. See United STares
e 2 r e / . Toth Y. Quarks, 350 V 5.1 1 (19551.
2 4 S e e MlcCall Y . MeDowell, 15 Fed. Cas 1235, 1240 i S o . 8673) (C.C.D.
Cal 186;l: Ne"
I c C a r t h y , 309 M a w 17, 33 PiE.2d 670 (1961). of.
Barr Y ?Jatteo, 360 U.S. 564 (1959). Bat n e e , Bates v Clark, 95 U . S ' 2 0 4
(13771; Little V. Barreme. 6 U.S.( 2 Crsneh.) 170. 179 (1801): e t . Mitchell
v Harmony, 54 U S . (13 H a r . ) 115 (1861).
2 5 See S l a m Shigyards Corp. 7. Umred States Shipping Ed. Emergency
Fleet C o r p , 253 P.S. 543. 667-68 i19221 i YcCall Y McDoaell, m p m note
24, at 1233, T a r l e Y . Ross, 32 F. SUPP 125 iD. Ore. 19401.
26177 F Z d 579 i2d C i i . 19491, cart. denied, 339 U.S.849 (1950).
S i 3 6 0 U S . 564 (1959).
~

,.
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by the Supreme Court, other federal courts are accepting it as
the law.B8
The Supreme Court's aeceptsnce of Gregoire V. Biddie impels us to the
cmcIusion t h a t the Isw h a s changed, and t h a t it is now considered wise
to leave same government agents entirely free from suit when they are
acting a i t h i n an area intrusted to their direretion 20

Because this legal concept is still in a stage of development, it
is impossible to say haw far it will extend. At present, it does
not appear to guarantee immunity from civil suit to the servicem a n who u ~ e sunprivileged or excessive force in the protection
of government property.so
In any event, if the .me of force is sumciently flagrant, the
serviceman may be held to have exceeded the limits of his author.
ity and thereby to have lost any protection from either civil or
criminal liability otherwise available to a federal employee.
C.

T H E BPPLICABLE LAW

Although there are many federal statutes designed for the
protection of gorernment property,sl there is no provision specifically authorizing the use of force f a r this purpose. The closest
thing ta a statutory authorization of farce is the following:
Whoever, within the jurisdiction af the United Statea, goes upon m y
military, naval or Coast Guard reservation, post. f o r t . arsenal, yard,
station, OF mstallstian, f o r any purpow prohibited by law or lawful
reguistian; or
Whoever reenters or IS found within a n y aueh reservation, post, f o r t ,
arsenal, yard, station, or installation, ajter hamno been removed lhemfrom or ordered not to reenter by any ofleer or person in command OP
charge thereofu s e e S a r t a n V. McShsne, 332 F.Zd 856 (5th Cir. June 1, 1964) (suit
againat U S . marat,aln for false arrest and assault) : Ove Gvitaviaan Cantrseting Ca Y . Flaete. 290 F.Zd 655 (2d Cir. 10621.orrt. denred. 314 U.S.827
(1863) (suit against gau't. lnspectar f o r caunnp eaneellatlon of plalnflff'k
contract with gov'c.); Gamage !. Peal, 217 F. Supp. 384 ( i i D Cai. 1962)
(medical malpractice m t l .
19 Bershad v. Wood, 200 F.Zd 714. 119 (9th Cir. 18611 (suit against
Interns1 Rivenue Service affiaals f o r erroneously impounding bank a m o u n t ) .
80 A t least m the a ~ e aof smelt (see pp. 107-114 infra1 the soldier
hecauae of the Pasas Comitatus Act, 18 U.S C. $ 1 3 8 5 ( 1 9 5 8 ) , IS not actlng
in an official capacity and therefore cannot elaim the immunity of a federal
employee (eampare note 205, injro. and text aceompmylng)
F u r t h e r it is posnibie t h a t Supreme Court wlll hmlt Barr Y .lJotiev
when pr&ted
n t h an appropriate e i a e Compre Ncrfon V. MeShans, 332
F 2d 815. 863 15th Cir. June 1, 1064) (Gewm, J , dlssentmgl
31 Some of there statutes m e discussed in mare detail inira, a t pp. 115-117.
am

l'bOB
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Shsil be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than six
months, or both.88

BY implication, a t least, this provision would Seem to authorize
an installation commander to have persons removed from the installation, an action which may involve Some degree of force.88
Section 21(a) of the Satianal Security Act of 195084 also implies authority t o promulgate regulations relating to the removal
Of persons from restricted areas, since it makes it a miademeanor
to violate such regulations. Pursuant t o this authority,s6 commanders have been authorized to apprehend, interrogate, and
search any person who enters a restricted area without authority.86
Obviously these provisions, even if they a r e conceded to authorize the use of force in certain eases, are of very limited applieation and provide little help to the person charged with the responsibility for protecting government property.
In the absence of any more specific federal statutes, recourse
must be had to the law generally applicable to the place where
the use of force occurs. This, of course, will depend upon the
nature of federal and state jurisdiction over the situs.s'
1. Situs Swbjeet t o Exc1usil;e Federal Jurisdiction.
By definition, state laws are not effective in an area subject
to exclusive federal iurisdiction. In the absence of any federal
common lawlsB this leaves a considerable legal vacuum. The
Assimilative Crimes Actse fills this void very adequately in the
field of criminal law. I t provides:
Whoever within or upon any of the piaces now rxirting or hereafter
reaerved or acquired a% provided in section 7 [under the exelusive m
concurrent iuriidietian of the United Stateal of this title. i s g u i t y of
m y act or mii is ion which, sithaugh not made punishable by any ensee
ment of Congress, would be pumahahle if committed or omitted within
a* 13 U S.C. $ 1382 ( 1 0 5 3 ) . (Emphasis added.)
QaSee J A G A 1054r0001 ( 6 J a n . 1056).
34 Ch. 1024, tit. I, $ 2 1 , 64 Stat. 1005. 50 C.S.C.
86

8 707 ( 1 0 5 8 ) .
An impiemeted by Dep't of Defense Directwe No. 5200.8 (20 Aug.

19541
86 See Army Regs. No 380-20, para 5a ( 5 Fob. 1058)
27 The term jurisdiction, used ~n this sense, refsra to lsgisiatiw juriidietmn. The V P T ~ O Y P type8 of such jurisdictions and their basic incidents
are net forth in some detati i n REPORTOF THE I~-TULDEP*RIMENTAL
COMMITTEE FOR THE STMY
OF JLRISDICTION
0-R
FDUWI AREAS WITHIN THE
STATES,PUT 11, A TEXT OF THE LAW OF LnCISMTIVE JrDIIDICTION, a t
10-11 ( 1 0 5 7 ) .
88 See Erie R.R.V. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 84 (1038).
80 1s U.S.C. 0 l a (1058).
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the jurisdiction of the State, Territory, Poaseasion, or District in which
such piace is situated, by the laws thereof in foree at the time of sueh
sot or omission, shaii be guilty of B like offense and avbject to B like
puniahment.10

Thus, in the absence of any specific federal provision, the criminal
liability of a person using unprivileged or excessive force in Protecting government property will be determined by the current
state law even though the act occurs in an area subject to exclusive federal jurisdiction.
With respect to civil liability, the law is slightly more COmPlicated because there is no equivalent of the Assimilative Crimes
Act. However, the Supreme Court in the McGlinn case" applied
an international law principle which does serve to fill the legal
vacuum with regard t o civil law, though not a s efficiently as the
Assimilative Crimes Act does in the criminal field.
The court determined that the state law in effect in the area
when the United States acquires exclusive jurisdiction, and not
incompatible with the laws of the United States, remains in force
until changed or abrogated by the United States. A substantial
dimculty with this rule is that it continues in effect only those
state laws in force a t the time federal jurisdiction is acquired,
without regard to subsequent changes by the ~ t a t e . ' ~Therefore,
a military installation made up of several parcels of land, over
each of which the United States acquired exclusive jurisdiction
a t a different time, could conceivably have several different rules
of law.
2. Situs Subject to the Jurisdiction of the State.
If the place where the incident wcurs is subject to the jurisdiction of the state, obviously the current substantive law rules
of the state are applicable. The fact that the United States may
have concurrent jurisdiction makes no difference a t all in a civil
case since there are no applicable federal statutes in this area
of law and there is no federal common iaw.48
When a federal criminal prosecution is instituted on the basis
of concurrent jurisdiction in the United States, federal substantive law is technically applicable. However. unless there is a
40

41

Ibd.
Chicago, R.I. & P.Ry. V. MeGIinn, 114 U.S. 642 (1885)
See Arlington Hotel Co, V. Fant, 278 U.S. 439 (1929).
See Erie R.R.Y. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 84 (1938).
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specific federal criminal statute applicable to the offense charged:A
the Assimilative Crimes Actla would apply. Under that act the
state law in force a t the time of the incident is adopted and
applied, so the result is the 8ame.
111. GENERAL LEGAL THEORIES JUSTIFYING T H E

USE OF FORCE
A preliminary excursion into American case law concerning
the privilege to use farce when property is threatened is very
likely t o leave the researcher quite confused. A more detailed
analysis of the law, and especially of its historical common law
background, brings the realization that it is not 80 much the researcher a~ it is the law that is confused. Careful examination
of the various cases purporting to deal with the protection of
property reveals that there are actually three entirely different
areas of law involved. These concern defense of property, prevention of a criminal offense against the property, and effecting
an arrest f a r a criminal offense against the property."
The difficulty with trying ta discover the basic rule of law in
any one of these three areas is that courts usually fail to distinguish between them. In Commonwealth v. Beverly," for example,
the court's discussion included principles of defense af property,
prevention of a felony, and arrest when the accused, lying in wait,
had simply shot down and killed two men in the act of stealing his
chickens. In State v . Bealasthe court discussed the rules pertaining to the use of force to prevent B crime but, without making
any reference to arrest, included basic rule from that area of
law.4a
In the only case in which it has discussed a serviceman's use
of force in protecting government property, the Court of Military
44 Although there are federal criminal statutes deslmg with aaasult.
U.S.C.I113 (1958),murder, 18 U.S.C.0 111 (1858), and mmaiewhter,
18 U.S.C.5 1112 (1958). in areas aubjeet to concurrent federal jurisdiction,
these contain no pmvllmns relanng to luatlheation LO, ~n the absence of
any federal common law, reference must be made t o s a t e law even in the
case of there offenses.
4618 U.S.C.(13 (19581.
4 6 There m e still two areas of law (not within the scope of this artide,
however) whneh are involved in many of the case%, self-defense and
defense af mother.
4 7 231 Ky, 35, 34 S.W.2d 941 (1931).
(8 56 N.M.382, 234 P.Zd 331 (19511.
(S See I d . nt 388, 234 P.2d at 385-36

18
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Appeals showed a similar tendency.60 Judge Lattimer, after ex.
tensively quoting provisions of the Manual and Warren on Homi.
&de on the rules applicable to the use of force in preventing a
crime, then continued : “The two foregoing authorities fairly
suggest at least two factors which muat be considered in cannection with the defense to a killing in the protection of prope?tu”.51
Such confusion of what are, or at least once were, distinct areas
of law may be harmless in many cases but in others it will have
a substantial effect on the outcome. This will be discussed in
greater detaii after separate examination of each of the three
areas of law.
Before undertaking such an examination, however, certain aspects of the method of approach should be explained. First of
all, no distinction will be made between criminal and civil cases
because the substantive rules are basically the same.
Rules of law covering the liability of the owner of pmperty for an 8s.
SPYlt in defending it against aggreaaion are applicable alike to B civil
action for damage8 and to a criminsl prosemtion, with the exception Of
the T Y I ~of evidence, which, in B cnmine1 cause, pivea the defendant the
benefit of B reasonable doubt.62

Thus. state criminal statutes justifying the use of force in protecting property are also applied in civil cases within the same
jurisdiction.
Secondly, the rules of law as generally stated refer to acts by
the owner of property. However, since the United States, like
a corporation, can act only through agents, the person who acts
in protecting government property will not be the owner. In
practical application, there is no legal distinction made between
acts done by the owner personally and acts done by an agent on
his behalf.ja Therefore no such distinction will be made in this
discussion. The right of military personnel to take necessary
action for the protection of government property intrusted to
their care has long been recognized.
[ T l h e questions. . . wneerning the r e m w s l of trespaiiem on the united
States lands . . appear to involve no other legal guestmn than that of
the right of the Officer in command of a military poet to protect it by

.

-

~~

See United States V. Lee, 3 USCMA 501 13 CMR 57 11959).
I d . a t 507,lS CMR a t 63. (Emphasis aided.)
62Redmon V. Caplo, 159 S.W.2d 210, 212 ITex. Ct. C w App. 1 9 4 2 ) ;
Brown Y. Martinel, 68 N.M. 271, 361 P.2d 162 ( 1 8 6 1 ) .
13 See, w., Xontgomery Ward Br Co. V . Freeman, 199 F.2d 720 (4th
Cir. 1852) i Applewhite V. N e w Orleana Greet Northern R.R., 148 So. 261
(La. c t . APP. 1833); w m STAT. AJN. I 838.48i2) (1868).
60
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f w e e from meupation or injury a t the hands of treapsisers. There can
be no doubt upon thie point. Due caution ahovid be observed, however,
t h a t in executing this d u t y t h e w be no unneceriary or wanton harm
done either to peraona or property.64

Finally, the United States as a property owner will not be distinguished from private owners of property since there appears
to be no legai basis for such a distinction in either the cases or
statutes dealing with the protection of property. I t is well estab.
lished that the United States is a legal entity with the same
remedies for the protectron af its property rights as other
persons.'l
A. D E F E N S E OF PROPERTY

The right to use force in defense of property is not denied by
any jurisdiction in the United States, and by using broad enough
laneuage, it is possible to state a general rule.
I t IS the generally accepted rule t h a t a person owning, or lawfully ID
POaseniion of, property m a y m e such force as 18 reasonably neeeiiary
under the circumstsnees in order to protect t h a t property, and for the
exerrion of such force he is not iiabie either eiiminaily or civilly.
I t 13 also the general r d e , however, t h a t the use of a deadly weapon in
the protection of property I s uniustifiabie, except in extreme easea.ba

...

I t should be noted that this rule is easily divisible into two
parts on the basis of the degree of force involved. In order to
understand the current application of the rule, it is necessary
to make this division.
1. The Bmie Rule-Kondeodly Force.
A very auecinct statement of the basic rule relating to defense
of property has been enacted into legislation in Wisconsin:
A peraan IS privileged to threaten or intentionally use force sgninat
another f o r the purpose of preventing or terminating whet he reason.
ably beiieves to be an unlawful interference with hla property, Only
such degree of force OF threat thereof may intentionally be usPd as the
Betor reasonably beiievea is necessary to prevent OT terminate the mteiferener 67

As long as the defense of property involves only the use of
nondeadiy force (that is, force neither intended nor likely to
cause death or serious bodily harm), this basic rule is generally
O m A m ' Y GEX, 476 (18601
66 See Cotton". United States. 52 U.S.(11 How.) 229 (1850).
IePeasiey V. Puget Sound T u g k Barge Co., 13 Wash. 2d 485, 506, 125
P.2d 681, 691 ( 1 9 4 2 ) .
61 Was. STAT.A Z X . I 8 3 9 . 4 9 1 1 ) 11968).
149
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USE OF FORCE
recognized in the United States.jB When deadly force is used,
however, the various American jurisdictions are widely divided.
An examination of the origin of the law relating to defense of
property is helpful in understanding the reason for this difference.
The basic rule relating to the defense of property Is derived
from the old English common law. I t was stated by Blackstone
as follows:
So likewiae in deisnw Of m y goods or posaeasions. if any man endeavors
to depriYe me of them, I may justify laying hands upon him to prevent
him; and in ease he persists with violence, I may proceed to beat him
away. . . And, if sued for this or the like battery, he may set forth
the whole ease. and plead that he laid hands upon him gently, mallttev
m~nusimpamit, for thia purpme.69

.

I t should be noted that this ia the entire rule stated by Blaekstone as to the use of force in the defense of property. There
is no reference to the use of deadly force. Nor later, in discussing justification of homicide, does Blackstone make any reference to the defense af property.60
Ignoring for the moment the problem as to the use of deadly
force, it may be wen that the old common law rule. so far as it
was specifically stated by Blackstone, is still followed.
A qualification of the rule which is widely recognized requires
that the person interfering with the property of another be requested to desist before any force whatsoever may be wedunless the intrusion is forcible or i t would obviously be useless
or dangerous to make such a request.6'
2. The Use of Deadly Fome.

The lack of any specific reference in the old common law rule

to the possible use of deadly force in defense of property left
this area of the law open to interpretation. I t is only to be expected
that in the United States, with its many independent jwisdictions,
various ways would be found to remedy this omission. There are
now several varying rules and numerous shades of difference as
to the uBe of deadly force in defense of property. There is not
even agreement as to what constitutes deadly force, Borne juris.
"See generally Annot., 25 A.L.R. 508 (19231, 32 A.L.R. 1541 ( 1 9 2 4 ) ,
81 A.L.R. 1488 (1925).
I* 3 B U C x s T m E , COMMENTUIIEB
*121.
See L BUCK~IONE,
C O M M E N T A R ~*178-*181.
~S
See C a r d l V. Harris, 60 Idaho 87, 88 P.2d 498 (1939) ; Hugh.. Y,
Babeock 349 Pa. 476 37 A.2d 551 ( 1 9 4 4 ) . REITATBMGNTTORTS g?,(d)
(1934) ;'MODEL P m L Com g 3.08(8) (a) ( h a p .
Dra& 1962).
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dictions holding that the use of B deadly weapm to frighten an
intruder, even though there is no intent t o injure or kill him,
constitutes the use of deadly forceBPwhile others would allow
such use of the weapon even in situations where deadly force is
not justified.63
The fallowing five variations offer a cross-section of the dif.
ferent forms the rule as t o the use of deadly force has taken. I t
should be kept in mind, however, that no more farce than the
actor reasonably believes necessary may be used under any form
of the rule.6‘
a. Prohzbition of Deadly Force. As previously mentioned, the
old common law rule pertaining to the use of force in defense of
property, as stated by Blackstone, w a s silent with regard to the
use of deadly force, and defense of property was not mentioned
in his discussion of justification of homicide. Although many
subsequent decisions have served to correct this omission, it is
quite possible that the omission was not inadvertent in the first
place, but that Blackstone’s failure to say more than he did was
significant in itself. Dse of deadly force map not have been mentioned in connection with defense of property simply because it
was not within the rule. Defense af property may not have been
mentioned in discussing justifiable homicide because it did not
constitute justification.
If this interpretation is correct, then the old common law rule
never allawed the use of deadly force solely in defense of p r o p
erty. This view is taken by some dmerican jurisdictions.
It is not reasonable to intentionally use force intended or likely to cause
death or great bodily harm for the d e purpose of defense of me’s
property.eS

Some writers, in fact, indicate this is the prevailing view
And since the i a v has always placed B higher value upon human safety
than v p m mere righta in property, it is the accepted iuia that there IS
no prmiese to use any force calculated to e a u e death or aerioua bodily
inlurY
OmDertv
. . where oniv
. the .
. .IS threatened.66
82

See Peapie

Y.

CIIIM. CODE $ 6 7-8

Doud, 223 Mieh. 120, 193 N.W. 884 (1824) (dictum); ILL.
( 1 8 6 1 ) ; e/. State V. Pellenek, 146 Conn. 521, 152 A.2d

633 (1859)
83 See 1ND. A I N . STAT. IlC-4107 (1956) j ci, State V. Nickeraon, 126
Mont. 151, 241 P.2d 188 (1952).
“There %re exceptions. Under the Texas ?“le. far example, a person
eammittmg a theit a t night or burglary may be slain rather indmriminntsly.
See TEX.PZK.CODEart. 1222 (1961).
MWls. STAT. ANN. 1 8 3 9 . 4 9 ( 1 ) (1868).
P ~ o 8 8 ~TORTS
1,
I 2 1 a t 93 ( I d ed. 1 8 5 s ) .
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However, relatively few jurisdictions expressly hold that deadly
force may never be used in defense of property. This will be dis.
cussed in more detail after the other variations of the rule have
been considered.
b. Defense of the Person. Many of the cases which purport to
deal with defense of property also involve defense of the Person,
that is, either self-defense or defense of another. In deciding
these cmes, the courts are obviously influenced by the danger
t o human safety involved in the acts against the property, but
seldom specifically base their decision an that factor. This has
led to another version of the rule :
The intentional inRictmn upon another of harmful or offensive contact
or ather bodily harm by a means which is intended or likely t o cause
death 01 ieriom bodily harm f o r the purpoee of preventing OP t e m i natmg the other's intrusion upon the actor's P D B S D S S ~of land or ehattela IS privileged if, but only if, the actor reasonably behever that the
intruder, u n l e i i expelled or excluded. IS likely t o came death or SeTious
bodlly harm t o the actor or to B third person whom the actor is privileged
to protect.4'

Of course defense of property and defense of the person are
two different things, and the latter has no place in this diacussian.ss However, defense of the person a s described in the above
rule does not refer to the ordinary rules relating to self-defense
and defense of another. Rather it is a special rule applicable to
eases where an interference with property bears with it some
threat to the person. The only real difference between this special
rule and the ordinary principles of defense of the person is that,
in the former, the danger to the actor or the third person whom
he is Privileged to protect need not be 88 imminent as is required
under the latter.88
It should be noted that those acts which constitute both an in.
terference with property and a threat of death or serious bodily
harm to the person are, for the most part, dangerous felonies70
such as robbery, burglary, and arson.
e. Dangerous Felonies. The majority rule regarding the de.
fense of property by the use of deadly force limits the use of
8 i R E m I T E M E N T . TORTS 5 7 8 (1834). ACCORD, LA. RE". STAT. ANX.
14.18-20 (1861). Compare MODEL PENAL CODE 5 S.06(3) ( d ) (Prop.
O f f . Draft 1 8 6 1 ) .
( 8 As mentioned in note 46 supra. self-defense and defense of another
are not within the scope of this article.
In See RESTATEMEIT,TORTS
5 78 at 182 (1934).
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such force to situations in which the victim is committing a dangerous felony, that is, one involving violence, force or surprise.
The rule is not stated in exactly the mme way in every jurisdiction which follow it, but the variations are not too great. Thus,
it is said that deadly force may be used in defense of property
only "against one who manifestly intends or endeavors by violence
or surprise, to commit a known felony"," or when there is "a
felonious use of force on the part of the aggressor".T* or "a felony
which is either an atrocious crime or one attempted to be committed b? farce (or surprise) , , , " i 3
The Court of Military Appeals appeared to adopt this majority
view in Linited States c . Lee." In that caae, Corporal Lee had
made a pretrial statement in explanation of his shooting two
Korean civilians. According to this statement. Lee had discmered
the two victims stealing radios from his jeep and had shot them
in the act. Then, completely ignoring his victims, he replaced
the radios in the jeep and returned to his unit without even bothering to report the incident.
At the trial level, na argument was made to the effect that Lee's
acts were justifiable as defense of government property and, in
fact, the pretrial statement was only admitted into evidence over
the objection of Lee's counsel. However, after Lee was convicted
of murder and aggravated assault, the case was appealed an the
theory that the law officer erred in not instructing on the issue
of justification. The Court, although holding that the facts were
insufficient to raise the iasue, indicated that homicide would be
justified in defense of property only in the case of a crime of
"a forceful, aggravated, or serious nature."r6
The use of "or" rather than "and" in this phrase could raise
some doubt as to whether the Court was making reference to the
same dangerous felonies included in the majority rule. However,
the offense which Lee's victims were supposedly committing was
-~

.

10 A erimmal offense ia generally ciairiAed as P felony 01 B misdemeanor.
Whether B particular offense IS B felony or a miadememor muit he deCrmined by mierenee to the law of the situs or. in the ease of B federal
affenae, hy 18 U.S.C. 5 1 (1958). Under the later provision any offense
punishable by death or imprisonment for a term exceeding one year 1s B
felony, and any lemer offense i s II misdemeanor. The majority of states uie
this m n e dividing line.
r l ARK.STAT.ANN. g 41-2231 (15471.
12 State V. Lee, 258 N.C. 44, 47, 127 S.E.2d 174,776 (1962)
13Commanwealth V. Emmons, 157 Pa. Super. 455, 458, 43 A.2d 568.

669 (1945).

" 3 USCMA 501, 13 C M R 67 i1963).
75 I d . a t 507, 13 CMR at 63.
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a serious one (i.e., a felony), so obviously the Court was requiring
more than just that, Furthermore, additional reference was made
t o the fact that the victim's offense WBS not a forcible one.
The offense, if any, being committed by the Koreans would be nO more
than B taking without force 07 violence. There was no neeesaitv for
m y force against the accused.
there was no violence on
the p a r t of the Koreans, no fear on the part of the aeeuaed.. .76

...

.

Therefore i t appears that the Court of Military Appeals accepts
the majority view and will consider the use of deadly force in
defense of property to be justified only in case of a dangerous
felony.i7
This majority rule seems to have its origin in the early common
law relating to a somewhat different proposition.

..

Homicide i i justifiable ,
where i t is committed for the prevention
of Pame atrocious crime, which cannot otherrise be avoided.
wch
homicide 8 %18 committed for the prevention of any forcible and stroeioui
crime. i s justihsbie by the law of nature; and also by the law of England.
,
If any person attempts a robbery or m w d e r of another, or attempts
to break open B house, in the night-time (which extends also t o an
attempt to burn i t ) , and shsil be killed in such attempt, the aisyer shall
be scqnitted and ducharged. Thia reaches not to any crime ~noeeompanied with force, as pieking of pDekets.78

...

..

Although this language appears to be very similar to the cur.
rent majority rule regarding defense of property by deadly force,
here Blackstone was speaking of the prevention of felonies a s
distinguished from defense of property. As previously seen,
Blackstone made no reference to the use of deadly farce in connection with defense of property. However. since many felonies
a r e against property rights, including the examples of robbery,
burglary, and arson cited by Blackstone, the eventual confusion
of the two rules was not surprising.
78

Ibid.

The Court apparently intended to apply the "generai" American
B case should m i 8 0 in the United States in D jvriadiction which
does not follow thia majority d e , i t would be interesting to see whether
the Court of Military Appeals would apply the law of the situ. or whether
i t would apply the rule of the Lee esse PI a military rule applienbie in
all court-martial esse8 regardless of the law of the situs. The intter sppears
more probable, judging by the a n a b g o ~ s ares (If aeif-defense where
the military rule is applied without regard to the fact t h a t the law af
the s i t u may be quite different. Thia means t h a t the seruleeman's actions
in defense of government p r m e r t y will often be subject to two different
standards, the military rule f a r court-martial purposes and the heal
law f a r the ~ u r ~ o aofe proceedings in s civilian court.
78 4 BLACYSTONE, CDMMENTUllES *178-*180.
Before Bisckatone'a time,
t h s law imposed leas reatriefion on the slaying of a felon. Compare 3 COD,
I x s r l r ~ m s'56.
11
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d . Any Felony. Somewhat broader than the majority rule is
the fallowing:
A man may w e force to defend property in hia actus1 poaaesaion
wainat m e who endeavors t o dispossess him, without right. however,
taking Care that the force Used doe8 not exceed what reasonably appear8
to be neeeasary far the purpose of defense and preventran. And if P
treapsss an the property of another amounts to a felony, the killing o f
the treapamr ia justified, if neee~liaryto prevent it.18

This rule would allow the use of deadly force to defend property
from any felony. Under this theory, for example, a railroad guard
was held not liable for shooting a man attempting to steal the
contents of a freight car, B simple larceny.80
e. The Tezas Rule. Undoubtedly, the jurisdiction allowing the
greatest use of deadly farce in defense of property is Texas. There
is a general statutory provision declaring homicide to be justifiable when committed in protecting property against "unlawful
and violent attack"." This is similar to the majority rule in that
the attack on the property must be violent, but there is no requirement that the attack constitute a felony. only that it be
unlawful.
There i s another statute declaring homicide justifiable in the
e a ~ eof certain specified felonies, basically the same dangerous
felonies included under the majority rule, and also in the ease
of theft a t night,$' even though that is not a felony if less than
fifty dollars is taken.88
Thus, it appears that Texas permits the use of deadly force in
defending property not only against the usual dangerous felonies,
but also against any other unlawful and violent attack, even
though not a felony.8' and even against theft a t night when no
violence whatsoever is involved.66
j . Cornparism of the Various Rules. From the foregoing it may
be seen that the attitude of the variaua jurisdictions toward the
use of deadly force in defense of property ranges over B considerable spectrum. I t is impossible to reconcile all these different
7s WHUITON,HO'IICIIIE6 326 a t 784 (3d ed. 1907).
soSee Applrwhite 1. New Orlesna Great Northern R.R., 148 So. 281
(La. Ct. App. 1933). Louisiana has since sdoptad a m o m I e a t r i e t m d e .
REY. STAT. A N N . 614.19-20 11931).
111 T U . PEN. CODE art. 1224 (19611.
8s See TIX. PEN. CODEart. 1222 (1981).
88 See T&x.PEN.CODEmtli. 1421-22 118331.
84 See Gilliam Y. State, 100 TFX.Crim. 67, 271 S.W. 134 11916).
8s See Teague v. State. 84 Tex. Crim. 169,208 S.W. 198 (1918).
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views but between the first three, a t least, there is a similar
underlying principle. This principle is that deadly force ia permissible only when human life is endangered, either actually or
potentially, by the threat to the property.
Saying that deadly force cannot be used "for the sole purpose
of defense of me's property"86 is basically no different than saying such force can be used only when the interference with the
property is also "likely to cause death or serious bodily harm"8'
t o the one in possession. And saying that deadly force may be
resorted to only in case of a felony involving force and violence
is really saying nothing different because such felonies, by their
very nature, constitute a threat to human safety.
The law i s that B man may oppow force with force in defense of hi8
pemon. his family or property Bgainst m e who manifestly endeavors by
violence to commit a felony, as murder, robbery, rape, arson or burglary.
I n all thew felonies, from their atrocity and yiolenee, human life, eithep
is, or is presumed to be in peril.BB

This same principle could perhaps be applied to that portion
of the Texas rule allowing deadly farce in case of "violent and
unlawful attack",e9 but hardly t o B nonviolent theft a t night.
The same problem arises in attempting to apply this principle to
the rule allowing deadly force in the case of any felons, since
many felonies involve no threat to human safety.
Q. The D u t g to Yield. The fact that there is a limitation on
the use of deadly force in defense of property raises an interesting
problem. What does the person protecting property do when
nondeadly force is ineffective, yet deadly force is not permissible?
For example, if an armed guard sees a person placing government property in a truck but is too far away to reach the scene
in time to prevent the thief from driving off with it, may the
guard use his weapon to prevent the 108s of the property?
Most jurisdictions which have dealt with the problem would
not hold the use of deadly force justifiable in such a c a m g o Thus,
under the majority rule, a person must suffer the loss of his
property rather than use deadly farce to protect it, unless a
dangerous felony is involved.
86
81
88

Wrs. STAT.AWN.&939.49(1)(1958).(Emphasis added.)
R E I T ~ E M E N TORTS
T,
5 79 (1934).
Y, Gilham, 25 Fed. Cas. 1319, 1320 (No.15,206a) (C.C.D.C.

United States
."".,.
TEX.PEN.C a m
>-En/

8s
mt. 1224 (Isel).
W S e e , e.g., Brown V. State, 149 Ark. 588, 233 S.W. 162 (1921). Canlra,
Hnsreli V. State, 80 TPX.Cnm. 93, 188 S W.991 (1916).
A 0 0 UIOB
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3. Mistake.
Although it is generally agreed that no more force may be used
in defense of property than is necessary, it is the view af most
juriadictions that this necessity is determined by the reasonable
belief of the actor rather than by the actual facts." Thus, the
serviceman is protected if he makes a reasonable mistake as t o
whether the property he acts to defend 18 really threatened. Xany
states have included this principle in their statutes dealing with
the justifiable use of forceY' or justifiable hamicide.Q3

4. Srbseqtrrnt Actions.
In addition to the actual defense of the property, farce may
also be used in certain subsequent actions which are closely con-

nected. Far example, it has long been recognized that the right
t o use force in defense of property extends to prompt pursuit
of the thief and recovery of the p r ~ p e r t y . ~In' fact, if the recovery
of the property is immediate, the c a w ia often treated as one of
defense rather than
However, recaption 1s subject to an important limitation not
applicable to defense af property. As has already been seen. action taken in defense of property may be justified by the reasonable belief of the actor even though he may in fact be mistaken.
When seeking to recover property, however, the actor is liable
if he is in fact mistaken regardless of what he reasonably bel i e ~ e d . ~ Thus,
e
if the owner of property pursues and uses force
against one whom he believes has stolen it, he is liable if that
person is in fact not guilty.g' This distinction between the rules
of defense and recaption has been attributed to the importance
attached to possession by the early common law.BB
~~

81 See State V. Lee, 268 N.C.44, 127 S.E.21 774 (1962); RESTATEMEXT,
ToRw 1 5 7 i ( b ) , 7 9 (1934).
02 See, e.#., ILL. CRM CODE 5 7-3 (1961); WIS. STAT A N N 8938.49(1)

(1958).
S3 See. e . 0 . . ARlZ. REV. STAT. D 1b462121

$1197.8;

10*a~C O ~ EA R N . 5 iatlio (1947).

119561: CAL.

PEV. CODE

See Crawford V. State 80 Ga. 701, 17 S.E. 628 11892); Riffel V. Letts,
31 Csl. App. 426, 428, 160 Psc. 843, 846 11916) (dictum): PROFSIR, TORTS
94

95 See Curlee Y. Scales, 200 K.C. 612, 158 S.E. 89 l 1 9 3 1 J : Branston,
The Forahle Rsaoplion of Chatiela, 28 L.Q.REY. 262, 270 (1812)
8 8 See RESTATEMEXI. TORTS 8100, comment d (1934).
87 See DYnIery V. Walferman, 106 Ma. App. 46, 79 S.W. 1166 ( 1 9 0 4 ) ;
Llttle Stores V. laenberg, 26 Tenn App. 337, 172 S.W.2d 13 (19431; e f ,
Elten V. Brewiiter Cigsi Ca., 156 Wash. 463, 287 Psc. 36 (1830).
88 See Branston, The Favcibis Recaplion of Chattsla, 28 L. Q. REV. 262
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Another problem area closely related to the defense and recaption of property concerns the right to temporarily detain,
question, and search the person suspected of having interfered
with the property. At common law such conduct constituted false
imprisonment and battery and was not privileged even though
the suspect was in fact guilty.8s
The first major departure from the older rule came with a FI'OUP
of cases allowing the owner or his agent to detain f a r a reasanable time and to question a person suspected of acts against his
property.loO This principle has gained wider recognition in re.
cent years,101 and is apparently being broadened to allow B search
of the suspect1on One of its more important features is that it
exempts the owner or his agent from liability if there was probable cause for his action, even though the suspect was in fact
not guilty of any misconduct toward the property.los Although
this departure from the common law appears to be a growing
trend, it is only followed by a few jurisdictions at present, Some
of which have adopted it by statutes applicable only to shoplifters.10'
By regulation the Army has adopted a position substantially in
accordance with this trend.1o6 A commander is specifically authorized to apprehend, search and interrogate any person who
enters a restricted area without competent authority. The individual is then either warned and released or, if sufficient cause
exists, is turned over to a United States marshal. Unless a restricted area is involved, however, there is no specific authorization for such action.
QQ F a r a detailed treatment of the common law background on this point.
see Comment, 46 ILL. L. REV. 837 (1552). Later modiheatlona in t h s law

m e discussed m Comment, 47 Nw. U. L. REV. 82 ( 1 9 5 0 ) .
100 See Piggly.Wiggly Ca. V. Ricklea, 212 Ala. 585. 103 So. 860 11925)

(slloiymg detention but not s e a r c h ) ; Jacsuer

Y.

Chllda Dining Hail Co.,

244 hhss. 438, 138, N.E. 843 (1923) : ~ a r e a uV. State, 86 T ~ X .c r l m . 323,
254 S.W. 574 (1923)
101 See Montgomery Ward & Co. V. Freeman, 195 F.2d 720 (4th Cir.
1 9 5 2 i ; Burnaman V. J. C. Penny Ca., 181 F. SUPP. 633 ( S . D . Tex. 1960).
101 See Burnaman Y. J. C. Penny Co., aupro note 101.
108 See Collyer v, S. E. Kresii Co., 5 Csl. 2d 175. 54 P.2d 20 (1536i.
104 See MIX. STAT.A I N . 5622.27 (1957).
L o b See Army Regs. No. 380-20, p a r s . 6a (6 Feb. 1958). However, this
regulation vndonbtedly relies on implied ntstutory authorization, eh.
1024. tit. I. 5 21, 64 Stat. 1005 (1950). 60 U.S.C. D 757lsi (1558) rather
than upon the trend of case 1s".
*GO 1,108
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B. PREVEXTI0.V 0 F . A CRIMINAL OFFE.VSE
A second m a i m area of substantive law important to the use
of force f a r the protection of government property is that relating
to the prevention of criminal offenses. I t is generally recognized
that every person i s privileged to use some force to prevent the
commi8sion of some crimes, but the degree of force which may
be used and the kind of offenses which it may be employed to
prevent vary considerably from one jurisdiction to another.
1. The Basic Rule-XondeadIU F o w
At common law the right to use force for the prevention af
criminal offenses was generally coextensive with the right to
Under this rule force
make B citizen's arrest far such
could be used t o prevent any felony or B misdemeanor which
constituted a breach of the peace.'O'
Several states have enacted atatutes which restrict the right
to use force for the prevention of criminal offenses against property to cases in which the offense is forcible in natumlo8 Since
a forcible offense would probably constitute a breach of the peace
in mast cases, these statutes do not appear to expand on the
common law by allowing the use of force to prevent misdemeanors
other than breaches of the peace. Rather they seem to narrow
the rule by eliminating the common law right to use force to
prevent "on-forcible felonies against property.
Other states have enlarged an the common law and allow the
use of force to prevent any tre8p.m or interference with property'Os or ta prevent offenses generally. without regard to the
nature of the offense.''0
The Model Penal Code would allow the use of nondeadly force
to prevent any crime involving or threatening damage to or loss
of property or a breach of the peace.'ll This would also be considerable expansion on the common law with regard to offenses
against property since every such offense, either felony or misdemeanor, would be Included in the rule.
106 See RESTATEMENT, TORTS I 140, comment e 11934).
107 The circumsfaneei jmtiiying arrest by a private Citizen are diseursed
in more dstnil in the foilawmE subeectmn.
106 See, e . ~ . ,CAL. PEN. CODE 5 693; LA. REV. A I S . 8 14.19 (1951); ORE.
REV. STAT. I145110 (1959).
See, e,#., N. Y. PEN.LAW5 2 4 6 ( 3 l .
110Ser. e.#., ARII. REV. STAT.An-a. 5 13-246(A) (8) (1956); TEX. PEN.
CODE art. 1142(31 (1961).
111 See MUDEL
PEKALCODE5 3.07(6)( 8 1 (Prop. Off. D r i f t 18621.
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The Court of Military Appeals in the Hamilton case112 appears
to have adopted a rule considerably more restrictive than the
common law. Hamilton, an off-duty sir policeman, held his knife
t o the throat of another airman to put an end to the latter's disorderly and abusive conduct after lemer measures had failed to
deter him. A very minor cut was infiicted. Hamilton was convicted of aggravated assault. In passing an the defense argument
t h a t the use of force was justifiabie because it wae necessary to
prevent the commission of criminal offenaes,"a the Court unanimously upheld the conviction, saying t h a t a private perm"
may use force to prevent an offense only when it constitutes a
felony. The same result could have been reached under the common law rule by considering the use of the knife under the circumstances t o have been deadiy force. However, the Court made
no distinction 8 s to the degree of force but indicated that no farce
could be used t o prevent anything less than a felony.
Although the right to use force in the prevention of relatively
minor offenses may seem unimportant, it is probably the situation
which will most often confront the serviceman protecting government property. As wiii be seen later, many offenses against
government property are misdemeanors. Since such offenses generally do not constitute B breach of the peace, in most jurisdictions
the serviceman is without authority, under this theory of law, to
use force to prevent them."'
2. The Cse of Deadly Foroe.
No American jurisdiction gws so f a r as to haid that prevention

of a criminal offense is never justification for the use of deadly
force. Like the law relating to defense of property, however,
there is considerable difference a i opinion as to when such drastic
measures are permissible.
a. Defense Gf the Person. The statute most restrictive of the
use of deadly force for the prevention of offenses provides that
such force is justified if used to prevent a violent or forcible felony
involving danger to life or of great bodily harm."l This in itself
~IlaUnited States V. HamilWn, 10 USCMA 130, 27 CMR 204 (19591.
m Drunk and dlaarderiy emduet, abusive language in the presence si
and assault, id. at 133,27 CMR at 207.
I 1 4 If the HmilWn c a w entnhliihes B milltary rule, b be applied in all
court-martial eases regardleas of tho law of the situs, note 77 mpra, the
lerviaeman'a right to use foroe to prevent e. misdemeanor againit govern.
ment property haa been eliminated f o r court-martial P W ~ O I P I . A EivIiIQn
e o w t would still epply the law of the altus, of courie,
1 female,

See
A 0 0 MlOB

L A REV. STAT.ANN.B 14.20(2)

(1961).
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is a substantial limitation, but the statute provides further that
the circumstances must be sufficient to excite the fear of a reasonable person that there would be 8eriou danger to his own life
or Person if he attempted to prevent the felony without killing
the culprit.'l' This latter limitation is an innovation not generally
recognized, although it is implied to some extent in the principle
that killing a felon i s justified only when reasonably believed to
be absolutely necessary.
The Model Penal Code would adapt il positlo" not quite so restrictive. The use of deadly force would be justified m preventing
any crime which the actor reasonably belieres will cause death
or serious bodily harm.])'
Both of these approaches substantially eliminate prevention
of a criminal offense 8 8 a Separate ground for justification of
deadly force since defense of the person 1s made an essential
element.
6. Dangerous Felonies. As already mentioned in connection
with defense af property, the early common law rule held homicide justifiable when necessarils committed in the prevention of
any forcible or atrocious
This is still the most generally
accepted rule as to when deadly farce may be used t o prevent
criminal offenses."'
The fact that a state statute appears to modify the common
law rule is not always controlling, either, Far example, the
Oregon statute provides that homicide is justifiable when committed to prevent a felony upon the slayer or members of his
householdl*a or upon property in his possession.'*' This could
be interpreted a8 enlarging the common law rule since no mentian is made of any requirement that the felony being prevented
be a dangerous or forcible one. Yet the Supreme Court of Oregon,
after an extensive review of authorities, said:
Any civillied system of law r~eognlresthe supreme d u e of life, and
excuses OT iuatihen its taking only m CBW of absolute necenaits. It IS
f o r t h a t reason t h a t the rieht to kill to O r w e n t the e ~ m m l i i l ~ofn B

&bid.
MOOEL PENAL CODE $ 3 . 0 1 ( 5 ) ( 8 ) ( 1 i ) i I ) (Prop, OB. D r a f t 1862).
4 BLACKSTOKE, COMMENTARIES -180.
State V. Robinson, 328 S.W 2d 667 (Ma. 1868) : Commonwealth
Y . Emmans, 157 Pa. Super 485, 43 A.2d 568 (1941): ARK. STAT. A N N .
8 41-2232 (1847)
m S e e ORE. REV. SPAT.8 163.100s ( 1 9 5 7 ) .
111 See ORE. Rm.STAT.f 163.100b (1051).
See
See
see
110 See
1x6

111

11s
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felony does not extend to secret felonies not committed by force or
remote and problematic dangerr.lu

TO

Similarly a Washington statute128 pravidinp that homicide is
justifiable when committed in resisting the commission of a felony,
without any express limitation as t o the type of felony, mas held
to be "but a statutory declaration of the common law"'*' and
not to justify homicide except in the c m e of violent felonies
endangering human life.
The Court of Military Appeals in the Lpe case. previoudy discussed, apparently accepted this majority
The N a n w ~ l
also adapts this position.'B6
According to Blackstone, the rule alloni!lp the use of deadly
farce in preventing the commission of dangerous felonies was
based on the fact that these felonies were punishable by death.
For the one uniform p n n e ~ p l sthat runs throuph o m O X " , and d l other
Isws, seems to be this, that where a crime, ~nitself capital, i s endeavored
to be eommltted by force, it is lawful t o repel that force by the death
of the party attempnne.lz7

This reasoning would certainly not be applicable today when
capital punishment is so much more restricted than it was in
Blackstone's day.
The true basis for allowing the use of deadly force in preventing forcible felonies appears to be that such offenses are a t least
a potential threat to human eafety.lz8 Thus, this rule is very
similar to, but slightly more liberal than, the rule expressly limiting the use of deadly force to those eases where defense of the
person is involved.
c. Any Felony. Many jurisdictions appear to have adopted
rules which go beyond the theory that the felony prevented must
Invalve a t least a potential threat to human life before the use
of deadly force is justifiable in preventing it. These states have
adopted statutes declaring homicide justifiable if committed in
the prevention of a felony, without specifying any particular
Nodins, 198 Ore. 879, 714,269 P.2d lP66. 1071 (1963).

llz
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See United States V. Gillism, 26 Fed. Cas. 1319 (No. 16,206s)
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kind of felony.i2e As already mentioned, however, it is not entirely
reliahle to accept such statutes a t face value since some courts
have held that they do not change the common law requirement
that the felony prevented must be a dangerous one.'80
Some Jurisdictions, though, have clearly abandoned any requirement that the felony prevented must be dangerous. In People
v.
for example. three young brothers drove their car
up to a private gasoline pump a t a mine a t night and began to
fill the tank with gasoline. A watchman opened fire with a rifle,
killing one of the boys and wounding another. Because the boys
were committing B felony, under a greatly expanded sta@tory
definition of burglary, the watchman's conviction for manslaughter
was reversed. The California statute, therefore, appears to allow
the use of deadly force to prevent a felony without requiring
even a potential danger to human safety.'8'
Since a large number of states have justifiable homicide statutes
similar or identical t o California's with regard to the prevention
of felonies, if the bulk of them interpret these statutes in the same
way this could conceivably rival the majority rule. However,
most of these statutes have not yet been interpreted by the courts
on this particular point.
d. Offenses Other Than Felonies. In a few very limited instances the use of deadly force is permissible in preventing an
offense not amounting to a felony. For example, the right to
use deadly farce in suppressing a riot is generally recognized
even though participation in B riot may not constitute a felony.133
Texas allows the use of deadly force to prevent any theft a t night,
even though not a felany.lg4
3. .Mistake.
Although force may be used only when a criminal offense cannot otherwise by prevented, the prevailing view, 8s in the case
of defense of property, is that thia necessity is determined by the
__-~
128 see, Y , ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. i 1 3 4 2 (19561 ; IDAXO CODE A N N .

18-4009 (19471. N . Y.P m .U W 5 1055.
180 S e e State v Kadine, 198 Ore. 679, 259 P.2d 1056 (1813); S t p k V.
Nyland, 47 Wash.2d 240, 287 P.2d 846 ( 1 9 6 5 ) .
181 6 Csl.2d 714, 108 P.2d 4 11840)
ls? See Note, 13 STAN. L.REV.566, 678 (1961).
183 Sea, e . # , CAL PEN.CODE 8 1 9 7 i 4 1 ; N. Y. PEW.LAW 6 1055; RESTATEVEST, TORTS f 142 (1934).
184 Sea TEX. PEI.CODE art. 1222 (18611,
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reasonable belief of the actor rather than by the actual facts.1as
This affords the serviceman same protection if he is mistaken as
to whether an offense is actually being committed or as to the
nature of the offenae. This is obviously an important protection.
Most of the statutes dealing with the use of force in preventing
offenses are silent as to whether the actor is justified in relying
on a reasonable belief that an offense is being ~ommitted.'~6The
silence of some of these would seem to cast doubt an the general
rule since they expressly apply the reasonable belief principle
in the case of force used in defense of persons or property, but
fail to say that it also extends to prevention of affenses.lg7 Such
B statute has not prevented a holding that the actor's reasonable
belief is sufficient, however.lJb
The justifiable homicide statuten of a feu, jurisdictions include
the word "actual" in the section referring to resisting certain
feloniea.1s8 This more clearly seems to put the actor outside the
protection of the statute if he kills a person he mistakenly believes to be committing auch a felony.
4. Subsequent Actions.
In the Prevention of criminal offenses, by definition, there i8
no justification for the use of force unless an offense either is
being or ia about to be committed. If the supposed culprit abandons his attempt to commit the offense, or attempts to flee, there
is no longer any necessity to use farce to prevent the offense.l4O
So too, if the offense has already been completed, forcible action
against the offender is not justifiable under this theory of I a w L 4 1
In either case, however, t h e further use of farce might be lustifable in an attempt to arrest the culprit.

C. ARREST
The right of a private person to make an arrest \dthout a x a r .
rant, popularly referred t o as a citizen's arrest, is a survival
IB6

See Willismr

V. State, 70 Ga. 10, 27 S.E.2d 109 (1543) i REsrATrMEnT,
(1948 s u p p . ) .
See, e,g,, CAL. PEX.CODE$691.694; ORE. REV STAT. 8% 145.11Q,163.100

T a m !143
186

(1961).
131 See, e . ~ . , AI!%

(I

RET. STAT. 8$13-462(1)-(21

AXN.
1%4005-4010
(1947!.
REY. 1212, 1219-20 n.40 (1969).
1sBSee Viliborghi V. State. 45

( 1 9 6 6 ) : IDAHO CODE
See ~ c n e r a l l Comment.
~
68 C0Lr.M. L.

A r k . 275. 45 P.2d 210 (1936).
State Y. Law,106 Utah 186. 147 P.2d 324 ( 1 8 4 4 ) .
1SQ See, '.I.,
N. Y. PEY.LAW $ 1065.
140 See State Y. B e d . 66 I . Y . 382, 234 P.2d S31 11951).
141 Ci. Haworth V. Elliott, 67 Csl. ApP.2d 77, 163 P.2d 804 ( 1 9 4 4 ) .
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from the early common law when law enforcement was largely
in the hands of private citizens rather than peace officers. Although less common today, the right is stili generally recognized
in the United States.
Some question might be raised as to the right of a private
person to arrest for a federal offense since the federal statutes
specifying who may arrest for offenses against the United States
do not mention private citizen8,"S and there is no federal common
l 8 1 ~ . 1 4 However,
~
the applicability of the citizen's arrest to federal
offenses is apparently an accepted principle.'*'
~
The serviceman, like any private citizen, may a r r e ~ t "certain
offenders even though they are not subject to military
There is one important qualification, however. That is the Pome
Comitatus Act"' which, in effect, prohibits the use of any part
to execute the laws. An order directof the Army or Air
ing servicemen as part of their official duties to arrest civilian
lawbreakers would undoubtedly run afoul of the Act.'4B However,
in eases where it can reasonably be done, the serviceman will
often act 8pontaneouds to apprehend a person who has committed
an offense against property under the serviceman's protection.
"When the serviceman acts on his own initiative, as an individual,
in an unofficial capacity, . . . he is beyond the restriction8 of the
Act."l60
~See 18 U.S.C I%
3041-3060 (19581. B u t a m FEO. R.~ R I M P.
. E(*).
See Erie R.R.Y. Tompkms, 304 C.S.64 (1938).
See Ward Y . Cnited States. 316 F 2d 113 (9th Clr. 19631 ( c i t i r d a
arrest by postal inspector f o r theft of mail); ei. FED.R. CRIM. P. 6(ni.
The legallty of nuch an s r r e s t IS determined by state law. See W a r d Y.
United Stater, aupra, Cline V. United States, 9 F.2d 621 (9th Clr. 19251.
Campare United States Y. Burgoa, 269 F.2d 763 ( I d Clr. 19591, where
t h e COYIT. without determining the existence of B federal eltisen's arrest,
indicates t h a t , if such does exist, if is controlled by state law.
146 The term ''apprehensl0n" IS generally used m the military. For the
purpose of the d m u s w n "nrreit" and ''sppxhension'' will be used interehawesblr.
r4bSee Army Regs No. 633-1 para. 8a (13 Sept 19621 Somewhat
different pmvislons apply to t i e apprehension of military PelliOnn*l,
UI-IFORM
CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE [hereinafter cited as UCMJI, Art. 7 :
MCM. 1951, p s m . 19; Army Regs. Xo, 633.1, pars. 4a (13 Sept. 19621.
147 18 U S.C I 1385 (19581.
IrsThe Posse C a m i t a t i i ~ Act makee n o reference t o other branches of
the armed forces.
148 Thia limitstion would not apply t o the serv~ceman'sapprehension of any
person who enters a restricted area without authority. eh 1024. tit. I, I 21,
64 Stat. 1005 (1950). 50 U S.C. I 797 (19581; Dep't of Defense Dwectme No.
6200.8 (20 Aug. 1964). Army Rers No. 380-20 pars. 60 (Feb. 6, 1958).
150 F u r m a d , R a a t ~ t c t k sCpon the Uae a/ the A m u Imposed by the P o m e
c o m i t a t w ~ ~7 MIL.
t ,L.RS,. 8 5 , 1 2 7 ( i m i .
142
14a
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1. The Basic Rule-Nadeadly F w e e .
The use of force in connection with an arrest actually invoives
two distinct problems, the circumstances under which an arrest
may be made and the amount of force which may be used in making it. At common law either a peace officer or a private person
could arrest for a misdemeanor amounting to a breach of the
peace, if committed in his presence,'$' or for B felony, whether
or not committed in his presence.16P The right to arrest carried
with it the right to use whatever force reasonably appeared to
be nece88.w~ to overcome the offender's resistance and prevent
his flight,'68 with certain limitations on the use of deadly force
which will be discussed below. Although the majority of American jurisdictions still follow these common law principles a s to
arrests by private citizens,'6' in many states there have been
Statutory modifications.
Some jurisdictions have expanded somewhat on the common
iaw and aliow a private person to arrest for any misdeameanar
committed in his presence a s well a s for any felony.ls6 One state
also allows the arrest of any person reasonably believed to be
in possession of stolen property.1ba Others have restricted a private citizen's right to arrest for felonies to those committed in
his presence, while not modifying his common law right to arrest
for breaches of the peace.lll Still others allow a private person
to arrest for any offense committed in his presence,lb8 thereby
expanding the common law rule with respect to misdemeanors
and restricting it with respect to felonies. In some jurisdictions
a private person may arrest only for a felony,15Q

Where the statutes are silent, it may be presumed that nondeadly force may still be used whenever it reasonably appears
necessary to effect an arrest by a private person. Some jurisdicSee Perkina, The Law uf Ament, 25 IOWAL. REV. 201, 230 (1840).
See ul. s t 233,
See Waite, The Law of Ameat. 24 TEX. L. REV. 278, 301 (1845).
m There has been a much g i e s t e ~enlargement of the common law bath
as ta when an arrest may be made and what force may be used in m a k k g It,
in the esse of peace affleera. However, ainee this diacussim is eoncoined
Plimarliy with arrests by sewicemen, no discussion of statutea appiiesbk to
state peace offleers is included here.
156 See, e.&, N . Y. PEN. CODE & 183; 22 OK-. STAT. A I N . 5 202 '(1837).
116 See Laaker V. State, 280 S.W.2d 801 (Tex. Ct. Crim. App, 1866) (interpreting TU. Cone CRIM.PROC.art. 325 ( 1 8 6 4 ) ) .
161 See GEN. STAT. N.C. 58 15-38 ta 4 0 (1863).
16s See TEX. CODE C ~ MPROC.
.
art 212 (1854).
l m See LA R N . STAT. A N N . &16-81 (1861).
161
)61

168
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tions, in fact, h a w statutes specifically providing that force used
in making a lawful arrest is privileged or that it does not con.
stitute assault and battery.160
Several jurisdictions, however, appear to limit the right of B
private person to use force in making an arrest. These states
have statutes which provide that the use of force i8 not unlawful
in certain
One of the enumerations is: "When necessarily committed by any person in arresting one who has eommitted any felony and delivering him to a public officer competent
to receive him in custody".l@* No mention is made of the use af
force to arrest far a misdemeanor even though some of these
states'ea allow a private person to arrest for any misdeameanor
committed in his presence. Under the principle erpressio unius
est ezclusio olferivs, it appears that in jurisdictions with such
statutes no force a t all may be used by a private person to effect
an arrest except for a felony.
No American jurisdiction has gone so far as to say that no
farce may be used by a private person in lawfully arresting f a r
a felony.
2. The Cse of Deadly Force.
A private person is not privileged to use deadly farce to effect
an arrest for a misdemeanor even in jurisdictions where such
arrests are permitted."'
Under the early common law a private person was privileged
to use deadly force in attempting to arrest f a r any felony if the
felon could not otherwise be te.ken.l@b I t appears that this is still
the rule of a majority of American jurisdictions,'ne without any
distinction as to the nature of the felony. Some states, however,
lb0 See, e.*., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. D 13-246i61 i18681 i LA.REV. STAT.
D 14-18i21 i 1 9 5 1 ) ; W l s . STAT. A r n . 1 938.46i41 11968).
161 See, e # . , N. Y. P i s . LAY. g 2 4 6 i 2 ) : REV. CODE WASH. AIS.
1
9.11.04012l (19611.
182 21 O s u . STAT.ANN. I 6 4 3 i 2 ) i1861)
' 8 3 E . n . , New York, Oklahoma.
la4 See Waite, The Law of Airoat, 24 TU. L. REV. 278, 301 (1945)
I B see
~
~ e o p l sV. Ltlisid, 18 csi. APP. 343, 1 2 1 PSC. 221 (1912); WVaib,
a ~ p note
n
164, a t 303.
161 Far a earnpilatmn of statutes adopting thm rule, see Comment, 58
C o r u ~ L.
. RN. 1212, 1218 n.37 (1969). There are very few eale8 >mVoli'lng
the m e of deadly force by 8. pnvste person in makine an arrest: however,
m e People Y Lillsrd, iupm nore 166; ci. Brown V. Cam, 66 F. SUPP 66 ( E D .
P m n . 1944).
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allow a private person t o use deadly force only when aiding a
peace
The American Law Institute originally took the position that
the privilege to kill in arresting for a felony should be limited,
as it generally is in the prevention of offenses,to felonies which
a t least potentially endanger human life.lea This is a very logical
position, of course, since it seems ridiculous to prohibit a person
from killing to prevent a non-dangerous felony but to allow him
to kill the same felon an instant later on the theory of arresting
him, However, after a number of years with little, if any, support
for its position, the Institute reluctantly accepted the common
law ruIe.'6#
Since then, one jurisdiction has adopted a statute, similar to
the Institute's original position, providing that a private per8on
may use deadly force in making an arrest only when he reasonably
believes that such force is necessary to prevent death or great
bodily harm to himself or another.170 The Model Penal Code
would not allow private persons to use deadly force a t all in
making an arrest."1
Probably the most famous case involving the use of deadly
force by a serviceman in attempting to arrest a civilian is that
of United States ez. r e l . Drury II. Lewis.172 Lieutenant Drury
was commander of a detachment of men stationed at Allegheny
Arsenal in Pittsburgh. Because of the periodic theft of copper
down spouts and eave troughs from arsenal buildings, Lieutenant
Drury WBE directed to establish patrols of the grounds and arrest
anyone committing depredations on the arsenal property.178 Some.
167 see MI".
ST^ A N N . 5 5 6 1 ~ . 2 a . z u( 1 9 4 i j : N . Y. PEX. CODE 5 1055.
Washmgtan d l o w s a private citizen to niie deadly force, but not with the
Intent IO kill Yn1116 siding P peace officer. See S t a t e Y. Clarke, 61 Wsah.2d
138. 311 P.2d 448 118621.
188 See RESTATEMENT,TORTS
3 131 (1934).
118 See RESTATEMENT,
TORTS5 131 (1948 Supp.).
110 See ILL. CRIM. CODE 5 7-6(a) (1961).
111 See MODEL PENALCODE5 3.07 (2) ( h ) (Prop. Off.D r a f t 1862).
llZ Zoo U.S. 1 (1806). An yet there i s no military rule relating to eitiwn'a
a r r e s t . Far the present, therefare, t h e aenicemsn'a actions in this area may
be judged only by the law of the situs. Compare notem 71 and 114, B U P ? ~ .
C i , United State8 Y . DxRe, 332 U.S. 581, 588 i1948j, holding t h a t in the
absence of an applicable federal statute the isw of the atate where an a r m t
without w a r r a n t takes pisee determmei Its validity even though the arrent
VBB msdo by P federal investigator f a r B federal offense.
178 Although the Porrs Comitatus Act had been adopted twenty-five years
hefore this incident, 0 16, Army Appropriation Act of June 18, 1818, 20
Stat. 152, no one aeemsd to be bothered by the fact t h a t Lieutenant DTYFY
WBI ordered to s r i e a t e i ~ i l i s nlawhreskera 8 s p m t of hi8 officisl duties. The
Act was not even mentioned in the deemion.
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time later, one of Lieutenant Drury's men, in his presence and
apparently acting under his orders, shot and killed a nineteen
year old youth who had fled when an attempt was made to arrest
him. The youth had been stealing arsenal property, then a felony.
The Supreme Court refused to order Lieutenant Drury's release from the custody of state authorities because there was
evidence that he had ordered the soldier ta fire after the youth
had stopped running and was returning to surrender. By implication, however, the Court indicated that, if the evidence had
clearly established that shooting the youth had been the only way
in which he could be apprehended, a writ of habeas corpus would
have been appropriate."'
From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that the law is
considerably more liberal in allowing the use of deadly force in
making a n arrest than in defending property or preventing a
criminal offense.
3. .Mistake.
An important concern of a private person making an arrest
is whether he is liable if the person arrested is in fact innocent.1'5
The general rule a t common law was that the person making an
arrest acted a t his peril. There was one exception: if a felony
had actually been committed and the person making the arrest
reasonably believed that the person being arrested had committed
it, an arrest without the u ~ eof deadly force was privileged even
though the person arrested was in fact innocent.'7a In most
jurisdictions this restriction on the use of deadly force has been
eliminated, so that the use of deadly farce is privileged whenever the private person is lawfully arresting for a felony, whether
or not the person arrested is guilty."'
A few jurisdictions have narrowed the common law rule by
restricting the privilege of a private person to arrest, even for
a felony, only to eases where the person arrested is actually
176 The Court implied the existence of B separate federal mbstentiw de.
fense of justification. baaed upon the performance of B federal duty, when it
stated fhnt Lieutenant Drury could bring L Writ of error to the Supreme
Court to review hia allegation of having been acting in the performance of
his federal duties if he were easvicted by the s t a t e Court. Compare note 18
bupra, and text ~ceompanying.
376 Sea generally Annat., 133 A.L.R. 608 (1941).
I l e See Waite, The Law o i Ameat, 24 TWL. L. REV. 279, 289 (1945) i rf.
Baker Y . Commonwealth, 212 Ky.50, 278 S.W. 163 (1926).
rllsee. e . # . , CAL PEN.CODE 5 197(4); UTA" CODE ANN. I 7.?40-10(6)
(1953). See also REITATEMEAS TORTS 8 131 (1948 SUPP.).
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guilty.178 One state has enlarged the privilege by allowing a private person to arrest for any offense, other than an ordinance
violation, on reasonable grounds even though no offense was actually committed.'iQ Others allow a private person to arrest for
a felony whenever there are reasonable grounds, even though
no felony was in fact committed.180 Mast jurisdictions, however,
have retained the rule that an arrest by a private person is privileged only if the person arrested is actually guilty or if a felony
has actually been committed and there are reasonable grounds
to believe that the person arrested is guilty,'8i
Thus, in the majority of jurisdictions, a private person is liable
whenever he mistakenly arrests an innocent person for a misdemeanor; and he is liable whenever he mistakenly arrests an
innocent person for a felony which has not actually been committed by someone.
4. Subsequent Aetions."z
In an? case where force is authorized in making an arrest,
the fact that the culprit is fleeing gives rise to no reatriction
on its use. In many eases, however, the only way to stop a person
in flight will be with a bullet, so the choice is between using
deadly force and letting the person escape. Although there is
some authority to the contrary,lBSmost jurisdictions which allow
a private person to use deadly farce to effect an arrest for a felony
impose no limitation on such force merely because the culprit
is fleeing. The test is whether deadly force is necessary to effect
the arrest, not whether it is necessary to prevent any further
harm to persons or property.'S' Thus, if there is no other way to
effect the arrest, an unarmed, fleeing felon may be shot down.186
This rule may have been satisfactory when there were relatively
few felonies, all punishable by death, but it is subject to severe
178

See, e.& N. Y.PEN. CODB 5 183.
See ILL. CODE C n I M . PROC. 5 107-3 (1968).

180 See
<19C1)

Miss. CODE A m 5 2470 (1942): Oxlo REV. C a m ANN. 5 2985.04

IalSee, e.g., CAL. PEN.CODE 5 8 3 7 ; KY.REV. STAT.& 481.05(2) (1963);
GEN. STAT. H. C. &5 15-38 to -40 (1853).
m Although it IS not entirely accurste to refer to efforta to arrest B fleeing
offender as subaeqvent actions, that term is used here for the sake of eommariaon with defense of nromrtY and Dresentm of c ~ i m m a offenses.
l
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criticism at a time when there are so many statutory felonies,
few of which are capital.166
Another subsequent action which is sametimes desirable i s
that of search. The right to conduct a search of a person incident
to his lawful arrest i s well recognized and extends also to property
in his immediate possession and eantral.18~ The fact that the
arrest i s by a private citizen rather than by a peace officer does
not diminish this right.lss
D.

T H E IMPORTANCE O F DISTlh'GUISHING B E T W E E N
T H E THREE THEORIES

In introducing this section, mention was made of the tendency
to confuse the areas of substantive law dealing with defense of
property, prevention of a criminal offense against the property,
and arrest for such an offense. Now that each of these areas of
law has been examined, a brief comparison will demonstrate the
importance of recognizing that they are, or a t least should be,
distinct. For simplicity, only the majority views as to each area
of law will be compared.
First of ail, there i s B substantial difference as to when and
haw much force i s privileged. Force may be used in defending
property from any interferenee, whether or not that interference
constitutes a criminal offense. Both prevention of offenses and
arrest are limited by most jurisdictions to felonies and breaches of
the peace. Deadly force may be used to arrest for any felony,
whereas such force i s privileged in defense of property and prevention of offenses only in the case of a dangerous felony.
The actor is justified in acting on his reasonable belief in de.
fense of property or prevention of offenses,even though it should
prove that he was mistaken. In effecting an arrest, however.
the actor i s not protected, in the C B B ~of a misdemeanor, unless
the person arrested is in fact guilty or, in the case of a felony,
unless the felony has actually been committed, regardless of his
reasonable belief.
186 See Note, 15 VA. L. REV. 682, 683 (1929).
i s ? See United states Y. Rabinowifz, 339 U.S. 56 (1950); Perkina, The Law
(1940); Webb, Mziitary Searches and
Seirwea-The D e v s l o p e n t o( (L Conef+tuttond Right, p. 1 aiipra, at 27-34.
188 See Ward Y. United States, 818 F.2d 113 (9th Cir. 1963).

01 Avrea!, 25 IOWA L. RET. 201, 261
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With regard to the time during which farce may be used, there
is also a considerable variation. There is no specific time limit
on an arrest for a felony. A person who commits a felony against
government property can be pursued and arrested by the service.
man, even a week or a month later if he is recognized 8s the
culprit. The right to use force t o prevent an offense, however,
terminates when the offense has been completed or w h e n the
culprit abandons the attempt and flees. There is no right to purme
him. In defense of property, the culprit may be pursued but, under
the prevailing rule, only for the purpose of recovering property.
In making an arrest, it i s permiasible to search the person
arrested or property in his immediate possession and control.
This right is not generally recognized in connection with defense
of property or prevention of criminal offenses. Furthermore,
it is only in connection with an arre8t that the right to detain
the culprit is established.
Finally, the serviceman can be required as part of his official
duties to defend property or prevent criminal offenses against
it, but he may not be ordered t o effect a citizen’s arrest.
These differences between the law of defense of property, prevention of offenses, and arrest are certainly too significant to
be ignored. Although in some cases the courts can confuse two
or all three of these theories without affecting the outcome, in
many others the result will depend on which theory is applied.
I n addition, confusion of the rules, even when it does not affect
the outcome of the particular case, results in a misleading
precedent.

IV. FEDERAL O F F E S S E S AGAINST PROPERTY
I n examining the various theories of law under which the u w
of force may be justifled. it is readily seen that it makes a considerable difference whether a felony or a misdemeanor is being
committed. In most jurisdictions, for example, the rule8 of law
relating to prevention of offenses and to arrest do not allow the
use of any force in the case of ordinary misdemeanors. In other
c a m , deadly force may be used in the ease of felonies, or at least
certain felonies, but not in the ease of misdemeanors.
In determining whether an interference with government property constitutes a misdemeanor or a felony, reference must be
had to the ordinary criminal laws of the state in which the inAGO 64608
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cident occurs.'8e In addition, there are certain federal criminal
laws specificaliy applicable to property in which the United States
has a particular interest.
Examination of some of the federal offenses of particular concern to military personnel in connection with protecting gouernment property will be helpful not only in visualizing the application of the general rules just discussed to particular offenses
but also in understanding the x o p e of the authority which would
be created by the recommendations in the following section.
In areas subject to the exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction of
the United States,'eo it is a felony to willfully and maliciously destroy or injure m y building, structure, machinery, supplies, military or naval stores, or munitions, or to attempt t o do s0.1Q' An
almost identical provision applies to arson of such
There is na requirement that the destruction or injury exceed
any specific amount to constitute a felony.
Certain offenses relate to property owned or used by the United
States without regard t o the nature of federal jurisdiction over
the situs. Far example, the theft of government property i s a
crime against the laws of the United States without regard to
where the offense takes place. If the amount of the theft exceeds
one hundred dollars, it is a felony: otherwise it is a misdemeanor.lqa
A similar distinction with regard to value is made in the case
of willfui i n i u r y to or depredations against any government property. If the damage exceeds ane hundred dollars, the offense is
a felony; otherwise it is a misdemeanar.1*4 This provision 8180
applies to property being manufactured or constructed for the
United States, even though title has not yet passed. If the property damaged or destroyed is connected with any means of communication operated or controlled by the United States, the
offense is a felony regardless of the value involved.1Q'
l a 8 In case of B federal pmneeution under the Assimilative Crimes Act, 18
U.S.C.9 1 3 ( I P 3 3 ) . t a r an offense committed in a. place subjeer ta the exeiu.

or concurrent juriadiclion of the United States, the penalty far the
IS d e t e r r n m d by reference t o state law, but whether the offenae is B
felony or a mindcmeanor 18 controlled by 18 U.S.C. I 1 (1958)
IS0 The statutes use the term "sppecisi maritime and territarlel JYriadietion
a i the Umted States" This t e r m 1 3 defined in 18 U.S.C S 7 ( 1 8 5 8 ) .
In: See 18 U S.C. 5 1 3 6 3 (1958).
1?1 see 18 E S.C s 81 (1818).
188 See 18 U.S.C. t 641 (1968).
IS4 See 18 U.S.C. & 1361 (1968).
IS6 See 18 U.S.C. S 1362 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
QIYP
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It is also a felony to injure, destroy, contaminate, or infect any
national-defense material, premises, or utilities with intent to
impede the national defense.ls8 National-defense material, premises, and utilities are defined so broadly as t o include almost
everything."'
A relatively obscure proviaion makes it a felony to willfully
trespass upon, injure, or destroy any property or material of a
fortification.'n8 This is the only case in which trespass is made
a felony merely because it is willful, without the requirement of
some greater criminal intent. There are other offenses which
seem more serious, yet are only misdemeanors.
For example, pursuant to section 21 of the Internal Security
the Armed Forces have made extensive use of
Act of 1950,1ss
restricted areas to safeguard their mast sensitive materials and
activities. These areas are generally well fenced, posted with
warning signs, and guarded by armed sentries. Access is strictly
controlled. Surprisingly enough, willful violation af the regula.
tions far the protection of these areas is only a misdemeanar.POO
It seems somewhat incongruous that a person who deliberately
ignores the warning signs, climbs the fence, and enters a restricted
area only commits a misdemeanor, even if the entry is for an unlawful purpose:o' while one who willfully trespasses upon the
property of fortification is guilty of B felony.
However, if the purpose of entering the restricted area, or
almost any other place connected with the national defense, is
to obtain information respecting the national defense with intent
or reason to believe that it will be used ta the injury of the United
States, a felony is committed.202 In many circumstances the mere
fact that a person either forcibly or furtively enters a sensitive
area could be sufficientbasis for a reasonable belief that he entertained such an intention and wan therefore committing a felony.
V. SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION
A. SUMMARY
Now that each of these areas of law has been examined separately, it is interesting to see what a serviceman may legally do
>((See 18 U.S.C. 5 2166 (1958).
See 18 U.S.C. S 2151 (1968).

l e * See 18 C . S . C 8 2152 (19581. The wording af this rtatute mdieates that
it may have been intended to apply p m a r i l y to harbor defense fortifieationa.
100 Ch. 1024, tlt. I, 5 21, 64 Star. l o 0 5 (1950).5 0 U.S.C. S 797 (1968)
IO0 lbrd.
203 See 18 C.S.C. $1382 (1958)
202 See 18 U.S.C.
7 9 3 ( a ) (1958).
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in protecting government property when his privilege to act in
defense of property, in preventing B crime, and in effecting an
arrest are combined. Using the majority rule as to each point,
he may proceed as fallows.
Ordinarily he must tell the person intruding on or interfering
with the property to desist. If that fails, he may use whatever
nondeadly force he reasonably believes i s necessary to terminate
or prevent the intrusion. He may resort to deadly force if he
reasonably believes it is necessary to stop the intruder from committing B dangerous felony or, when a felony has actually been
committed and he reasonably believes the intruder has committed
it, to arrest him, In the latter case, 88 well as when the intruder
has actually committed a breach of the peace in the serviceman's
presence, rhe serviceman may a h take him into custody and
search him. Otherwise the intruder may not be detained. However, the serviceman may pursue any intruder who has actually
taken government property and, using nondeadly force if necessary, recover the property.
Clearly thia i s a considerable amount of authority. Yet there
are same very significant deficiencies in It which bear closer examination.
1. K O Duty to Arrest.
First of all, the foregoing summary of what the serviceman may
do in protecting government property includes many actions which
may be taken only pursuant to making an arrest. Without these
his authorits is substantially less. But because the the Posse
Cormtatvs
members of the Army and Air Force may not
be ordered to arrest lawbreakers a8 part of their official duties.
Therefore any arrest by such personnel must be entirely of their
own volition. Instructing servicemen as to their right ta arrest
as private citizens and encouraging them to do so 90' would not
violate the letter of the Act and would probably be effecrive to
some extent, but it i s unsatisfsctory t o have to rely on purely
voluntary actions, simply because of the lack of consistent and
dependable remits.
2. The Risk of Personel Liability.

The problem of the individual serviceman's personal liability is
a180 greatiy aggravated by the Posse Comitatus Act. As previous~ _ _ _
ma 18 S.C. $ 1385 11818J
/01 I h l s 1s done ta same extent
Bee, I g . , U. S. DEP'T OF ARMY, FIPLV
MASUM so 19.5. THE MILITARYPOLICEMAN
[herernaiter cited 88 FM
19-51, para. 28 (19591
~

u
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ly mentioned, the serviceman has some degree of protection from
personal liability, bath civil and criminal, for acts done in the
performance of duty or pursuant to apparently legal orders.
However. since the soldier or airman cannot legally be given the
duty of enforcing the
if he mistakenly makes an unlawful
citizen's arrest or uses excessive force in making a lawful one, he
cannot claim this protection, Thus, he is fully subject to bath civil
and criminal liability when making an arrest.
The risk of such liability is great since a citizen's arrest is lawful in most states only if the peraon arrested has actually committed a breach of the peace in the serviceman's presence or if
a felony has actually been committed and there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the person arrested committed it. In other
cases the serviceman's reasonable belief i s no protection.
Thus, although there is always Some risk that the serviceman
will be personally liable for the use of farce, the risk is extremely
great when he is effecting a citizen's arrest.
3. lnsufieient Authority t o Detain.
A third significant deficiency in the serviceman'; authority t o
protect government property is also Bomewhat related to his right
to arrest. In most jurisdictions the serviceman may not detain
a n intruder except in connection with a lawful arrest,zOe As has
already been mentioned, the right t o make a citizen's arrest ia
fraught with the risk of personal liability and ie limited for the
most part to situations where a felony has actually been committed.207. As Been in the preceding chapter, many offenses
against government property are misdemeanors. In mast jurisdictions the serviceman has no legal right to detain a misdemeanant
even though he witnesses the offense and could easily apprehend
the culprit on the Spot.
In some cases it would undoubtedly be desirable for the serviceman to be able to detain a person without the requirement that a
felony has been committed.
906 See W r y m v United States, 200 F. Supp. 467 (E.D.X.Y.
1061) (Air
Force miotr held t o have been avfaide S ~ O D Dof emDlovment
m aidini ~ o l i e e
. .
search f o r Paearned conweti
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4. Laeh of Uniformity.

Another important deficiency in the serviceman's authority to
protect government property is the lack of a uniform rule a8 to
what he may legally do. His actions must comply with the law of
the situs. This is the mast serious obstacle to any practical servieewide guidance as t o the use of force to protect government property.*O* This mean8 that, if there is t o be any guidance a t all, i t
must be provided locally.zos If the serviceman should manage
to acquire adequate local training a s to the use of force to protect
government property, its value is largely lost with his next change
of station.
The rules of some jurisdictions as to the use of force a r e much
more liberal than the majority rules summarized above. This, of
course, is to the serviceman's advantage. On the other hand, some
states impose much greater limitations on the use of force. An
examination of the combined effect of the most restrictive rules iilustrates how little farce the rerviceman may be allowed to w e .
Under these rules, the serviceman must ordinarily tell the intruder to desist. If that fails, he may use whatever nondeadly
force he reasonably believes is nece8sary to terminate or prevent
the intrusion. The serviceman aieo may pursue an intruder who
has actually taken property and recover it by nondeadly force if
necessary. However. he may not take the intruder into custody,
search him, or otherwise detain him unless the intruder has
actually committed a felony in the serviceman's presence. In no
event may the serviceman use deadly force except in defense of
the person. Thus, if the intruder does not endanger human life
and the serviceman is unable to stop him with nondeadly force,
the serviceman cannot legally stop him a t all, no matter what the
offense.
To a limited extent this latter restriction exists even under
the majority view. Whenever nondeadly force is not sufficient
to etop the intruder from committing an offense or from eseaping, but the use of deadly force is not privileged, the serviceman
209 Current Army publieatma dealing u,lth thia subject are neeeasarily
unapeerhe, e.g., U. S. DEP'T OF ARMY, FIELD MANUAL NO. 18-30. PRYSIC&
SECURIW,para. 89 (19591, or limited to general common law prinerplea, e.&.
rly
F M 18-5, note 204 8mp7.0, para. 28. The latter is p ~ ~ t i ~ u l s vndeslrable

since several states are now more roatrxtivs than the common Isw rules.
209 Even s s t a b by a t a t e guide would not be entirely reliable because, as
e n sbave s t p. 88, the n a t w e of federal jurradietion over any Pmticulsr

pareel of land affect8 the applleability of the current s t a b law as to eivll
liability.
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cannot legally stop him. This can readly be classified as a deficiency in the serviceman's authority, however, but rather reflects
the fundamental belief of our legal system in the value of human
life, This belief must be balanced against the prevention of crime
and protection of property rights. No one would seriously advocate giving a guard the right to kill to prevent the theft of a
few gallons of gasoline even though the lack of such authority
meant the thief must be allowed ta escape with the property. On
the other hand, the law of the more restrictive jurisdictions would
apply the same rule if the thief were stealing a portable nuclear
bomb.210 In the latter case, the potential threat to human life in
allowing the theft t o succeed appears to outweigh the sanctity of
the life of the thief by a considerable margin.
B. RECOMXENDATIOh'S
The foregoing discussion paints out some of the deficiencies in
the right ta me force in the protection of government property
under the current state of the law. Increasing the authority of the
serviceman in this regard is the obvious solution. Unfortunately,
however, the problem is not that simple.
Actually there a r e three separate interests which must be reconciled by any satisfactory solution. First, there is the interest
of the United States in the Becurity of its property. Second, there
is the interest of the individual serviceman in avoiding permnal
liability. These two interests do not conflict and both could be
satisfied by a substantial increase in the serviceman's authority
t o use force. The third interest, however, is diametrically opposed t o such a solution. T h a t is the interest of the ordinary
citizen to be secure from the unprivileged or excessive use of force.
Because of the serviceman's relative immunity from both civil
and criminal liability f a r acts done in the performance of duty,
any increase in his right to use force subjects other persons t o a
greater risk of injury without a means of redress.ZLL
Even under
the current law, the serviceman is privileged in some instances to
use force on the basis of his reasonable belief although he is in fact
mistaken. Thus, completely innocent persons may suffer injuries
for which they have no legal right to be compensated. To increase
Theft of 8. nueiesr weanom 1% B felony, eh 1073, 5 1, 68 Stat 836
(1854). a% amended, 42 U.S.C. 5 2122 (1958).but ~ i n c ethe guard would not
be acting in defense of the person, under the maat restrictive rule he would
not be justified ~n kiilmq the thief to prevent his escape with the weapon.
Redress may be had throveh grivste relief legdation, of c o u r ~ e .
*DO 6 t b 0 8
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the serviceman's authority to use force would also increaae t h l
likelihood of such injuries.
The following recommendations are made with these conflicting
interests in mind.
1. Authority to Arrest.
I t is recommended that officers, enlisted persons, and employees
of the armed forces be given statutory authority to arrest for
violation of laws of the United States when such violations relate
to government property which the person making the arrest is
responsible to protect (app. A ) . This authority to arrest should
extend to any offense committed or attempted in the presence of
the officer,enlisted person, or employee and to any felony which
he has reasonable grounds ta believe the person to be arrested has
committed or is committing.z1z
The statute should specifically provide for the same authority
to use farce in making an arrest as peace officers of the L'nited
States have.*Ia Any attempt to give military personnel a greater
right ta use farce would be most unlikely to be adopted.
Such B statute would establish uniformity as to the eircumstances under which an arrest could be made. This would provide
a broad base of authority applicable throughout the United States.
*:*This would be eonnirtenr with other federal statutes dealing with arrest.
Far example. this 16 the same authority 8 8 t h a t granted L
' S. Marshals. See
18 u s c . 5 3053 ( i 9 5 8 i . see
18 U.S.C. Im36ib) 11958).
213 The United States Marshal, the ordinary peace officer of the United
States. has the authority of a sheriff under the la%%of the State in which
he serves 28 U.S.C 4 549 (1958). Thus, except for the svthority t o a r r e s t
without B uarrant. see note 212 eiipro. atate law ~ o n t r o l sB U. S . Msrshal
making an arrest Nevertheless, by equsting the serviceman's authority to
a r r e s t t o t h a t of the Unired Ststen peace officer h u sitnation is aided, first
because the p o m e eontitatas act IS removed a% an obstacle (see 18 U.S.C.
4 1385 i1956) 1 , and, secondly, because the l o c a l law applied to the use of force
would be t h a t applicable to peace afieers, which in some stater exceeds the
authority t o use i m s which a private citizen han m makmg an m ~ e s f . See
note 154 B r p 7 Y .
Under such a statute the soldier. further. could use the State peace officer
standard on the use of force while b a m p his authority to a r r e s t on the
federal s f i t u t e . Ci. United States Y . Krspf, 180 F. Svpp 886 [D.N.J.),
ad'd mt orher w o u n d s . 286 F 2d 611 (3d Car. 1 0 6 0 i . Another care has a i m
upheld rhe propoiltian t h a t uhen the sfate la- of a r r e ~ fapplies i f le nevertheless tho federal definition of what 1s B felony t h a t applien. See Ward V.
United States. 316 F 2d 113 ( 9 t n C n 1963)
Basme the ierweeman's authority on t h a t of peace officers of the United
States, rather than direcdy on thar of the sheriff, $ 3 vsefvi hecause 28 U.S.C.
5 549 I S not appilcable I" all eases l e . & in the District of Caiumbiai, end yet
where it IS not appliesble there s t i l l may he a atandard f a r U.S peace officers
( e . # , D.C. Code) which the soldier cauid claim.
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The proposed statute would significantly increase the right of
the serviceman to use force in protecting government property
in the many jurisdictions in which a peace officer is given more
authority to use force in making an arrest than a private citizen
may use.
In addition, such a statute, by allowing a serviceman to arrest
as part of his official duty, would reduce his risk of personal
liability. I t would also give the serviceman authority to detain
offenders who a t present cannot legally be detained. Thus, a11 of
the deficiencies pointed out above would be either eliminated or
substantially reduced by the proposed statute.
A federal statute is obviously the only practical way of accomplishing the desired result since it is inconceivable that all fifty
states could be persuaded to act favorably on this matter.
Actually it is somewhat surprising that servicemen protecting
government property do not already have authority to arresl in
eonneetion with that duty. Many other federal employees have
such authority even when protection of federal property is only
an incidental part of their duties and the property is less critical
than that protected by servicemen in many c8se8.z1'
2. Payment of Damages by the Cnited States.
I t is recommended that the Federal Tort Claims Actalb be

amended to allow recovery from the United States for an assault
or battery resulting from the mistaken o r excessive use of force
by an employee of the government in performing his duty to protect government property (app. B). I t is further recornmended
that recovery from the United States be made the exclusive
remedy in such cases (app. C).
The first of the recommendations would not only offset any
increased risk of uncompensated injury resulting from the previously recommended arrest statute, but would also provide a
means of recovery f a r those innocent persons, injured thrcugh
a reasonable mistake, who at present have no remedy other than
Private relief legislation. The second recommendation would pro.
z I ( s ~ e ,e.#., 3 3 Stat. 873 (19053, 1s C.S.C. 59 10 659 (19183,providing
that all employees of the National Park Service snd Forist Service may
arrest for Yiolation of any law or reeulntion relating to nstmnal parks 01
forests.

* l r C h . 753, SO Stat. 842 (19463, as amended by 75 Stat. 539 (1961)
(codified in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C.). Speeifieslly the recommendation
would require amendments ta 28 U.S.C. 59 2679. 2680.
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vide the individual w v i c e m a n with additional protection from
civil liability.
I t may be argued that additional protection from civil liability
would increase the iikelihood of the irresponsible use of farce by
servicemen. This is considered extremely doubtful, however. I t
i s questionable whether the majority of low ranking servicemen
are particularly concerned about their civil liability. Indeed. such
a thought probably never enters the mind of a guard confronted
with an actual problem in protecting government property. In
considering the consequencea to himself, he is mast likely to
think of the possibility of disciplinary action far failure ta take
adequate meaaures?ld rather than of the consequences of using
excessive force. If he should consider the latter, in all probability
he will do so in terms of posnhle disciplinary action which may
be taken against him for the use of excesair-e force.
The recommendation that the United States pay all claims in
this area does not reduce the serviceman’s criminal responsibility
to the United States for his unprivileged or excemive use of farce.
The military disciplinary system, with Its varying levels of
punishment to fit different degrees of guilt, is best equipped to
deal with the wrongful conduct of military personnel and undoubtediy is the strongest deterrent to such conduct. Therefore,
the risk of any increase in the irresponsible use of force by
providing additional protection from civil liability i s considered
insignificant.

c. c 0 s c L ~ s I 0 . Y
There i s no doubt that servicemen need increased authority to
adequately protect government property. A t present the serviceman’s authority in this regard IS seriously out of proportion to his
responsibility. Under the foregoing recommendations the s e n iceman would have the authority to perform his duties mare
effectively and have greater assurance againat personal liability
as well. Yet the public would a h be provided x i t h greater prarectian from uncompensated injuries,
Although the recommended authority to arrest would canstitute an exception to the Posse Comttatiw Act, that Act was
never intended to hinder the Army in protecting government
a i 8 A sentry who fails to take adequate measure8 t o protect Eovernment
property under his care may be guilty of an affeniie under UCMJ,Art. 1 0 8 ( 3 )
(suffering milltar? property to be lost, damaged, destroyed. ete.) or Art.
92(8) (dereliction in the perfarmsnee of d u t y ) .
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p r o p e r t y . ~ l ~The serviceman's authority to arrest under the
proposed statute would certainly not be disproportionate to that
of other employees of the government with correspnding responsibilities.
Although these recommendations do not purport to give the
serviceman all that might ever be desirable in the way of authority
to u8e farce in protecting government property, they do represent
an attempt to reconcile the conflicting interests involved.

111 For B brief history (if the Poaae Comitatus Act, ineivding its origins1
purpose, ~ e Furmsn,
e
Reatriotrona Upon the U8e of the Army lmpasrd b y the
Posse Comttalua Act, 7 MIL...I REV. 85-86 (1960).
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APPEKDIX A
(Proposed Addition to Chapter 203, 18 U.S.C.)

.

8

nfiiitary

Government

Officers, d i e t e d persona, and employeei of the armed foicea of the United
Ststes who, BP p a r r of t h e n official duties, am responsible f a r the protection

of Government property may make arrests without w a r r a n t for any offense
against the United States committed or attempted in their presence. or f a r
any felony cognirshle under the law. of the United States if they have
reasonable grounds to hdieve t h a t the peimn to he arrested has committed
or is committing such felony; provided t h a t svch offense 07 svch felons is
related to Government property under the pratectlon of the officer, enlisted
m a n , or employee makmg the s r i e a t . Such persons shall have the same
authority to U Q force
~
~n making arrests under this neetian BQ have peace
offieem of the United States in the place in which the arrent occurs. AnY
person arrested under this provision shall be taken before the nearePt United
States eonmissioner, within whose jurisdiction the a r r e s t 16 made, for trial.
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APPENDIX B

(Proposed Amendment* to 28 U.S.C.6 2680)
$2680. Exceptions.
The provisions of this chapter and aectian 1346 ( b ) of this title shall not
apply t o -

(h) Any claim arising aut of'an m88Ult o? battery (ezcept * h e n rrszdling

07 ezersiiue u8e 01 force 6s an employre of tbs G o i r m ment in perfo7mmg his dzty to prated Government p m p e v t y ) , 01 false im-

irmn the mislakan

prisonment, false arrest, malieiou~prosecution, abuse of proee~s,hbol, elander, misrepresentation, deceit, or with c m t m c t rights.
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APPENDIX C
(Proposed Amendment" t o 28 U.S.C.

5 2679. Exclusiveness of

5 1679. 8 9 Amended)

remedy.

( b ) The remedy by suit against the United Stater as provided by Seetion
1346 (b) of This titie for damage ta property or far personal injury, including
death, resuiting /ram lha uclions of any empiayee of the G o u e m n m t in p n iarminr hzs datu to pmfect Goveinmenl p v o p a ~ t yo r from the operatian by
any employee of the Government of any m o t o ~vehicle while acting within
the scope of his office or employment. thaii hereafter be exciwive of any other
civil action or proceeding by reason of the same subject matter against the
employee or his estate ivhoae act or o m i ~ ~ i ogave
n rise to the claim.

COMMENT
INCOMPATIBLE BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS.' Every transfusion of whole blood into a human being carries with it the possibility that it may cause him injury or death. Such a result may
follow the transmission of infection that is present in the donor
of the transfused blood,' or it may follow the transmission of infection by contaminant material contained on improperly
sterilized syringes or needles. A transfusion also may cause
injury or death if the transfused blwd is incompatible with the
blood of the recipient patient.l
There are interesting legal ramifications in each of the possibilities mentioned, but this article will be limited to a eonsideration of those aspects of law which are involved in transfusions
with incompatible blood.
I. BLOOD GROUPS3
Blood is a fluid which carries three formed elements (solid or
semi-solid particles) known as red cells, white cells and platelets.'
Red cells perform the function of carrying oxygen to the tissues,
and are those with which this article is concerned.
Red blood cells have certain properties which may vary from
person to person. These properties fall into separate categories
known as blwd groups: they cau8e red cells to clump together
when blood containing red cells with properties of a particular
group is mixed with other blood that contains substances that are
antagonistic ta those properties. When a mixing of blood samples
- .~
* T h e opinions and eonelusiona presented herein are those of the author
and do not neces~arilyrepresent the v i e w of The Judge Advocate General's
Sehooi 01 any other zovernmental aeeney.
1 See, B Y . , Giambon V. Peters, 1ZiCo.n. 380, 10 A.2d 833 (1940); Fisehei
V. Wilmington General Hospital, 61 Del. 654,149 A.2d 749 (Super. Ct. 1959);
Perimutte? Y. Beth David Hospital, 308 N.Y.100. 123 N.E.2d 792 (19541.
1 This enumeration doe8 not, of course, run the gamut of posaibllitiea for
misadventure t a pstienta as a result of blood transfusions. It serves a i B
warning, however, that blood tranafusmn should not be administored I".
diseriminately.
3 This ia a rudimentary explanation in non4eehnicai terms. It is recognized
that whenever aeientific mrtters are translated into Eneliah for the l a p a n .
something may be last in the translation.
4 Red cells and white eelis are also known BP red earpvaeier and white
eorpu3eies. respeetive1y.
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results in the clumping of red cells, the blood in the samples is said
to be "inc~mpatible."~
The ability to categorize blood samples according to the elumping properties of their blood groups is a significant factor in giring blood transfusions, because a transfusion with incompatible
blood is fraught with danger to the patient.
When incompatible blood i s administered to a patient, the
clumping of red cells which may result can limit the Row of
oxygen-bearing blood through the veins and arteries to the tissues;
in addition, large clumps may accumulate in the kidneys or elsewhere. Incompatibility of mixed bloods can a180 lead t o destruction of the oxygen-bearing red cells. The end results of incompatible blood transfusions may be the death of the patient, or
permanent damage to his brain, kidneys, or other portions of his
body.
The administration of incompatible b l d may evoke symptoms
in a patient before much blood has been transfused. These symptams include pain, anxiety, flushing af the face, chill, and an increase in the pulse rate and respiration. They may be followed
by shock,nausea, coma, high temperatures and delirium.
In some cases, early appearance of these symptoms may serve a8
a warning t o stop the transfusion; If the transfusion is stopped
s w n enough, the patient may suffer little or no harm.' In other
cases, however, early symptoms may be masked if the patient
is under anesthesia, or already in shock; in the absence of a w.rning from observable symptoms, a transfusion i s a p t to be cantinued to a stage where only permanent injury to the patient, or
his death, may ensue.
6 The clumping praperfm of red blaad cells were originaliy categorized by
four lettered groups designated A, B, AB and 0. Subsequently, additional
blood group%were identlhed, and were given d e s i g n a t m r such 8 8 M-N, RhHr, Kell. Lewis, Lutheran. Duffy and Kidd. Ail of these groups may he
f u r t h e r divided into subgroups, and each red blood cell m a y contain the
properties of one or more of theae g r m p a and rubgraupe. It I s probable that
there m e subgroup8 of preeently known groups t h a t ema am t o he diaeovered.
Blood groups are transmitted in genea according LO Mendel's Isw8, so thousands of different combinstions of groups are paanible. Although, as B general
Tule. there may be ineompatibility between two blood samples containing dissimilar blood groups, It has been found t h a t in the A, B, AB and 0 groupings,
group 0 blood may be given x i t h relative safety to persons with blood of
group A , B, U T AB Thus, group 0 blood is known P Q "un~verssldonor blood."
8 In JoieBh V. W. H. Gross Latter.Day Saints Hospitsi, 10 Utah 2d 84
343 P.2d 935 (1960J, m e of the allegations of plaintrff W B Q t h a t the defendan;
had failed to atop giving the t r a n r f v s m a f t e r an unfavorable reaction *as
U T nhould have heen noticed.

BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS
A number of techniques have been dweloped in order to group
and cross-match blood samples for compatibility. Because there is
a great number of possible combinations of blood groups, however, not ail these technique8 can be employed in every case
involving a transfusion. Some of the limitations on the use of
techniques include the economics of the situation and the availability of personnel and equipment.
11. NEGLIGENCE

Most actions f a r damages f a r injury or death resulting from
transfusions with allegedly incompatible blood are brought on the
theory of negligence. Actions have been unsuccessful when
brought on the theory of breach of warranty of fitness of the
transfused biaod for its intended use.
For example, in Dibblee .I Or.W . H.Gross Lattw-Dsy Saints
Hospital,i the administrator of an estate brought an action against
the defendant hospital for damages for the death of a patient foilowing a blood transfusion. It could not be shown that the transfused blood had been negligently grouped or mis-matched, so the
action wa8 based on the breach of an implied warrantly that the
blood was "fit for the use for which it was intended." In denying
recovery on this theory, the court said that the "furnishing of
blood by a hospital at the specific request of a patient or his doctor,
and for a charge, is part of a service, not a sale in any connotational sense of those terms."8 In Goelr 21. J . K . & Susie L. Wadley
Researeh Institute and Blood Bank: the same rule was applied in
an action for breach of warrantly against a blood bank which had
supplied blood to the hospital in which the patient had received
a transfusion.
In the light of presently available scientific knowledge, there
are certain minimum standards of care which must be observed
in performing blood grouping or cross-matching tests prior to a
transfusion. Procedures which are acceptable and customary
9 12 Utah 2d 241, 364 P.2d 1086 (1961); ocooid, Perlmutter Y. Beth David
Hospital, SO8 N.Y. 100, 123 N.E.2d 792 (1954); Gile V. Kmnewick Public
Hasmtal District. 48 Wash. 2d 714, 296 P.2d 662 (19561.
B i 2 Utah 2d at 243, 364 P.Pd at 1087.
9350 S.W.2d 513 (Tex. Ct. Civ. App. 1961) (alternative holding). A n
exception t o the requirement for pre-transfusion blood grouping and C T O ~ S matching may be found in an emeigency situation where advance teats are
not fesabie. In such a care. tramfY8lOn of Y n l v e r ~ ddonoi blood, see note 6
8up?a, to a patient who later suffer8 B transfunion remtion shmid not, in
and of itssif, be considered blsmeworthy.
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in the local medical community will usually set the standards to
be
but even these standards could be deemed inadequate in a court of law.li
Whether or not a hospital has fallowed customary methods and
procedures in grouping and cross-matching blood would be probative, and, in most case^, conclusive on the question of due care,
unless the standards are obviously too low. The plaintiff has the
burden of showing that the hospital was negiigent.
Expert testimony can be particularly important an the issue af
causation, because w e n when acceptable standard testa are
scrupulously followed. and admittedly compatible blood i s transfused, a patient may still suffer a transfusion reaction because
of his unknown physiological peculiarities, or because his blood
and the transfused blood contain 8s yet unidentifiable incompatible
blood groups for which there are no grouping and crass-matching
tests.
This problem of proving causation appears to militate against
invoking the doctrine of T B S ipsa loquitur in actions involving
transfusion? with allegedly mis-matched blood, even a h e n evidence shows that the blood >*asin fact mis-matched: a person does
not 81wa.y~ suffer a transfusion reaction from a transfusion with
incompatible blood, but he may suffer such a reaction far other
reasons when an incompatible blood transfusion is given.
111. DECISIONS IN POINT

There are not many reported cases based on alleged negligent
injurs or death from transfusions with mis-matched blood, and
not all of these are solely concerned with claims alleging negligence in performing or following proper laboratory standards
and techniques in grouping and crass-matching. Some cases involve the adminstration of mislabeled blood, and some involve the
administration of incompatible blood to B person who did not require a transfusion.'2 I t is not possible t o predict the possibilities
for all new type8 of c a m .
~~

alpraotior and the Federn1 Tort C l a i m l o t , [I9631 INJOIRX*l463.467.
See Favalors V . Aetna Casualty and Suret) Company, 144 So.2d 544
(La.C t . App. 1962).
12 There 13 a tsPe of ease relared t o those invalvme transfurlom with mis.
matched blood. This type indicts a failure to give an exchange f r a n ~ f v ~ w n
to B newborn infant where there IS an Rh factor mcompat~b~lity
between the
parents See Price V. Neslsnd, 320 F.2d ti74 (D.C.o r . 1963).
BORANCE LA*
11
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A. ERRONEOUS TESTS

In Berg v. New York Societg for the Relief of the Ruptured
and C7bped.” a husband and his wife brought an action against
the defendant hospital to recover damages for injury caused by a
laboratory technician’s negligence. The wife had been hospitalized
f o r rheumatoid arthritis: in connection with her treatment, she
was to have received a transfusion of blood. Before the transfusion, a sample of A h Berg’s blood was taken, and the necessary
testing was performed. The laborctary technician mistakenly reported, however, that Xrs. Berg’s blood was group A-Rh positive, whereas, in fact, her blood was group A-Rh negative. On
March 19, 1947, 500 c . c . ’ ~ of Rh positive blood were infused into
Mrs. Berg. On March 26,1947, while she was again being infused
with Rh positive blood, she developed an unfavorable reaction
after 100 c.c.’s had been administered, and the transfusion was
stopped. She wa8 discharged from the hospital on April 12, 1947,
and, shortly thereafter, became pregnant. As a result of the incompatible blood transfusions she had received while in the
hospital, Mrs. Berg was sensitized to a point where the fetus had
no chance of surviving, and died before delivery. In finding for
the plaintiffs, the court held that the hospital was liable for consequential damages because of the negligence of its laboratory
technician.
In Redding 8 . United States,” the evidence revealed that, during the course of a hysterectomy, plaintiff Mrs. Redding was initially transfused with incompatible blood. When she appeared
to he having a transfusion reaction, the blood was rechecked, and
she wss then transfused with compatible blood. Although the
second transfusion saved Mrs. Redding’s life, she suffered permanent damage to her kidneys, and developed a condition of
rheumatoid arthritis. The defendant admitted that an error had
been made in cross-matching Mr. Redding’s blood, offered evidence
to show that all proper procedures had been fallowed, and that,
in Some cases, an error can be made despite the use of due care.
This argument was rejected by the court, which rendered judgment for the plaintiffs. I n its opinion, the court discussed the
question whether res ipsa loquitur should he applied, hut it is not
clear that the doctrine. as such, was fallowed.
~

13

1

N.Y 2d 498, 136 8 E.2d 623 (1966). Far

B

defalled statement of facts,

see the lower court opinion m 136 N Y S 2 d 523 (Sup, Ct. 1954). Compare
v i t h Price V. Neyland, 8rpra n s t e 12. and Quinton V. United States, 203 F.

Supp. 332 111.0.Tex. 1861).
14 196 F. Supp. 8il (W.D. Ark 1961).
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In National Homeopathic Hospital

1.

PkilIips,'s the hospital

was held liable in damages for the transfusion death of a patient
when it was shown that a laboratory technician had erroneously
tested and reported incompatible blood as being compatible.

.I

I n Joseph
W. H. Gross Latter-Day Saints H o s p i t o l , ~the
~
plaintiff father, individually and as guardian ad litem for his
children, brought an action for damages for the death of the
mother, alleging that the hospital had been negligent in administering incompatible blaad during B transfusion. The facta
indicated that on April 4, 1953, Mrs. Joseph was operated on for
the removal of an ovarian cyst, and received transfusions of two
pints of blood, one during the operation, and the other after having
been returned to her room. During the second transfusion, she
manifested Bymptoms of undue distress, and she began to perspire,
and to shake as if chilling. Ten days later, Mrs. Joseph died in the
hospital of a lower nephron nephrosis (inflammation of the kidney
t h a t prevents it from functioning) which appeared ta have resulted from m incompatible blood transfusion. The claim of
negligence was that the hospital had failed to exercise proper
care in ( a ) grouping and matching the blood, ( b ) administering
the transfusion, and 'or ( c j failing to stop giving the transfusion
after an unfavorable reaction was or should have been noticed.
The jury found far the defendant hospital. On appeal, the plaintiff asked the court to invoke the doctrine of TeS ipsa loquitur,
but the court refused to do so. The court pointed out that the
evidence showed that the hospital had taken a11 reasonable precautions to assure proper matching of blood before the transfusions,
and that there was no evidence that the wrong type of blood had
been given. The court recognized that the occurrence of a transfusion reaction does not necessarily indicate that there has been
negligence, and stated:
According to the evidence in this C B S ~there cen he no certainty t h a t
there will he no adverse blood reaction even when the best methods known
to medical science are used in the typing and matching of blood . . . .
[Elven when such procedures are foliowed, hemolytic reactions [deitruc.
tion of the red earpuscler] nevertheleis occur in about m e t o f i ~ eper
thousand tranafusians and . . . death may result in from twenty-five t o
thirty per cent a i those suffering such reaction.

....

It i g apparent, however, thst there are known hamrds Involved I"
giving blood trm8fnsions and this would, of coume, i m p ~ s eupon those
~

15
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181 F.2d 283 (D.C.
Car. 1860).
10 Utah 2d 84, 348 P.2d 936 (1960).
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administering them the duty of exercising the utmost care and vigilance
for the safety of the patient. This ineludea not only the preliminary
atepr in taking, typing and matching the blood . . . but ais0 the duty of
make eareiul observation a i the patient during the transfunion for any
indications of an sdverse reaetion.li

Gillen w . L‘nited States was an action by the husband and son
of a decedent for damages for her wrongful death, which allegedly
resulted from the negligence af military medical personnel when
she was a patient in a military hospital. Mrs. Gillen, the deceased,
had been admitted as a confinement patient to the Air Force
hospital a t Perrin Air Farce Base, Sherman, Texas, on December
19, 1955. On December 24th, a t about 4:16 P. M., she was
deliverid of B stillborn child, and suffered hemorrhaging, with attendant shock. At about 4:30 P. M., whole blood was ordered and
caused to be transfused into her by attending medical personnel.
Mrs. Gillen failed to rally, her condition worsened, and she died,
two days later, of a lower nephron nephrosis. The plaintiffs
alleged that the medical personnel of Perrin Hospital had negligently failed properly to determine Nrs. Gillen’s blood group, that
they had transfused her with Incompatible blood, and that the
onset of the nephrosis and her death were direct and proximate
results of this negligence. Although the evidence, particularly the
testimony of medical experts was conflicting, the court found that
Mrs. Gillen had not been transfused with incompatible blood, and
that the nephrosis and death were not occasioned by her receipt of
incompatible blood. In a footnote to its opinion, the Court of Appeals stated: “Hemorrhage lass of 1,000 c.e.’s of blood and a
manual removal of retained (12-13 days) placenta resulted in
utero placental damage to the deceased. Medical testimony showed
that lower nephron nephritis could be caused by 12 physiological
conditions, three of which are (1) transfusion reaction, (2)
shock, and (3) utero placental damage.”Ig The court refused
to apply the doctrine of res ispa loquitur as a conclusive presumption.

B. M I S L A B E L E D BLOOD
In ParkeT I. Port Huron Hospital.2Qthe sample tube containing
the patient’s blood was mixed up with two other tubes containing
the blood of other patients. Although the sample in each tube was
17

I d . at 89-100, 342 P.2d at 838.

18281 F.2d 426 (8th Cir. 1860).
19

I d . a t 427 n.3.

D 361 Mieh. 1, 106 N.W.2d

*oo

6‘608

1 (1860)
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correctly grouped and cross-matched, the laboratory technician
labeled the wrong sample as coming from the patient involved
in the case. AB a result, the patient was transfused with incampatible blood, and died. The court held for the plaintiff, because It
was shown that the technician had not followed acceptable praced u e s in labeling the samples.
In ;Mississippi Baptist Hospital 7j. H01mes.l~the laboratory
techician correctly grouped the blood of two patients, but inadvertently switched identification labels. As a consequence, one
of the patients was given blood of the wrong blwd group, and
died. The court found the hospital liable. In this case, the defense
experts contended that even though the wrong blood had been
given, it could not be stated with certainty that the transfusion
had caused the death, as there had not been an autopsy. The
court, holding t h a t the plaintiff need not "prove to a moral certainty and beyond every ather reasonable hypothesis the exact
cause of the death complained of," said:
To illurtrate that these experts in giving their testimony that romething cine could have happened had in mind resianable posaibiiitiea as
againit the contention that the transfusion of the "ong type of blood
had in fact caused her death as a reasonable probability. same of them
testified that if one should see a person shot in the head with a pistol
and then see the victim fall over and die mstantly, an sutapsy would
Ifill be neeesssry ~n order to determine the csum of death with a reasonable degree of certainty This high degree of proof is not even required
in homrcide c a ~ e O 2

In Mazer v . Lipskutz.28 the facts showed t h a t plaintiff's decedent, Israel Abrams, had entered the hospital on December 17th
f o r an operation, and was placed in room 807. On the same day,
another Israel Abrams entered the same hospital and was assigned
to room 342. Pollowing usual hospital practice, the anesthetist for
the operation on the first Irsael Abrams ordered two pints of blood
to be made available in the Operating room. During the course
of the operation, the anesthetist sent f o r a bottle of blood, and
noted that it bore the name "Israel Abrams," but the wrong room
number. He called for the head blood bank technician, a hospital
employee, who asaured him that the blood was correct for the
Israel Abrams then an the operating table. Thereafter, a total
of six pints af incompatible blood was administered and the
patient died. In individual actions against the surgeon and the
21

22
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214 Mias. 806,5 5 Sa.2d 112 ( 1 8 6 1 ) , 66
I d . at 821, 65 So.2d st 141.
327 F.2d 42 13d Clr 18631

Sold 709

119521.
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anesthetist (the hospital had been given a release) the jury found
both defendants free from negligence. The trial court denied a
motion far a new trial as against the mrgeon, pointing out that
the surgeon had not had control of the employees of the hospital
and, therefore, could not be charged with responsibility f a r their
negligence. On appeal, the court held that under Pennsylvania
law, the surgeon, as "captain of the ship," could be liable for the
negligence of the head technician and ordered a new trial.
C. WRONG P A T I E N T T R A N S F C S E D

Necolayff II. Genessee Hospital 24 was a ease where an interne
and a nurse gave a transfusion of incompatible blood to a patient
who did not require a transfusion. The transfusion had been
intended for another patient on the same floor. The defendant
hospital was held liable far negligent injury.
In Weiss c. Rubin,ls an action for damages was brought against
the hospital, the anesthetist and the surgeon, w,hen death oecurred
to a surgical patient who had received blood intended for another.
A judgment against all three defendants was sustained on appeal.
The facts, briefly, indicated that during the course of an operation upon the decedent, the surgeon was told by the anesthetist
that he had the patient's blood ready. The anesthetist asked "Shall
I give it?' and the surgeon responded in the affirmative. The circulating nurse had come into the operating room with a bottle
of blood on which there was a slip with the name of another
patient, previously operated, but not by the defendant surgeon, s t
which operation the circulating nurse and the anesthetist had also
been present. The proof showed that although it was the duty of
the surgeon to order blood?6 he had neither ordered blood for this
patient nor asked haw it had gotten into the operating room.

IV. COSCLUSION
The fact that there a r e few reported cases involving transfusions with incompatible biocd may be interpreted as meaning
that, in the great majority of cases involving transfusions, patients are transfused with compatible blood. The fact that errors

______~
24 270 App. D i r . 648, 61 N.Y.S.2d 852 (4th Dep't 1 9 4 6 ) .
1111 App. Div.2d 818, 205 N.Y.S.2d 274 l2d Dep't 1960). a f d 9 N.Y.2d

230, 173 N.E I d 791 (1961).
26 See 8 N.Y.2d a t 235, 173 N.E.2d st 792. Compare Mazer V. Lipshut.,
321 F.2d 42 (3d Cir. 18631, uhere the aneathetmt had the duty to order blood.
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can be made, however, suggests that hospitals and blood banks
should make certain that their grouping and cross-matching procedures are adequate, and that they are strictly followed by cornpetent personnel under proper supervision.
MAURlCE

LEVIX'

* Calonel. JAGC ( R e t 1; formerly Judge Advoeate t o The Sul$ean Genelal,
Department of the Army: A.B., 1929, Columbia Pmverslty: LL.B., 1932,
Columbia University; Member of the Bare of t h e State of New York and af
the Umted States Svpreme Court, United States Court of Claims. Unlted
Stares Dintrier Court, Eastern and Southern Dintriels of S e w Yark, and
the Umted States Court of Mllltsry Appeals.
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The Death Penally in America. Edited by Hugo Adam Bedau.
Anchor Fkmks, Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New
York, 1964. Pp. 584. Bibliography. Index.
Hugo Adam Bedau has collected the opinions of several authorities on the subject of capital punishment, including Thorstein
Sellin, J. Edgar Hoover, John Barlow Martin, Sidney Hook, and
Jacques Barzun. The result is a unique anthology which extensively explores the bases upon which the abolitionists, and, to a iemer
degree, the retentionists, rest their respective cases. The editor,
himself a declared abolitionist, has included six essays of his own
on topics he considered "so fundamental they could not be
omitted."
The book is divided into nine chapters, the first of which is
a general introduction written entirely by Professor Eedau. Here
he examines the characteristic components of English capital IRW
as a foundation for the pattern of the Caionial American laws in
connection with capital punishment. The Colonial framework is
then developed by the author as the historic basis upon which
the major American innovations in capital punishment were instituted during the past century and a half. It is warthy of comment that such a Herculean task is accomplished in the surprisingly short space of thirty-two pages. By way af conclusion t o this
initial chapter. the author makes the interesting observation
that, in its most fundamental aspects, the death penalty really
plays a microscopic role in the overall program of criminal treatment and in the administration of criminal justice. This, he paints
out, is evinced by the fact that only about one inmate in one
thousand (in the state and federal systems) is under a sentence of
death. "The obvious inference," he concludes, "is that the death
penaity in our country is an anachronism, a vestigiai survivor of
an eariier era when the possibilities of incarcerative and rehabilitative penology were hardly imagined."l The reader,
whether he be retentionist, aboiitioniBt, or uncommitted, is forced
t o question the validity of this conclusion. Is the low percentage
" T h e o p m m s and conclusions presented herein are thors af t h e mdividusl
r ~ s i e w e rand do not neceissrily represent t h e view8 of T h e Judje Advocate
General's Schaal or m y other governmental sgency.
1 P. 31
A 0 0 6,lOB
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of prisoners under the death sentence an illustration of the success
of the death penalty, or, as the author would have U B believe, is it
exemplary of its failure? Are the possibilities of incareerative
and rehabilitative penology fully appreciated even in the present
era, in view of the rate of recidivism in this country? At this
early point in the b w k the thoughtful reader is forced to decide,
therefore, a t least tentatively, that the "inference" Professor
Bedau constructs is not quite so obvious a s he would purport.
The introduction t o Chapter Two, also written by the editor,
Presents a study of the various offenses punishable by death in
the United States, a discussion of juveniies and capital punishment, and the seven crimes for which the death penalty has been
carried out since 1930 (murder, rape, armed robbery, kidnapping,
espionage, burglary, and assault by a life term prisoner). The
author draws some rather interesting conclusions, based upon
available statistical data: first, year by year, the total number
of Serious crimes committed in all jurisdictions greatly exceeda
those which are capitally punishable. The question that may be
interposed is whether this disparity is because of, or in spite of the
death penalty. (The deterrent effect of the death penalty is extensively discussed a t a later point of the book.) Secdndly. the
rate of capitally punishable homicides in generally proportionate
to the total volume of homicides committed during any given time
period. Thus, the latter may be used a8 a guide to the formera helpful device in view of the dearth of statistical data on the
number of capitally punishable homicides committed during any
given year. This observation does not represent an innovation of
methodology, however, for as is pointed out by the editor, Edwin
H.Sutherland discussed statistical relationships between general
homicides and capitally punishable homicides in his article
"Murder and the Death Penalty" In 1925.* Third, the general
homicide rate, including capitally punishable homicides, is on a
slow but relatively steady decline.
Perhaps the most informative and interestingly written article
of the six presented In Chapter Two is "A Sociological Analysis
of Criminal Homicide," by Professor Marvin E. Wolfgang of the
University of Pennsylvania. This article is based largely upon
statistical data collected and analyzed by the author after an intensive study of all criminal homicides recorded by the Philadelphia Homicide Squad from 1 January 1948 through 31 Decem1 See Sutherlsnd, Y w d w and the Death P e n ~ l l y ,16 J. CRIM. L., C . & P.S.
523 (1925).
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ber 1952. This research resulted in the determination that while
criminal homicide is largely an unplanned act, nevertheless there
are rather clearly defined unifomaties and patterns. For example, statistically, there is a significant asaociation betwoen criminal homicide and the race and sex of both the victim and the
offender; Negroes and males exceed greatly their proportions in
the Population generally, and the rates f a r these two categories
are decidedly greater than the rates for whites and females. This
factor is of great significance in determining the degree of interrelationship between socioeconomic s o u p 8 and crime rates;
the author uses the phrase “subculture of violence” to characterize
the phenomenon of socially isolated ethnic groups who are virtually required to live in restricted residential areas characterized by
poor housing, high population density, overcrowded home conditions, and disoriented value systems. The author’s research also
reveals that in nearly two-thirds of the cases, either the victim
or the offender, or bath, had been drinking immediately before
the slaying.
In Bum, Professor Wolfgang has presented a thorough and
meaningful analysis of statistical data which should be of extreme value for future inquiry into the etiological factors of criminal homicide.
The book’s third chapter presents “The Argument for the Death
Penalty.” I t is interesting that the editor has limited this aspect
of his anthology to but forty-five pages. In his introduction to
Chapter Three, Professor Bedau divides proponents of the death
penalty into three main categories. First, law enforcement
agencies provide the primary support, on the bases of retribution
and deterrence. Some theologians of the more “Bible-Centered
persuasion” provide the secondary line of defense.8 (Later Portions of the book leave the reader with the impression that an
appreciable segment of religious groups oppose the death penalty,
and those of their number who actively support retention are
dissidents.) Thirdly, a ”moderate” approach is supported by many
who are not prepared to completely divorce Bociety from the possibility of recourse to the death penalty, but at the same time accept as valid the factual evidence cited by the abolitionists.
The editor’s selection of articles for inclusion in thg chapter
is unfortunate. Withal they are interesting, if only for the weakness of the arguments they present, and the dogmatism which
8
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characterizes their style. An example is "Capital Punishment:
Your Protection and Mine," by Edward J. Allen, Chief of Police,
Santa Ana, California.' He develops a t one point in his essay the
following mystifying syllogism which will be synopsized without
needless further comment: one reason advanced for the abolition
of the death penalty is that slavery may be equated with the
capital punishment. Enlightened mciety now frowns upon slavery
and favors its continued abolition; therefore, we ought to do away
with the death penalty because we are more advanced than the
generations who preceded us. The author then concludes that.
"[sllavery never was, or never will be, morally right, or justifiable, or just. The death penalty is morally right and justifiable
and just. So these sophists are merely advancing a completely
false and odious comparison."b After completing the book, the
reader wonders whether the editor intended to represent the position of the Protagonisb by articles which most effectively articulate their position.
Chapter Four presents the argument against the death penalty.
I t is i n this chapter that the editor presents the thrust of the
book, for he has colleced five articles which succinctly put forth
several valid arguments against capital punishment. I t is strategically located immediately following the chapter which embodies
the opposing view, and withal, successfully refutes every salient
point made in Chapter Three. Perhaps the most stimulating of
these articles (for the legally trained reader) is that written
by Gerald Gattlieb in which the future constitutionality of the
death penalty is questioned.'
Chapter Five is a collection of three articles on the general
subject of public opinion and capital punishment. This segment
is slightly burdensome reading, owing mainly to an inordinate use
of statistics throughout.
The deterrent effect of the death penalty is treated in the
essays of the sixth chapter. The main thrust of these articles is
that, as e. deterrent, the death penalty has not been shown by the
Protagonists to be sufficiently efficacious to warrant its retention.
Related topics are treated in the fallowing chapter titled
"Abolition : Success or Failure," which recounts the legislative
struggle for abolition and the reasons for later reintroduction of
the death penalty in Oregon, Missouri, and Delaware.
4

6
6
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The flnai two chapters (eight and nine) deal with general

as.

peck of criminal justice and case histories, reapectively. In perspective, these articles serve as post-scripts, and are entirely interesting if not strikingly informative.
Professor Bedau has brought together the v i e w (ali previously
published) of sevewl distinguished writers in the field of penology,
and in doing so he has undoubtedly made a contribution to the
field, I t cannot be said, however, that the editor has compiled
an objective antliblogy, although that was admittedly not his
purpose. Perhaps it would not be unfair to conclude that the
book's most bothersome defect is ita repetition of facts, figures,
and arguments for abolition: but then, it should d m be added that
repetition is a defect which might occur to the "cover to cover"
reader of any anthology of this nature.

GLENN M. WOODWORTH'
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